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ABSTRACT
Uneven economic growth across regions is a continuing feature of Canadian Society.
Locally initiated development efforts are increasingly being examined in political and
academic circles as an appropriate strategy to address issues of community
marginalization. In this respect. communitydevelopment corporations (COCs) arc viewed
as democratic community-based organizations that provide residents with the mears III
plan and implement development strategies that address community needs.
COCs are expected to integrate principles of democrat ic community control with
private sector economic activity. This thesis explores the extent to which lhe Great
Northern Peninsula Development Corporation. a CDC located in Newfoundland. and New
Dawn Limited, a CDC located in Sydney Nova Scotia. were able to manage lhe tension
between operating in a market economy and following principles of community control.
Interviews with the boards of directors of the COCs and leaders of relevant
community-based organizations indicated that both COCs adopted the style and strategies
of market-oriented private sector firms. Few opportunities were given to community
residents to participate effectively in the planning and implementation of development
policies. Almost all of the limited resources were foc used on establishing and managing
business enterprises. Leaders of neither organization saw community economic
development in terms of an alternative development strategy with community
empowerment as the goal.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTROD UCTION
~
In 1987, a community development corporation (CDC) was established on the Grelll
Northern Peninsula of Newfoundland to provide greater commun ity control and
ownersh ip over the development of the region's resources. Community control over the
corporatio n's activities was expected to flow through six communi ty-based regjona!
development associations on the peninsula that make up the organization's shareholders.
Cornmunlty development corporations are hybrid organizations. They auempt to combine
small business devctopmenr and entrepreneurship with a structure to improve the
capabilities of residents of the region to take control of the developme nt process.
The objective of this thesis is to examine the exte nt to which two community
development corporations in Atlantic Canada were able to function as effective vehicles
for community controlled economic development. Did the CDes provide opportunities
for community residents to plan and implement a comprehensive development strategy
which would allow them to take control of their community's resources? This question
will be addressed by focusing on a case study of the Great Northern Peninsula
Development Corporation, a CDC on the Northern Peninsula of Newfoundland. The
investigation will build on the work of Sinclair {I 989). and Felt and Sinclair (1991' and
include an ana lysis of New Dawn Limited. a CDC in Sydney, Nova Scotia.
CDCs arc viewed as organizational tools that can be used to implement a
programme of community economic development. Community economic development is
often cited as one example of development "from below", where marginalized
communities or regions mobilize local resources to address social and economic
problems. It is argued that strategies formulated in this way would most effectively
address the needs of the communities or reg ions. The aim of this approach is 10
strengthen local institutions 10 provide a greater degree of local autonomy in relationto
decisions made by large companies headquartered outside of the area and/o- by
unresponsive central government bureaucracies. The thesis will examine how well ttle two
CDCs were able to function as community controlled development organizations.
Like other development "from below" strategies, community economic
developme nt is not grounded in a theory or model of social and economic development.
It is normally described in terms of implementation and operational considerations.
Reports emphasize the importance of a community-based economic development approach
but few analyze the internal dynamics of the process or attempt to make a link with the
wider evolution of capitalism andlor government policy at the national and provincial
levels. In many cases, a community is considered homogeneous and quest ions concern ing
social divisions in the community a nd who co ntrols community economic development
programmes are seldom investigated. Are organizartcne such as CDCs able to forge a
new type of political economy where all co mmunity residents democratically control
economic activity? Or do they reject the political process that this would entail,
concentrat ing instead on business success in an attempt to become financially
self-sufflCient1 This thesis will attempt to answer these questions. The first step in 1111:
analysis will be an overview of relevant literature on regional and community~l1{tlll ic
development.
Regional [)evc:lopmr;m
Uneven economic growth across regions is a characteristic of all capitalist market
economies. In a system that encourages the free movement of all factors of production
and defines all values in terms of commodity relations. certain regions will likely enjoy
advantages of economic growth while others become marginalized. I Canada is nil
exception. People in some parts of the country are faced with higher levels or
unemployment. lower incomes and fewer social services than people in other areas.
Economic indicators such as personal per capita income. gross domestic product and
levels of unemployment consistently reveal that within Canada. Newfoundland and
Labrador is the poorest province. And within the province itself there are regions
significantly worse off than others. These conditions have contributed to a steady now
of out-migration from the Newfoundland and Labrador to orher Canadian provinces as
people leave in search of a more secure future elsewhere. Since the 1%Os. numerous
initiatives designed to stimulate economic development in the marginalized areas were
established by both the federal and provincial governments. Despite these efforts. regional
disparities have persisted.
ln thi 5 sense mlrJi naliJ,il lionrefc~lo lhc cx cl ll5ion from l w!lole r.cl or i l"lle raClinnpTl);;c"'C i ll.''' ll; ialcd
wilh I suo nl economic~ rencctedby symptoms such II Iow.nd irrc gul:o.ri neumc~. hi~ r:o.lc\ III
uncmploymelllinct weak ~conornic ill5litlllioll5.
Traditional regional development policies such as industrial attraction, growth
poles and resource sector mega-projects are based on a development ' from above"
paradigm that emerged in the period immediately following World War II (Hensen. 1981;
Stohr and Taylor, 1981: Weaver, 1981). The paradigm is grounded in modernization
theories of development. According to these theories. development will occur through the
d ispersion of western urban industrialization and culture to "underdeveloped" areas
(Pones . 1976). Economic development was thought to polarize initially around favoured
economic sectors and urban locations. Growth was expected eventually to spread or
' trickle-down' to surrounding centres accord ing 10 market forces as corpora te industry
penetrated into those areas. Where regional dispar ities persisted, the state could intcrvcn.
through regional development policies designed 10 induce economic growth in the
distressed area. Corporate investors would be attracted to designated areas by public
incentives such as tax benefits and grants. It was expected that the attracted industries
would contribute to a process of spin-off growth. And economic development would
eventually spread throughout the area's lagging hinterlands (Hansen, 1981: Weaver,
1984).
Over thr past two decades, regional development policies based on a development
"from above" paradigm came under increased criticism. During the 19705, regional
development research indicated that the expected spread effects associated with the
development ' from above" approach were small and limited in geographical extent
(Hansen, 1981). Evidence also suggested that the kinds of industries att racted to
marginalized regions did not establish forward and backward linkages in the surrounding
economy. Therefore . internal networks of dynamic expansion were never established
(Weaver , 1984). Within traditional regional development policies. emphasis was placed
on a ttracting multireg ional and multinational corporatio ns. However . these corporauo ns
were often guided by their own functional criter ia which were not necessarily in accord
with the inte rests of territorial communities (Shoh r, 1983) . Large corpora tions were often
attracted by a small number of speci fic natural resources. T his usually meant the
' creaming" of these resources for export (Hensen. 1981). leading to their over-utilizat ion
while other resources were left idle. Large externa l corporations would also ortendrain
capital. in the form of profits , away from the region and even displace endogenous
enterprises. After several decades of traditional regional development policies.
mar ginalized regions have continued to be burdened with a narrow economic base. high
exposure to externa l changes in demand, slow growth rates and low indicators of
economic and socia l development.
Stohr (1986) outlined a number of changes in conditions during the 19705 in
western industrializ ed countries that made the basic assumptions underlying traditional
reg ional developmen t policies invalid. The aggregate economic growth rates even in core
regi ons beg an to dec rease. These reductions had a greater effect on marginal regions
because of their depen dence on economic expansion from (he centre. The overa ll decrease
in econom ic growth was coupled with increased local economic turbulence associated
w ith plant c losures . Multinational corpo rations could easily move capital around in search
of lower pr oduction costs. mainly in third world countries . Moreover, multinational and
muhi region al corporations were often attracted by natural resources to peripheral regions
in industrializcd countries. However, by the 1980s many of the natural resources were
being exploited to their limits. Moreover, evidence showed that most new jobs were
being created by local small businesses rather than the migration of large firms (Peirce,
1981). Finally, by the 1980s conservative governments in man}'western industrialized
countries began to raise concerns over the continued availability of public funds to
promote the expansion of economic activity from core to peripheral areas.
Under these conditions. regional development policies based on the assumption
that aggregate economic growth would diffuse from developed to marginalized regions
partly via market mechanisms and partly through the aid of regional development policies
began 10 be viewed as less appropriate. As a result, more attention is now being focused
on alternative approaches to regional development. Buller and Wright (1990) maintain
that since the t9805 there has been a shift in both the third world and western
industrialized countries away from regional policies based on "trickle-down" development
from the centre to local programs based on the creation of small-scale locally controlled
development impulses. Unlike proponents of development ' from below ' who, in the
context of the third world, see locally initiated development as a way to change existing
social structures and create new forms of social organization that would lead 10
autonomous development (Stohr and Taylor, 1981), locally initiated development in the
industrialized west, while using the same language (local control and local participation),
tends to focus on local capital accumulation with in the framework of existing state control
and social relations of capitalism.
Stohr and Taylor (1981) wr ite of a new parad igm of development "from below"
thai draws much of its theoretical orientation from the nco-marxist school of dependency
theory. This approach is based on an alternative notion of development where egalitar ian
social structures and a collective consciousness are important prerequisites. Development
is viewed in terms of the full mobilization of a region ' s natural. human and institutional
resources for the common benefit of all strata of the regional popu lation. The new
paradigm calls for increased local autonomy ove r development decisions and the
establishment of internal, democratically controlled development organizations . Both
elements require considerable changes in insututio nal and power structures (Stohr .
1980 .1
In western industrialized countrtes. the context is different . Local
development is based on a populist approach. It does not challenge existing social and
economic structures. The legitimacy of the existing capitalist system itself is never
quest ioned. Nor is the internal class structure of the region discuseed. Like any othe r
populist programme. it is not expressed in class terms but pre sented in terms of a general
ideology which embodies principles of political and economic morality which all classes
ougbt 10emb race (Collier. 1985). In this sense. local development calls for the defence
of the viability of communities wronged by the perceived failures of traditional
development strategies that supported large scale capital and the perceived insensitivity
to local needs and conditions in developme nt schemes devised at the centre. The goal of
such an approach is to create internal developme nt initiat ives and reduce the region's
Stohr{I98J} has alsoapplied thisappr(»lchto peripheral rcgiQn.~ in industrialized European coumric~.
dependency on large centralized institutions • multinationa l corporationsand central state
bureaucracy - without overthrowing dominant lnstlnnic ns.'
Summers (1986) points out that a great deal of development literature assumes that
increased presence of extra-local forces in the community (vertical integration) has
rendered the community powerless in the face of broad and powerful forces that have
concentrated politica l and economic power.
The basic argument was that social o rganizational changes wrough t by these
macro processes had robbed communities of local autonomy in their decision-
making and had absorbed them into mass society. In recent years there has been
a grow ing sense that the pronounced impotence of rural communities has been
somewhat exaggerated" (Summers, 1986: 349).
Moreover. Long (1984: 168-169) maintains that sociological theories of developme nt,
"see social change as emanating from centres of power in the form of state or
international intervention and following some broadly determined developmental path ..
Such interpretations are tainted with a dreadful sense of fatalism. " He argues that a more
dynamic approach to the understand ing of local social change is required. one that takes
into accou nt the "dynamic processes by which ordinary people . peasants, worke rs.
entrepreneurs. bureaucrats and others actively engage in shaping the outcomes of
processes of development." While it is important to acknowledge the constraints imposed
by outside forces it is also important to recognize that external factors are:
both mediated and transformed by internal structu res... Such an approach
emphasizes the importance of taking full account of ' human agency' .
which means recognizing that individuals... attempt to co me 10 grips with
whether ~l,Ich IIgrad\lllllransformalion of power • is possible whilemainta ining!he basis of the existing
social and ecortOlllicJysrem.isopen lodebate.Soloo jstheis.~lIe ofwltelher localized elibrtsean form
llle basis of II social movement capable of challenging such powerful imeress.
the changing world around them.. . We must, that is. look closely at the
ways in which d ifferent individuals or social groups deal with changing
circumstances and attempt to create space tor themselves so that they
might benefit from new factors entering their environments" (Long. 1984:
171).
Studies have indicated that community characteristi cs such as strong leadership
and the presence of strong citizens groups can have a positive impact on fhc ability of
communities to gain a degree of autonomy in relation to external forces. thereby reducing
their dependency (Summer , 1986). Therefore, it is important to look at dynamic
processes in the underdeveloped region. Small scale e nterprises. both capitalist in the
form of private businesses, as well as collectivities and domestic commodity producers
can survive in underdeveloped regions. although they are heavily influenced by extra-
regional forces such as large corporations and the stale (Apostle and Barrett, 1992 ).~
Two major questions need to be examined. What form will these local development
initiatives take? And who in the region will benefit from the initiatives?
In Canada , local development is increasingly being examined in political,
academic and community circles. "Writers on regional development are increasingly
adopting a local perspective, where accent is placed squarely on small-scale systems"
(Lamontagne a nd Trembley , 1990: 6), Top-down bureauc racy-d riven plans for regional
development have fallen into disrepute (Economic Council of Canada, 1990). Coffey and
Polese (1984) outlined a model of local development where local facrors . in particular
the entrepreneuria l ability of the local population - arc the necessary and largely
sufficient conditions for development, However , "it must be recognized that the local
S~ Sinclair ( 198S) for a discussion of the fishing industry on lhe Northern Penin~ula in this cllntc~l.
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development approac h does not constitute a homogeneous school of thoug ht. but is rather
a catch-all term for a variety of approaches that share a micro-spatial orientation"
(Lamontagne and Trembley, 1990: 7). On the one hand. there has been a resurgence of
interest in small, private sector businesses, and, "on the other hand an exploration of
collective styles of economic organization" such as worker cooperatives, community
business ventures and comm unity development corp orations (Clarke . 1986: 189).
In Canada, more attention is being focused on ways local communities could
launch programs to take charge of their own development (Bryant and Preston , 1987).
In fact, a large number of locally initiated development programs exist in many
industrialized countries. These initiatives are receiving increased auemion from
government agencies. The Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development
started a major research project - "Cooperative Action Programme on Local Initiatives
for EmploymentCreation" ~ in 1982 (Gaudin, 1984). In Canada, the Economic Council
of Canada launched a similar research project in 1988. The "Directions for Regional
Development Program" looked at 14 casestudies of local development organizations in
various parts of the country (Economic Council of Canada, 1990).
Cadrin and Baron (1990) maintain that collective local-based development
initiatives arc not new in Canada but havegrown out of decades of frustration with top-
down regional development programsoriginating from senior levels of government. In
fact. Canada has a long history of locally initiated and collectively controlled economic
developmentorganizations, Producer andcoruumer cooperativesas well as credit unions
have played roles in many economically marginalizedcommunities (Economic Council
II
of Canada, 1990; Perry, 1987). What is relatively new in this country is the formation
ofcommunity-based programsthaiaim[0formulateand implement comprehensive locally
based development strategbs . This new 'entre preneurial branch of community
development" (EconomicCouncilof Canada. 1990: 1) is often referred 10 ascommunity
economic development.'
Proponentsof rhls approach maintain that local developmentmust be carriedout
under local direction, according 10 local pr iorities. They maintain that strategies most
likely to bring real benefits to marginalized regions are those conceived locally. II is
assumed that development potential exists in the region but it has not been fully utilized
because of weak local institutions. Therefore. it is necessary for marginalized
communities to mobilize local resources to address their developme nt problems. Perry
(1987: 66) defines commun ity economic development as the:
purposively stimulated expansion in the number, in the variety, and in the
strength of locally valued, locally based institutional processes. Those
processes are visibly embodied bOlh in organizations (such as businesses,
church schools. and credi t unions) and in physical structures (such as
sewers) that are maintained by organizations (by a pub lic works
department or a property owners' association or whatever).
Durint the 1960s allll early 1970$, when North America wa~ e~l"l'ritncinl\ growing prmpcr ilY,
communit y eevejepmeer focused on realloca tlcn and redistribution of a.~se ts and power according 10
principles of equality lind ilUcial ju stice. The aim was to mobilize disadvantllged cili:e ns 10 press fur
more services from the state by forcing an agenda of redislribulion inlOpublic pulicy. Thetcutltllllic
recession of me 198as and economic restructur ing have caused II shin in the neld ufCUll1munily
development policy from 50Cial consumption issues toWards a mo re direct focus un empl" Y01e01l1l1d
local economic strillegies (Mayo, (989). Blakely (1989) and Summ er (\ 986) butll maintain thallu cal
economic development is now the dominanl approach 10 social chang e wirhin the field of CommUnily
development.
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Community Economic Development
Communityeconomic developmenthas been promotedas an effective way of furthering
regio nal development (Perry , 1989; Macleod, 1986). It is difficu lt to cut through the
underbrushof concepts and terms used to describe similar processes where development
programs are initiated within small territorial units. Endogenous development, local
development . regional self-re liant development, development from below, bottom-up
development , communit y eco nomic development and community development arc used
by various authors. T hey do not all have the same meaning nor advocate the same
policies beyond the initiation and control of development activities in designated
localities. As a concept, community economicdevelopmentitself remainsvague and gives
rtse to varying interpretations.
Douglas (I994a) maintains that not all of local development is community
economic development. Much depends on the extent to which development in the
community comesfrom the community, is undertakenby the community and is explicitly
for thecommunity. Bryantand Preston (1987)view community economic development
as a form of local development initiative where communitiesare active in determining
the objectives and goats of the developmentpr~ess . At its most fundamental level, the
developmentstrategy refers to communitycontrol over local resources. However, in the
literature on communityeconomicdevelopmenttwo basic types of developmentstrategies
are outlined. One strategyemphasizes businessdevelopment and economicgrowth and
the otheremphasizes community empowerment (Fontan, 1993). Proponentsof thesetwo
separate approaches have different ideas of what community control and community
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mean. The purposeof this sectionis to analyzethe variousmeanings given to the term
community economic development.
Incommunityeconomic developmentproposals, the internal classstructureof the
region andany effect the lack of local control over economicactiv ity has on that structure
are seldomdiscussed. Surprisingly, both the populist left wingand the populist rightwing
support community economic development. Both legitimate their goals through appeals
to the community, decentralized programme development and self-help. TIley both
maintain that the Objectiveis to bring economic activity under community control, bUI
differ on what communitycontrol actuallymeans. The nature of community economic
development activity at the local level is whatpossiblydistinguishes the two groups. The
left sees it in terms of collective self-reliance, socializationof resources and economic
democracy. Meanwhile, r ight wing populists see it in terms of private sector small
business development, local entrepreneurshipand locally initiated economic growth.
For left wing populists, community economic development is seen as part of <I
wider social movement lead ing to expanded popular involvement in the poilrtca!system,
the workplace and the community. Yet, unlike marxist approaches to social change, lefl
wing populists "refuse to make labour me axis of struggle" (Boggs, 1983: 345). Their
approach is more congruent with the traditions of civic democracy that are prevalent in
the United States. In Friedmann's (1987) terms, it is an attempt to "recenter politics in
civic society." Unlike socia l democratic approaches where there is a focus on labour,
an emphasis on state intervention to redistribute income and the nationalization of large
industries, the populist left emphasizes the democratization of the economy from the
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bottom -up. starting with the wor kplace and the commun ity (Boggs , 1983). Community
economi c development is viewed as a strate gy for social change whe re socia l criteria are
integrated with economic development at the community level.~
According to Shragge (1993: I) if community economicdevelopment is to be a
strategy for social change it mus t "link social and economi c develop ment, the traditio ns
of mobilization and advocacy for social change. and the building of alternative
community institutions,~ This stance assumesthat communityeconomicdevelopment is,
"not primaril y about economi c d evelopment in the conventional sense of stim ulating the
grow th of private enterprise, but it is, rather pare of a tradi tion of communi ty
intervention." ForShragge (1993) community economic development must mobilize the
community to give it a strong political voice. It mustalso build alternative institutions to
bring community resourcesunder democratic control. The goal of suchan approach is
community empowerment.
Similarly, Swack and Mason (1981: 321~328) define community economic
developmentas a strategy of social interventionin marginalizedlocalities that isdifferent
from traditionaleconomic development policies. In this sense social intervention refers
to change of the system rather than changes withina system which is left unaltered.
According to their view, community economic development seeks to:
build permanent institutions within the community. As a result, the community
begins to playa moreactiverole vis-a-vis the institutions outside the community,
and residents of the community become more active in the control of the
community's resources ... The starting premise for community economic
These on the left afsc see eonun unity economic development as II poss ible response 10 threal~ by
priVlllecorpora lions tomo ve theirtapil.at loo!hetloca!ionsastheyal1emptto rorce wlillea nd benefil
concessions from workers and eaer eonceSllion.from llovemmen15(l..ane, 19811).
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development is that communities thai arepoor and underdeveloped remain in tlt..at
condition because they lac k comro t over the ir own re sources.
A primary objecti ve is 10 build de mocra tic institutions thai would p rov ide community
residents with the means and opport unities to control local resources . Community land
trusts are viewed as institUlions thai woul d provide democratic control over land and
commu nity loan funds are seen as a way to democrat ically co ntrol ca pital.
Bruyn (1987) also takes th is approach. He sees communityeco nomicdevelopment
as the basisof a newsystemof political eco nomy betweenstale socialism and free market
capitalism. He maintains that an unregulated competitive market is a basic problem
because it can easily devastate the economies of co mmunities . Overcoming this problem
wnhour massive state in tervention requir es the social emancipation of land. labour a nd
capita l from the competitive mar ket Th is would lead 10 greater self-dctermhaton o f
people in communities as they gai n morecontrol over !heir eco nomic resources. He looks
10the emergence of communily oriented enreprtses !hi. are accoun table to community
residents. Land, labour and capital would bedemoc ratized through the establishmentof
community land trusts, worker co-operati ves and credit unions. H e views communily
developmentcorporations as the · planning and governancevehicle" to meet localneeds
(Bruy n, 1987: 16). Since they a re expected \0 beacc ountable to all co mmunity rc.~idcnts
instead of a special interest group, CDCs are expected 10 be the coordinating
organizations in the community's new po litical eco nomy,"
A mor~ g~lItfal framework f Of social cha nge basedon Iht d~moc,atitalion of lht ecOOOlllYIw been
prestl1ledby Bowles and C;i n li ~ (1986).
t6
Taking a politicaleconomy perspective, Gunn andGunn (1991) see community
economic development as a way for communities 10 take control of what they term
"socia l surp lus' o r surplus value. Th ey main taincommunity economic development is a
way of expanding pull!icplanning and citizenparticipationin the planning process. They
too sec the need for alte rnative institution s that expand the amount of co mmunity
resources under democratic control and provide alternatives to traditional corporations
a nd private decision making.
Left wing proponents of community economic development see community as
morethan geography.Social networksareemphasized. Inthissensecommunity economic
developm ent is based on a p rocess whereby people wi th commo n interests come together
in community-based organizations to bring aboutplannedchange and exercise collective
power over their social environment. As a community development strategy, such a
stance is concerned as much with development "of" thecommunityas w ithdevelopment
Min" the community, Development "of " the community refers to strengthening and
maintaining channelsof communicationand coopera tionamong local groups (Blakely.
1989; Fear, Gammand Fisher, 1989; Wilkinson, 1989), Capacitybuilding is a central
element in such a strategy, Garkovich (1989: 197) definescapacity building as:
the ability of residents to art iculate needs and to identify actions to so lvethose
needs. Local capacity also represents the ability of residents to mobilizeand
organize local and extra-loca l resources in the pursuit of communally defined
goals.
Therefore, social outreach and educational strategies that provide community residents
with the skills to take par i in the development process are necessary components of
communityeconomicdevelopment (Shragge, 1993; Swacka nd Mason. 1987), According
17
to Chekki (1919) such an educationa l process is a major thrust of social development
where policies reflect egalitarianand cooperativeoriented value premises.
Right wingpopulistsmay applaud thenotionof communityeconomic development
but theydo not embracethecollectivist notionsof communityparticipation. Theybelieve
that poverty and marginalization will not be eliminatedby community-based collective
init iatives butby the emergenceof the values of individualismand compet itiveenterprise.
Within this approach emphasis is placed str ictly on encouragingsmall-scale business
creation. Development is see n in terms of economic growth generated and controlled by
endogenous entrepreneurial activity. No consideration is given to community decision-
making structures that would provide people witha real say in the political economyof
their lives (Lane. 1988).The EconomicCouncilof Canada(199O: 3) defined community
economic developmentas "improvements of job opportunities. incomelevels, and other
features of the economy, not only on Main Streetbut by Main Street." The essential
elementof thisapproachis to makethe local market work by supporting the local private
sector. Social goals should be subord inate to sustained economic growth.
While local control over economic activity is emphasized. this strategy is net
based on fundamental changes to the definitionof what constitutes development. Nor is
any consideration given to the social issues surrounding development s trategies.
Communityisseen only in geographical terms. Asa result it is considered homogeneous.
Issues related to power and access to decision-making within the locality are not
considered. The Question of whoreally benefits is seldom investigated. It is assumed that
wealth generated by somewould have a ripple effect and the community' s populationas
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a whole would benefit from economic growth. However , as Fontan (1993: 6) points out:
· Unfortunately. this is not so. Communities are made up basically of distinct units that
benefit unequally from the advantages and d i~dvan r.ases inherent in growth precesses."
Thedevolution of development funcnonsto [he local level to retain capital for investment
may merely enhance the position of local rlites (Douglass. 1981). The social dimension
of development needs to beconfronted if social goals are to be integrated with economic
development.
From a community development perspective, the approach supported by right
wing populists is or iented towards development "in" the community. Here emphasis is
placed on achieving particular tasks. From this perspective. community economic
development is viewed as a means to generate ney, enterprises and create new
employmentopportunitiesmore effectivelythancentrallydirectedprogrammes (Summers.
1986). It is a technical solution to regional development problems based on the
acquisition of problem solving resources by local technical experts. Public input is often
ecnextsrem. However. without it. this cannot be considered community development
(Fear. Gamm and F~sher. 1989). IIwould seem misleading to term strategies of this Iype
community economic development. Fontan (1993). for example. maintains that such
initiatives should be referred to as local development. As Christenson. Fendley and
Robinson (1989: 4) pointout: "Sometimessocial and economicdevelopment go together;
sometimes they do not. Clearly. economic development without people development is
not community development. ~
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Both populist left wing and populist right wing proponents of community
economic development often support community-based organizations as important
components of the development process . However. for the former . these organizations
arc seen as alternatives to existing structures and centres fOTcommunity empowerment.
For the latter, they are a means to support private sector entrepreneurial act ivity in the
locality as the state opts out of direct involvement in local econom ic development.
Community-basedorganizationsengaged in community economic development aTC pun
of what is commonly referred to as the third sector. The third sector is oflen presented
as an alternativ e when the private sector and Slate fails to address local social and
economic problems (Bradfield er al.. 1986; Pell, 1994) "w hat makes this sector differen t
is its orienta tion towards persona l and community needs and the priority it accords local
considerations" (Mecteod . 1986: 8).
The third sector is used as a "catch all" term for organizations which arc neither
profh-crlenred businesses nor governmental agencies or bureaucracies. II is 1101 a
qualitati vely d istinct approach 10 economic organization (Quarter, 1992)." The broad
range of economic and social attributes which exist under the term allow individuals 10
support those parts or aspects of the third sector which seem to SUPP0T! their own
ideological positions (Seibel and Anheier, 1990).
Third sector organ izations have diverse origins , diverse objectives and dive rse
legal forms , Worker coope ratives. communit y cooperati ves and CDCs are often viewed
as organizat ional frameworks to implement a program of communit y economic
Macleod (1986) also includes activitiu in the informal ecooomy.
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development. In principle these typesof organizationsare expected to combine business
development with social reform and give priority to social object ives over strictly
commercia l ones." Whether third sector organizations integrate social with economic
goals is a question that needs (0 be studied in each case. Organizational structures in
themselves are not progressive. The following section will describe one type of third
sector organizatio n, the C DC.
Community Development Comoraljons
There are many variants in how CDes are structured and the kinds of activities they
engage in. However , there are some common elements attributed to organizations that are
giventhis title. CDes are typically umbrella non-profit corporations designed 10 address
a wide rangeof social. cultural. environmental as well as economic issues (Cossey. 1990;
Perry, 1987; Wismer and Pell, 1984). They integrate planning with implementation.
Planning is required to identify community needsand formulate development strategies
to respond in a comprehensive way to community problems. The planning process can
be used to generate a wide baseof community involvement. At the sametime, CDCstake
actionto implement the development strategies that are formed (Zdenek, 1987).
CDCsare multi-purpose institutions that often generate several projects. Although
non-profit by definition, they can be involved in non-profit and for-profit activities
Palrbairn et al. (1991) mairuaincommunity economic dcvelopm ent shou ld focuson promoting third
sector orllaniz.ali01t~ thai take collective action rae er than alrategies lhal encourage individual
erarepreneursbip. Ind ividual enrrepreeeurscan beexpected to{ocus on aClivities thal benefil them . On
the other hand . I~ird SeCIOr org aniUlions such as coope rative.<and CDC, can play an impo rtant role
in affect ing ccooomic changein accordance wi thlhe community'ssociall:oals.
through vario us subsidiaries. The parent non-profit umbrella organhauon coordinates the
various proj ects (Pell , 1990). Any surplus reve nues are meant 10 be re-invested for
commu nity purposes whether econo mic or soc ial rather than channelled into personal
savings or co nsumption. The assets of CDCs belong 10 the organization as a whole.
Ownership is based more on the notion of com rol than properly rights as in the private
sec tor.
CDCs mavge t involved in a number of d ifferent kinds of act ivities including : ( I )
the format ion of busines s enterpris es through subsid iary co rporations; (2) the provisio n
of support to local entrepreneurs; (3) the provision of services such as low cost housing;
(4) the deve lopment of commercial real estate (incl udes retail space, office buildings. and
industrial buildings includi ng business incubator faci lities); (5) community advocacy
which may include political representation on behalf o f the commu nity. communi ty
liaison and commu nity organizing. c oes may get involved in any or all of these
act ivities. They of ten seek to structure and operate their program s in ways thai make
them mutually support ive. (Perr y, 1987: Vidal. 1992).
Whil e they may be financia lly dependent on gove rnme nt. COCs are governed by
an autonom ous voluntary board of d irectors dra wn from the comm unity. III The directors
are expected (0 ccruro l thc C DC and represent the interests of (he co mmunity. However.
when it co mes to community control, COCs are str uctured in different ways. In some
CD Cs, all residents can bec ome members and acquire one vo te each. T hey then elect a
10 Th is points to • diff~renee between democra tic socialism , w~rt weial uWllC r.~hil' is seen as
government owroer5!tip,and eooperativism, where 1O'Ci~1 ownersblp i~ derll'lt d in term, "r del1l,,~rauC
organiutioru;(Quarter, 1992).
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boardof directors from shemembership, which in turn appoints management. In other
CDes, the membership consists of eKisting community groups, often with open
membership to all community residents. Representatives of these organizations eject
membersto sit 0 11theCDC's boardof directors. In other cases,CDesareorganizedby
a group of community residents who consider themselves representative of the
community. The foundingboardof directors andsubsequent membersare appointed by
existing board members. In any of these structures, CDes may also supplement
community participation011 their boards by appointingindividuals wiihspecial expertise
(Macleod . 1984). In all cases, the boardof directors is expected to shapepolicies10
meet community needs.
Afterstudying a number of CDes in Canada, Cossey (1m: 16) presentedkey
cbaracertsucs that distinguish a CDC from other types of community-based
organizations. These characteristics included:
(I) Legal ioccrporarion as a non-profit organization, in that neither members nor
Directors benefit individually.
(2) Control bya majorityof fulltime,community residentsonthe Boe'dofDirectors.
(3) A slated and demonstrated commitment to a holistic/integrated approach to
community development, that is, on that includesphysical, economic, social,
organizational, aesdlelic andculturalfacets.
(4) Developingenterprises for and by thecommunity, and maximizing the useof
local resources (especiallyrenewable resources)to meetlocal needs.
(S) Not a single enterprise but an umbrella organization which spawns several
projects andco-ordinates many efforts.
(6) Seeking to be autonomous, self-reliant. sustainable and rejecting long term
dependency andsubsidization fromanyonesource.
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(7) Not bound to any one , ideal type of organizatio nal model or structural
arrangement.
(8) Maximizat ion of democratic processes in the internal decision-making and
community mobilization.
(9) A commitment to the creation and equitable distribution of new wealth in 1111'
community.
HjS IQ[ V of Co mmunity De'irllmmen! ComQrations
The first CDes were formed in the United States in 1961and 1962 with funding provided
by private foundations such as the Ford Foundation throughits Grey AreasProgramand
from church organizations(Centrefor CommunityEconomic Development, 1977). CDes
formed in a number of distressed black urban neighbourhoods as community leaders
sough t ways to improve their communities. Proponents of CDes argued that existing
government ami-poverty programs were not working and private sector businesses were
unwilling or found it insufficiently profitable to provide jobs and adequate housing in
distressed areas. They argued that community based organ izations were needed to fill the
gap (Cummings and Glaser, 1985: Perry, 1987). "The intent was to have local residents
own andoperate a self-supportingenterprise thaI would initiate and support business and
perform var ious service or welfare functions" (Rathge, Goreham and Hundahl, 1992: 39).
The rise in urban civil disorder during the mid 1960s spurred the federal
government to establish a series of War on Poverty programs. In 1966, Congress
established the Special Impact Program. The program, administered through the Office
of Economic Opportunity (later called the Community Services Administration). was a
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source of funds for unspeci fied p rograms aimed at improving poor areas . The Special
Impact Program soonbecame the primaryfundingsourceof CDCs(Berndt. 1977).
The CDC movement in the United Stateshas alreadygonethrough three distinct
stages(Brodhead, Lamontagneand Peirce, 1990; Vidal. 1992). During the 19605, CDes
placed a lotof emphasison advocacyandpoliticalaction. Communityorganizing andthe
mobilization of disadvantaged ci tizens to press (or more serv ices from the state were
Important elements in this approach. With an expanding welfare state, the federal
government was willing to provide some support to these effo rts (Berndt , 1977: Gam,
1975). Moreover, during this lime, participationof community residents in development
programs waspart of official governmentpolicy. "The Office of EconomicOpportunity
(OEO) wascreated to implement a sweepingmulti-faceted program. partly designed to
maximize (he participat ion of the poor and working class in the development and
revitalization of their neighbourhoods· (Cummings and Glaser, 1985: 268). According
10 Blakely and Aparicio (1990: 116-117) CDCs were asked to perform two missions
during this period:
The primary role of these organizations was to rekindle or stimulate the
development of a viable economicbase in a targeted distressedarea .. .•
Another roleof the communitydevelopmentcorporationswasto transform
and revitalize cohesion in thedistressedtarget areas.
During the 1970s. the number of CDCs in the United States continued to grow.
However, CDCs were forced to respond to changes in public policy that were less
generous to community-baseddevelopment efforts. The overall economic environment
deteriorated during this time as well. CDCs changed in response by becoming smaller
and choosing more modest goals and more focused objectives. They concentrated on
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economicactivityand movedaway from previousadvocacy and political activity. During
the 1970s, CDCs were less likely to engage in a wide range of business ventures on their
own but were, "more apt 10 enter into financial or technicalpartnershipswith the private
sector as well as with various levels of government" (Brodhead, Lamontagneand Peirce,
1990: 4),
The shift in emphasis 10 economic activity was reflected in a change in federal
government policy. Federal funding for communitydevelopmentprograms was reduced.
This forcedCDCs to rely more or. their own activities for revenues. It also forced them
to continue seeking support from state and local governments (Vidal, 1992; Zdenek.
1987). Moreover. lessemphasis was placedon the mobilization of low-income residents
as a strategy in community development.
The 1970s could be seen as a transitory stage between the advocacy and
communitydevelopmentapproachof the 1960sandthe emphasisonentrepreneurship that
would follow in the 1980s. During the 1980sthe Reaganadministrationreduced federal
spending to all domestic programmes except defense. Social programs and community
economic development in particularwere hit hard by the budget cuts. In response, CDCs
put more emphasison business success in an attempt to becomefinancially self-sufficient
(Vidal. 1992). In the United States, CDCs have:
been forced to rely on business techniques previously found in the ' for
profit' business sector itself. as well as on iocreasingly sophisticated
partnerships, particularly with corporations but also witli state and local
governments. The decade's CDC activity was marked by both an
increasinglystrong marketorientationand by a sharply focusedapproach
to business development" (Brodhead. Lamontagneand Peirce, 1990: 5).
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As a result of the increased emphasison profit-making activities, questionshave
been raised about their commitment10thecommunityand the relationship between their
business functions and their social responsibil ities. According 10 Blakely and Aparicio
(1990), CDCs in the United Statesmayhave becomeless involved in community activism
as they have become more attuned to economicand financialconsiderations. They argue
that CDes formed after the 19605War on POVCTlY era have paid less attention to social
and educational aspects and focusedmainly on business success.
For a number of reasons, CDes were much slower to develop in Canada than in
the United Slates. First. the social context was different. According to Twelvetrees
(1989), the emergence of CDes in the United States was aided in large measure by the
decentralizedand pluralistic nature of welfare provislor, in that country. In the United
States. governments provided funding, within broad guidelines. to voluntary
neighbourhood groups to implement social and economic development programs. As a
result. manyCDCs were given funds to implement health and low-cos! housing programs
which became an important component of their activities. These programs were seen as
pari of their response to social issues. Moreover. CDCs were able 10 access a plurality
of funding sources (private foundations and church organizations as well asgovernment
sources). Governments in Canada were more willing to engage directly in social and
economic development. The voluntary sector had a more residual role. There was also
a stronger tradition of cooperative development in Canada than in the United States.
People who engaged in economic self-help programs were likely to form cooperatives in
this country.
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New Dawn Limited is considered 10 be the first CDC 10 develop in Canada. Ii
was incorporated in 1976. However. the Canadian federal governmem neverdid establish
programsaimed at assisting CDes. The federal government did nOI launch community
economic development programs unlil1975 when a ShOTt lived program, the Community
Employment Strategy, was created. In 1980 the LocalEconomic Development Assistance
Program was introduced . This program was later modified in 1983 and renamed the
Local Employment Assistance and Development Program. Assista nce was provided to
non-profitcommunity organizations(LEADCorporations)to provideconsultingservices
and technical assistance to local entrepreneurs (Ladouceur and Kinoshameg. 1986), In
1986. the more comp rehensive program of Community Futures was introduced.
However , none of these programs were specifically derigned to fund CDCs.
There appears to be some debate over whether CDCs are primarily economic
enterpr ises or primarily local development institutions with a strong political and social
basis. Are they democratic self-sufficient businesses or are they democrat ic umbrella
planning institutions responsible, much like local governme nt, for the overal l development
of the area? In many cases duri ng the 19805, due to the des ire to become financially selr-
sufficien t. emphasis was placed on successas business enterpr ises. For Macleod (1986:
57) the goal of:
restoring comm unity autono my involves the secondary goal of creat ing an entity
which has a sound economic base • the business corporat ion. As such. the CDC
must always have its own surv ival as a prime objective. It must earn its way.
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There are certain tensions inherent in a democratic business enterprise operating in a
market economythat are well documented in the literature on cooperatives. The next
section will examine this tension in more detail.
Interna! Tensions in Socia l Enterprises
CDCs are expected to have an underlying spirit and intent ion of cooperativism. The
ideologica l foundation of ccoperatlvlsm is based on the combination of social purpose
with economic reality. Generally speaking, both CDCsand cooperatives are expected to
share certain characteristics of the public and privatesectors. Since they are expected to
rely - at least in part · on their own revenues, C DCs and cooperatives can be referred to
as social enterprises which are at risk in a competitive market:
In contrast to private enterprise, which risks capital in order to bring an
appropriate financial return 10 Investors. social enterprise's primary purposeis 10
meet the social objectivesof the organization.Capital is put at risk in the service
of the organization's social objectives. Instead of private cntrepreneursbtp. these
organizations engage in social entrepreneurship (Quarter, 1992: 3),
Meanwhile, capital invested in the private sector tends to have a weak social
commitment. CDCsand cooperatives, on the otherhand, are expected to balance social
concerns with economicperformance. An important question that must be addressedis
whether CDCs are able to maintain that balance by adhering to principles of social
development.
McGillivary and Ish (1992: J4) point out that cooperatives in Canada lost much
of their focus on social issues during the late 1940sand 19505. As a result "the theory
of co-operation as modified capitalism took root in Canada during this period."
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Cooperativesshifted from an ideological orientation grounded in social change to an
orientation concerned with economic survival. Management principles were based on
models used by private sector firms. Noclear socialmandate was developed. In factthey
down-played any vision of a social mandateand became moreconcernedwith successful
business management andefficiency in their operations (Craig, 1980a).
After World War II, many cooperatives hired specialized managerswho adopted
corporate business practices. As a result, cooperatives built centralized systems that
enabled them to compete in the marketplace, but the systems diverted their focus from
their social objectives(Chevalier. 1980). Studies of cooperatives in Western Europeand
North America have found increasedalienationand disappointmentamong members who
agree with the principles of cooperation but feel they are not being practised by their
cooperatives (Craig. 1980b). In Europe. community-based enterprises and worker
cooperatives formed in the late 19705and 19805. in response to continued high rates of
unemployment. haveoften emphasizedconventional businessoperating proceduresrather
thanbuildingparticipatory democratic organizations (Gaudin. 1987; Mellor. Hannahand
Stirling. 1988).
CDCs and cooperatives are faced with the tensions of operating in a market
economy while espousing principles of collectivism. The need to succeed as businesses
is an important constraint faced by any collective enterprise pursuing a variety of
organizational and social objectives animated by social needs. In response to market
competition. there is pressure to adopt the style and strategiesof market-orientedprivate
sector firms. Increased democracy means decentralizeddecision-making. If managers
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have 10 respond to the decisions of the general membership , they will lack flexibility ,
which may adversely affect the ability of the organization to perform competitively. On
the other hand, by adoptingconventionalbusiness practices, CDCs may undermine their
ability to promote social goals and lose their relationship to thecommunity that justified
their existence in the first place.
If CDCs and cooperatives are to form the basis of a community economic
development strategy wheresomeformof community empowerment is a desired goal,
alternative management techniques must be adopted. This would mean formulating
strategies tha t increase part icipation in organizational decisiov-maklng and creating plans
aimed at general community benefit. While it may ':Ienecessary to delegate decision-
making powers to a board of directors and staff, they must be accountable to the
membership and responsive to the membership's views. An emphasis on economic
success without regard to democratic processes or community development will likely
placedecision-makingpower in the hands of small group of individuals. Atbest, general
community benefit may ensue through the decision-makers paternalistic attitude.
The issue is not whether there is a hierarchy in CDCs and cooperatives, but
whether democratic decision-making is practiced and whether the leadership has
legitimacy amongthemembership. In large organizations, practical considerations require
the developmentof formal hierarchies. Only small institutions are able to utilize a flat
controlstructure that encouragesdirect participation, However, the democratic idealcan
only be achieved where there is accountability to the membership and where tt,e
membership can direct the affairs of the CDC by majority control. The question is: do
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CDCs take time to develop the support of the community residents or membership
through some community development activities'? In large CDCs. lack of control and
accountability could lead to symptoms of alienationand social tension.
CDCs. like cooperatives, take a critical part of their log ic from outside of the
marketeconomy, but they must respond10the pressuresand logic of thai market. Fullon
and Laycock (1990) consider the conflict between democrat ic control and market
ccmpetinveness as one of the central dilemmasfor Canadian cooperatives. This is also
true for other community-based ventures such as CDCs. The dilemmacan be seen from
two perspectives, one is internal to the collective enterprise and is viewed in terms of
representativeness and accountabilit y. The other is external and expressed in the way
legal , social, cultural and market pressures discourage democratic control.
From an internal perspective. democratic control ill CDCs is expected to go
beyond the pr inciple of one member one vote to include sensitivity to the needs and goals
of the community residents. Democratic control of this nature raises two questions
concerning the internal dynamics of these organizat ions: (1) the extent lO which they are
able to represent the community and balance divergent goals and needs of different
groups; (2) the extent to which someone (the agent) hired or appointed to represent
another (the principal) will undertake actions that are in the principal 's best interest and
reflect their wishes. Fulton and Laycock (1990: 4) refer to the latter as the principal-agent
problem. In any hierarchial control structure , "principals delegate the task of
Imptementlng decisions 10 agents. " The principal -agent problem can occur at two level
in cooperatives and CDCs: (I ) the board of directors may not adequately understand [}>e
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needs of the general membership or community populat ion: (2) the staff may not
represent the interests of the board of directors. The problem can best be explained in
terms of communication and flows of information both up and down the organization
(fulton and Laycock (1990).
The principal-agent problem is compounded in collective enterprises such as
coope-atlves and CDCs which are trying to provide a democratic response to social
welfare but must also compete in the market. Fulton and Laycock (1990 : 6) maintain
that:
the agency problem arises when co-operative's decision -makers , in their
auempts 10 meet the apparent demands of the market , depart from (or fa il
to advance) community and socia l goals that transcend the logic of the
market. In other words, the large number of stakeholder in a co-operative
provide many signals to the co-operati ve . the majority of which are likely
to get lost because of the principal-agent problem.
According [0 this view the principal-agent problem is more a consequence of two
different views of the nature of cooperative activ ity than of differences between two or
more distingu ishable groups in the organization. It is a reflection of differences in view
over the primary operating logic of collective enterprises. whether strengthening
community relationships is emphasized or whether competitiveness in the market is
emphasized.
Axworthy (1990) maintains that legislat ive requirements in Canada are nor
conducive to structu res thai promote participato ry democracy. Cooperatives, for example,
must conform 10 legislative requirements of the cooperative act which concentrates power
in the board of directors. The same is true for CDCs. The structure of CDCs is based
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on the model of co rporations that invest power in the board of directors . Before C DC's
are incorporated. a board of directors must be appointed. And they are given the legal
respons ibility to d irect the management and business affairs of the C DC in the best
interest of the shareholde rs. Under corporation law a nd tradition, decis ion-mak ing ll;ls
been vested in a few individuals sitting on the board of directors. Shareholders have had
little say in the operat ion of private secto r corporations. As business organizations . there
is a great deal of pressure on coesto operate in the same manner ,
Axworthy (1990: 41) maintains thai the cooperative legislative requirement has
put the same pressu re on cooperatives. "Essentially . the legal regime spec ifics thai
cooperatives must elect representat ives to manage the organization, rather than operate
on the bas is of gress-roou. part icipatory decis ion-making . " As a result, the agents (siaff
and board of direc tors) of cooperat ives make most of the Important decis ions and the
members' democ ratic particip ation in decision-making is either non-existent or very
limited at best . This same point has been made by Fairbairn et al. (1990 ). T hey claim
that the legal system in Canada emphasizes the protection of individual interests in a
capitalist society .
Laycock (1990) takes this point further . He argues that impediments to democ ratic
con trol of collective organizations are more fundamental in Canadian society than the
legal requireme nts pertain ing to the structure of the organization. The attitudes, beliefs
and experiences of members of collective enterprises are heavily influenced by the
external world. The approach to democracy that a co llective enterprise takes is biased by
socia l and cultural factors externa l to the ente rprise and over which it has Iittlc con trol.
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Mass culture in North America is inhospitable to cooperative social practices and instead
emphasizes individualism.
The classical liberal democrat ic theories of individualism are still prevalent. The
economy is viewedas the domain of individual entrepreneurs who will indirectlybenefit
society as they pursue their objectives. Civ il soc iety has no place in this sphere. In fact,
one could also argue that governments' local development policies also focus on
individual entrepreneurship. The federal government's Community Futures Program,
which is presented as a community-based development strategy placesprimaryemphasis
on suppo rting individual entrepreneurs. CDes, like other organiza tions. are nOI isolated
(rom their environment. They react 10and borrow from it, particularlygiven that many
depend on government funding for support. The research presented in this thesis is based
on case studies of two CDCs in Canada. The thesis will examine the extent to which
these organizations were able to initiate a democratically controlled process of local
development.
M OSI data used in this thesis were collected in 1988and 1989. Therefore, the information
does not provide an accurate description of present circumstances of the 'v-o CDCs
studied. The analysis of the Great Northern Peninsula Development Corporation
(GNPDC) is restricted 10 its first three years of operation, 1987 to 1989. Since mat time.
the organizationhas undergone a numberof important changes, which are outside of the
scope of this thesis. Similarly, the thesis describes New Dawn Limited up 101 989. All
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references to the two organizations are made in the past tense to denote that the data on
which the thesis is basedare historical in nature.
The primar y objective of the research was to examine how the two CDCs carr ied
out their mandates of initiating a process of community economic development. Tu
accomplishthis task it was necessary to analyzethe activities of the two organizations in
detai l. One month, May 1988, was spent at the GNPDC 's headquarters engaged in
extensive discussions with theCorporation's executive director. The Corporationrecords
were made avai lable, including financial statemen ts and minutes of board meetings.
Records of various meetings of the Northern Zone Group, which represents the rural
developme nt associations (RDAs) in the region, were also made available. During this
time I also attended the first annual general meeting of the Corporation . Newsletters and
other previo usly written reports on the CDC were exam ined. This data provided
information o n the activities of the Corporatio n and an historical over view of its
evo lution.
Semi-struc tured interviews were carried out with five of the six members of the
GNPD C's boa rd of directors. One member was away from the area at the time and
unavailable to be interviewed. These interviews normally lasted for about one and a half
to two hours. The interviews consisted of a number of open ended questions to guide the
process , but permitted opportunities for detailed d iscussion o f pertinent Issues and
allowed other issues to be raised. The interviews were recorded and later transcribed .
The board members were asked questions about their role within the orga nization, what
they thought was the Corpora tion's major function, and the role of the RDAs in relation
3.
10 the Corpora tion. Questions were also asked abou t their ro le in the Internal deca jon-
making process in the organbauon. Information on the d irectors ' social and econom ic
background was also collected.
Sinceone of theprimary objectivesof the researchwas 10 examine the level of
communityccnco l over the GNPDC. the leaders of thesill RDAswerealso interviewed
using a semi-str uctured format outlined above. T ime cons traints and transportation
difficullies in such a large area meant that only two individuals couldbe interviewed in
each RDA location. Since it was nOI possible10 interview all RDAboard members. il
wasdecided10 contact and interview-bepresident and coordinatorsof each organization.
These individuals represented the leadership of the orga nizations and were the people
most involved in the Associations' activities. The RDA leaders wereasked about the role
of the Associations in relation to theGNPDC, their views of the Corporation and what
they thought it should bedoing 10improve the region. They werealsoasked the nature
of their Association's inpUT imo thedecision-makingprocessof the GNPDC.
In February, 1989, three weeks were spent in Sydney, Nova SCOtia, at New
Dawn's headquaners. This organization was consideredto beamong the moresuccessful
CDCs in Canada. During this time, extensive discussions were carried out with the
organization's executive director and accountant. Thesediscussionsprovideda detailed
picture of the CDC's structure. activitiesand sources of administrativefunding.Again.
in-house data, including financial statements, were madeavailable.
Unlike the GNPDC. New Dawn did not have a constituent membership. The
membership consisted of the 18 individuals who served on its board of directors. Semi-
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structured interviews were carr ied out with len of these members. The names and
telephone numbers of all board members were obtained from the organization's staff and
nine members were chosen randomly. The president of the organization was selected 10
be interviewed. Only one person contacted in the first sample was unavailable for an
interview. Another name was selected at random to complete the sample.
Interviews with New Dawn's board members were recorded and later transcribed.
The objective of the interview was to obtain information on their roles within the
organization. They were asked about their level of activity in the organization and the
nature of the internal decision-making processes. While in Syd ney, I was also able to
attend New Dawn's annual information session where the organization invited various
groups and individuals from the community10 discuss its policies and programs.
~
This Chapter provided an overviewof recent changes in regional developmentlhinking.
More attention is now focusedon ways in which development impulses can be generated
locally in marginalized regions. Community economic development waspresentedas one
strategy in this approach. It waspointed out that the concept of community economic
development is vague and interpreted by proponents in various ways. Community
development corporations were described as third sector organizations formed to
implement a program of communityeconomic development. Since they are at risk in the
marketplace. CDCs were described as social enterprises. " .re internal tension between
carrying out social objectives as a community controlled development organization and
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economicsuccess was then reviewed. This will be discussed in more detail in subsequent
chapters.
Chapter two reviews the history of federal government regional development
policies in the New foundland context. An overview of provincial government
development policies is also provided. A number of locally-based rural development
programs will be described, followed by an account of regional developmentassociations.
The obstacles faced by these citizen-led groupsas they attempted to initiateprograms of
social and economic development in rural Newfoundland will be briefly examined.
Chapter three will providea depiction of the Great Northern Peninsula around the
lime when the GNPDC was formed. The structure of the region's economy will be
presented along with data that show it is one of the most marginalized areas in the
province. Chapter four will describe events leading up to the formation of the GNPDC.
Frustrated over government inaction to address long standing social and economic
problems in the area, leaders of the RDAson the Peninsula decided to form a CDC. The
organizational structure of the GNPDC will also be outl ined. Chapter five presents an
overview of the ONP DC's objectives. Th.. Corporation's goal was 10build a permanent
system of locally based development in ihe region. The activities of the GNPDC will be
described as it attempted to build this system by initiating a number of business ventures.
The activities of New Dawn Limited will be looked at. The case of New Dawn is
instructive in the sense that all of its resources were devoted to managing its var ious
subsidiaries. leaving the CDC with few human resources to initiate new projects. This
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chapter will also provide an analysis of the tension the GNPDC faced when it formed
partnershipswith local private sector entrepreneurs.
Chapter six will examine the extent of commun ity control over the GNPDC and
NewDawn. Since communitycontrol of the GNPDC was expected 10 now through the
RDAs. the extent of public participationin these organizations will be brieflydiscussed.
Ananalysis of interviews with the boardof directorsof the GNPDC and New Dawn as
well as leaders of the six RDAs on the Northern Peninsula will be presented. Finally
chapter seven summarizes themain pointsof theanalysis. Several limitations of the study
willbe outlinedand suggestionsmadeon possible further research that amid expandand
improve il. Since the data presented in this thesis only examines the GNPDC between
1987and 1989, a brief summary of the Corporation's more recent status will also be
presented.
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CHAPTER TWO
REGIONAL DE.VELOPMENTPOLI CY
An analysis of an experiment in community economic development on the Northern
Peninsula requires an understanding of statedevelopment policies. It is beyond the scope
of this chapter 10present a detailedexamination of governmentdevelopment policies, but
it is importantto get an indication of their general thrust to establish thecontext in which
the GNPDC emerged and in whichit mustoperate. Thus I shallbriefly reviewthehistory
of public policy on regional development. Past stale actions have not resolved the
situation for areas like the Great Northern Peninsula. but the policies actually in place in
the late 19805provided both constraints and resources for groups such as those involved
in the creation of the GNPDC.
HistQry of Regional Developmentpolicies
The provincial andfederalgovernments' ecouomlcdevelopmenrpollcies in Newfoundland
have largely been based on a modernization paradigm of economic development. A
"top-down" planning process wasadopted. A 1986royal commissionon employmentand
unemployment in the province summed up the history of government development
policies in the following way:
f or more than tOO years we have followed an industrial model of
economic development based on the experience of Britain. the United
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States and central Canada. This attempt has produced some partial
successes, but in many ways it is inappropriate for a small, peripherally
located society dista nt from the major market-places of the world.... At
thesame time. relative neglect of thestrengths of theourport economyand
the fisheries has contribu ted to the rural unemploymen t problem that
plagues Newfoundland today (Newfoundlandand Labrador . 1986: 40).
Before confederation, governme nt developmem po licies emphas ized the
exploitationof new resources and the developmentof manufacturing industries with no
natural resourcebase. Little attention was given to fisheries-related manufacturing and
processing. WhenNewfoundlandenteredconfederation, its fishing industry wasinserious
decline. The traditional salt cod trade was in crisis and on the verge of collapse. Other
resourceindustries werecontrolledby outsideinterestsand dependentonexternalmarkets
and external decision-making. Profits flowed to company headquarters and minimal
industrial linkages were developed. Resourceswere exported in a semi-processed or raw
state with few benefits to the province (Alexander, 1977; 1983).
After Newfoundland joined Canada, the new provincial governmentadopted
similar developmentphilosophies and repeated manyof the same mistakes. Theoutpon
economybased on the inshore fishery wasneglected.An import substitutionstrategyIhal
attempted to copy the industrial model of central Canada was initiated. Instead of
modernizing the inshore fishery and establishingbackwardand forward linkages in this
industry, enterprises that manufactured products such as textiles and chocolates were
established.' Most failed within a few years. Confederation had removed all tariffs
previously placed on larger, established, centralCanadian firms. This, along withfederal
Backward linkages entail activities surrounding the provision or services ~nd manufHcturing parl\
needed (or resource ellploillllion. Forward tinkagesenlllil further procell.';ngof the reM,urr;c.in the
province.
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transpona uon subsidies, opened the Newfoundland market and placed any new
manufacturing firms at a disadvantage (Newfoundland and la brador, 1986).
By the end of the: 19505, the provincial government's emphasis on import
substitution wasreplaced by a focus on large-scale resource development. Thescaleof
most of theseprojects meant thatcapital requirements were beyond the reachof most
local entrepreneurs. Moreover, the government was unwilling to use public funds to
developthe province's resourcesand operate industries as crown corporations. Instead.
a huge proportion of public financial resources was spenton the development of social
lnrrastructurein theareas of education, nansporrarlon andcommunication. In 1959-60,
for example. these threesectorsaccounted for approximately40 percent of the provincial
budgetwhile expenditures on trade and industrial development added up to jusl two
percent(Matthews, 1978). While social infrastructure and quality of life weregreatly
improved in the rural areas, the underlyingeconomic problems werenot addressed.
Having accessto few local sourcesof capital, the Smallwood government offered
majorconcessions to outside industrial interests. For example, mining companieswere
offeredexclusiveexploration and extraction rightsto large tracts of land. Mostof the
profitsfrom the sale of these resourceswentto companyheadquarters, thus leaving the
province without an adequate return for its resources. Norwere backward and forward
linkages developed in this sector. Capital goods needed {O extract resources were
imported, while secondary processing and manufacturing did not take place in the
province. Outsidedevelopers were notonly givenvirtually free use of the province's
resources, but also received tax concessions,outright grantsand governmentbacking on
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loans (Matthews, 1983). Asa result of these policies, a substantial part of the province 's
natural resources carne under the control of outside econo mic inter est s. A situation of
dependent developmentwascreated .
The inshore fishe ry, the economic base of most rural communities , received
comparerlvely linle attentionin the decades followingconfederation. Whilesomepublic
investments - such as the construction of community wharves - did lake place.
governmentemphasized expansion ofthe off-shoresector. Thiscapita l intensive industrial
sector . controlled by large vertically integratedcorporations, wasmainlyconcentrated in
several townsalongthe south and east coasts of the province.
The government's expectation was that the small-boat insho re fishery
would become a relic of the past as new small-scale manufact uring and
large-sca le resourc e proj ects became the motor power for the new
Newfo undland. Small fishi ng villa ges were to be resettled into reg ional
growth centres and fisherie s development would be concentra ted upon the
more industrialized offsho re fishery (Newfoundland and Lab rador, 1986:
46).
By the mid 1960s , Smallwood' s industria lization and urbanizat ion policies we re
supported by the federa l government's reg ionaldeve lopment policies . Originall ydesigned
to add ress the problems of rura l poverty . federal programs soon ex panded their focus to
look at issues of regional disparity. In turn , emphasis shifted from ru ral dev elopment lO
economic polic ies with an urban-centred orientation based on the growth -pole theor y
(Rrod ie, 1990; Lapping and F uller , 1985) . In 1969, the federal go vernment esub lishcd
the Department of Regional Economi c Expansion (OREE) 10 addres s regiona l disparities
in the nation. All federal programs and agencies invol ved in rural and reg ional
development were brought toge ther unde r this o ne line departme nt .
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The gene ral strategy of the new department was to use incent ives to attract
industries to desig nated cen tres in regions of high unemploym ent. It was arg ued 11"..11
go vernm ents could create gr owth po les by bu ilding infrastructure to attr act industry and
by providing direct locatio nal incenti ves suc h as tax concessio ns and gra nts. Ag ain. the
emphasi s on ind ustrial attra ction meant increased reg ional dependency on outside firms
and outs idecontrol of deci s ion mak ing. Wh ile some jobs wer e created they tend ed to be
unstable (Bradfie ld, 1988), The co mpan ies developed few linkages with the local
economy and few spread e ffects occ urred.' Cleme nt (1978) maintained that DREE' s
programs ended up bei ng corpor a te hand-outs rat her than a solu tion to regional
inequalities. It is not surprisingthat evaluationsof the success of DREE policies, such
as theone carried outby the Atlantic ProvincesEconomicCouncil. were not favourable
(Atlantic Provinces Economic Council. 1976).
The Provincial Progressive Conservativeparty under Frank Moores defeated the
Smallwoodgovernment in 1972. The party campaignedon a commitment to resource-
basedandrural development. However. the promise of comprehenstveplanning forrural
developmentand public par ticipation indecision-making was soon forgotten in favour of
more traditional top-down industrial planning. Growth pole policies that focused
investment in larger centres were continued. Direct expenditures on the development of
The lro wth cenlre ec nce pt is conc en led mor e willithe type (If indust ry than with ilSlccatien. Growth
eemreswe re expected to develop ar ound prop ulsive ind us trieseapable oferearing II~ries of ecooomic
link.o~es o r spread e ffecls (l la lu.=n, 1981). DREE however. showed lillie conc ern for the type of
indUSlry that it enticed t(lll!~ pe ripllery (Brodie, 1990) , Moreo ver , the abili ty to elimiJllle large
numbers of jobs by clos illgelllerp r ises\ln d mcvingeu t ofll1e region gaVl:the outside eorporalion s
leverage wi th goverlUtlenl which th ey could use 1(1 wi n mole concess ions (Bradfi eld, 1989).
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th e rural resource base and rural deve lopmen t amounted to on ly five 10 len percent of
to tal expenditures during the 1970s (Johnsto ne, 1980) .
Within the scope of this chapter. it is diffic ult 10 de termine the true level of
comm it ment to rural community development by the Moores administrat ion . As House
(1983) pointed out, the prov incial govern ment was dependent o n the federal govcrmncnr
for economic devetcpmeru funding. DREE's policies couldhave restricted the pClssiblt'
range of provincial strategies. In any case, House ( 983) viewed the Moores
administration as a transition pe riod between the industrialization strategy of the
S mallwood government and the cont rolled resource management o f the Pcckford
ad ministration that came to power in 1979.
The major thrust o f the new pr ovincial government's policies was to gain greater
co ntrol over and secure more revenues from the deve lopment o f the pro vince 's resources.
In practice, the Peckford administra tion pla ced economic planning emp hasis on off-shore
o il deve lopment (House, 1983). Such a capital intensive project wou ld . in itself,
concent rate economic activity in a fe w centres. Overton (1985) argues that in many ways
the Pec kford governme nt 's develop ment strategy was no diff erent fro m Smallwood's
po licies of the 19605. Both assumed that economic de velopment is depe nde nt on attracting
large scale priva te sector investme nt into the prov ince. The investors, if given public
subsidies and legislation to encourage investment. would pursue their own interests, while
benefi ts would trickle down to the rest of the popu lation,
It should not be surprising that the focu s of the prov incia l gove rnment's
development policies changed fro m growth poles to resource developm ent at the same
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timeas the federal government shifted its emphasis. The federal government dropped its
focus on growi h poles and looked to resource based mega-projects as the motor of
regional development. At about this time. DREE was disba~d and its respons ibi lities
in the reso urce ne ld were transferred to ertst ing line depanments such as fisher ies and
energy. A new federal department. the Departme nt of Regional Industrial Expansion
CORlE). continued 10 carryon a number of DREE's programs, including Iocational
incentives. However. the number of areas in which enterprises were eligib le {or
assistance were broadenedsignificantly.
The new department also continued to implement a number of General
Development Agreements negotiatedbetween the federal governmentand each provincial
government. These agreements repo senred the federal government's response 10
criticisms lhal exisling regional development policies lacked provincial input. The
agreements outlined broad. long-term development objectives. Subsidiary agreements
were forged between OREE (latter ORIE) and provincial line departments outlining
specific projecu. In this way. the provinceswere able to have more input into programme
design and secure federal funds to meet their own development initiatives. In 1983. the:
General Development Agreementswere replaced by Economicand RegionalDevelcomem
Agreements (Bradfield, 1988; Brodie. 1990; Savoie. 1992; Simms, 1986).
A new federal governmentwas elected to power in 1984. By this lime, ORIE was
viewed by the business community and the provincial governments in the Atlantic
provinces as cumbersome and insensitive to the economic circumstanceof the region, It
wasargued that ORIE's programs favouredcentral Canadaand a newagency that focused
' 7
on the circumstances of Atlantic Canada was needed. The region's business community
also complained that the delivery of programs by the department was 100 slow and
bureaucratic (Bradfield, 1988; Brodie. 1990; Savoie, 1992), The federal government, ill
response [0 cr iticisms from Atlantic Canada thai the old regional development program s
had been ineffective in increasing the capacity of the region to generate wealth. created
the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (ACOA) in t987,
The federal Progressive Conservative governme nt viewed the local pri vate sector
as the main engine of economic growth in di sadvantaged regions of the country. The
ACOA program was based on the assumption that Allamic Canada 's business community
musl be the solutio n to the region's problems . A strong emphas is was placed on
supporting the reg ion ' s entrepreneur s, and small and medium sized businesses. The first
depu ty minister in charge of ACOA outlined the Agency 's approach in this way:
AC'JA ' s mission is to create a strategi c partnership with Atlantic Canad ians to
foster a renewal of the Atlantic e ntrepreneurial spi rit; thus , to stimula te long term
econom ic de velopment which will increase earned incomes and improve
emplo yment opportuniti es relative to the national averages .. .. So, the success of
the ACOA approach will depend very much upon its abili ty first to spark the
confidenc e of Atlantic Canadians to rely upon their own initiative ami ideas to
shape their economic destiny. it holds to the basic tena nt that it is (he private
sector which must generate the economic acuvny 10realize fully the potential of
the Atlantic region; and that the role of governmen: is to provide a proper
environment" (McPhil , 1991: 20&.207)
ACOA developed four different programs in its regional development strateg y.
First , the Action Program was designed to provide various forms of assistance such as
direct financial aid , loan insurance and interest buy-dow ns to small and medium sized
businesses in order to establish, modernize or expand a facility, de sign a product, develop
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a new technology or carry OUI feasibility and mllrketing studies. Assistance in me form
of grants was also available 10non-profit organtearicns to provide specializedservices 10
small and mediumbusinesses. in an effort 10improve the qualityof entrepreneurial skills
in the region. These services could include technical assistance, professional fees for
qualifiedconsultants 10 perform feasibility studies or theimplementation of a development
study (Canada , 1989a).
Just after ACOA wasestablished. federal responsibility forall Economic Regional
Development Agreemenr..s with the Atlantic Provinces was transferred 10 the Agency.
These agreements formed the basis of ACOA' s second program, the Cooperation
Program. Under this program ACOA entered into a number of new subsidiary
agreements wit h the four Atlantic provinces. The focus of the program was to form
partnerships with the provlrces "in order to fester a climateconducive 10entrepreneurial
and economic growth " (Canada, t989a: 32).
Thirdly. ACOA wasresponsible for the coordination of all federal government
economic development programs which affected Atlanlic Canada. Finally. ACOA was
expected 10promote Atlantic Car.ada's interests in thedevelopment of national policies
and programs through ilSAdvocacy Program(Canada. 1989a). However I the Agency was
nor particularly successful in implementing the last two programs, mainlydue to the lack
of staff. There is no evidence to suggest that it has been any more successful than
previous regional development departments in formulating a comprehensive devetcpmenr
strategy for the region. Moreover , it was difficult (or ACOA to fill an advocacy role in
4.
the federal system while it was pareof that system in which Ihe new agency was treated
with suspicion (Savoie. 1992).
It is clear that ACOAsaw AtlanticCanada's entrepreneursas its constituency.The
primary focus of the agency was to assist in the growth of the private sector on the
assumption thai small and medium sized business development would help alleviate
economic distress in (he region. The ACOA programs did not tai,e into account
differences in economic condit ions within the region. TIle economic viability of the
enterpriseand the needfor asststance were thechiefcriteria for supporting entrepreneurs
who applied for assistance. The wholeAtlanticregion wasconsideredtobedisadvantaged
and no special consideration wasgiven to the problems of localities that suffered severe
marginalization. In such localities, the ability of the private sector to access ACOA's
assistance was questionable. There was no provision under ACOA's programs to support
third sector initiatives. The Agencywas driven by a market ideology which identified
local private business as the engineof growth. The next section takes a closer look at a
number of federal and provincial governments programs that were designed to support
rural community-based efforts by strengthening the institutional process of local social
and economic development.
Rural Developmen~
While borh the federal and provincial governments' overall regional devejopmem
strategies emphasized top-down industrial development. principles of rural community
development were introduced in a series of smaJl federal/provincial rural development
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agreements. The firs! of theseagreements was the Agricultural and Rural Development
Act, signedin 1961 (Lappingand Fuller, 1985). Thisprogram'semphasison agricultural
development meant that it was not well suited 10 the needs of rura l Newfoundland.
However , the progra m's overal l focus on rural po verty and itsacceptance of community
development principlesas a wayof addressingthe problem would havesome effectson
rural community development in the province. Several research projects framed in a
community develop ment approach were carried O UI in the early 19605 with funding from
this agreement. The studies asserted that rural communities needed to organize before
they could engage in economic development. Moreover, a small cadre of rural
development officials emerged in the provincial government bureaucracy (Canning,
1986).
In the late 1960s. a new federal/provincial rural development agreement was
signed. The Agricultural and Rural Development Act (ARDA II) focusedon all aspects
of rural poverty. While a substantial portion of ARDA II funds were used to finance the
provincial resettlementprogram. a small amountof funding went into programsthat took
a community development approach. Trainingwas providedto ruraldevelopment officers
to promote local development and a small number of citizen-led development projects
were funded (Carter. 1985: Gunness, 1972). The first regional attemptatlocally based
socialand economicdevelopment on the Northern Peninsula. the Northern Area Regional
Development Association. received funds and support through this program. This
organizatio n will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter.
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However. rural community developmentwas never gtven a high priority in the
provincial government. In fact. during the 19605, the effectivenessof this approachwas
oftendebatedand never fully acceptedby the [£'1>levelsof the bureaucracy. For example.
Canning (1986: 35) maintained that the rural development division in the provincial
department responsible for implementing the rural development subsidiary agrccmcrus.
' found itself in continuing ideologicaland administrative conflict with top levels in the
ministry." The government did, however, provide some assistance to emerging
development organizations in the province.
In 1974. the federal and provincialgovernmentssigned another rural development
subsidiary egreemenr . ARDA III.J The general objectives of the ARDA 1\1agreement
included the "development of employment, income and business opportunities in rural
communities and to provide for the nurturance of locally generatedsocial infrastructure
for regional development planning" (Newfoundland and Labrador, 1982: 5). Two
programswere implementedto carry out theseobjectives: (I) small grants for small-scale
rural enterprises not eligible for grant assistance under other government programs; anti
(2) assistance to regional development associations. The associations received grams ro
cover administrative costs that were used 10hire full-time staff Moreover. field workers
hired by the rural development department were stationed in various locations in the
province to provide the associations with organizatlonat support. ARDA III expired in
1978 but several similar agreements were signed during the 19805.
ARDA III was a subsidiary agreement under the new feder/ltlpmvinciill Gener;1! Dt:velupmcm
Alr eemenl.
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Within the federal andprovincial governments' overall development planning, the
rural development subsidiary agreements were minor programs. They were neverwell
funded. Between 1973 and 1983, over twenty subsidiary agreements were signedbetween
DREE and the provincia l government. The value of the rural development subsidiary
agreements was only five percent of the total value of all agreements (Simms, 1986).
Until the last agreement signed in 1989. regional development associations received less
than$30,000 per year to cover all administrativeexpenses. Moreover, no comprehensive
integrated strategy fOTrural developmenthas ever been established. Neither the provincial
department responsible for rural development nor organizations such as regional
cevelopmeraassociations havehad any meaningful input in government policy making.
The function of the rural development department was restricted to program
delivery; economic policies were decided in central planning secretariats and cabinet
committees (Canning, 1986). The department has been a "relatively low-status, low
budget department. with weak links to the more powerful central agencies and to
important line departments. especially Fisheries, which also plays a major role in regional
development" (Newfoundland and Labrador. 1986: 364). Regional development
associationshave had little influence over government policy decisions. According 10
Simms (1986:52), "the formulation ofr esource sector policiesoutside of the involvement
.rom RDAs [regionaldevelopment associations) and other local groups, has beena major
obstacle to achieving meaningful rural development.· In fact, the associations have been
unable to pursue long-term sustainablecommunityeconomic development initiatives. This
will be discussed ingreater detail in the following section. But first it is important to take
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a brief look at a recent federal government program that was expected to promote
community economic development. Other than support to RDAs. the provincial
government has not developed or delivered a comprehensive program that promotes
community economic development initiatives.
The Community futures Program wasestablished in 1986 as pan or the Canadian
Job Strategy administered by the Federal Depanment of Employment and Immigration
Canada (now Human Resources arul Development). The goal of the progr am was 10
provide Canadianswith training andjob developmentby emphasizing support to small
bus iness development and entrepreneursh ip. Community Futures was designed for areas
that were suffering extreme economic d islocation and marginalization. Designated areas
eligible to receive funding under the program were required to establish Community
Futures Committees to ove rsee the prog ram in their area . The committees were expected
10 be made up of volunteer representatives from a number of interests in the area
including town councils, regional development associations, the local bus-t ess
community, unions and various other economic development oriented organizations.
Committee membe rs were appointed by the federal minister in charge of the program
(Douglas , 1994b; Canada, 1986).
The objec tives of the Committees included coo rdinating stud ies to assess (he
locality's employment problems and identifying oppor tunities suitable for support under
the Community Fu tures Program. other governmen t progra ms, the private sector or a
comb ination of these sources. As part of this process the Co mmittees were mandated to
coordinate the development of long-ter m development plans for the locality . They were
"
also expectedto act as an interface betweenthe localityand governmentand recommend
the implementation of any governmentprogramsthat would benefit the locality and the
private sector. In effect, they had a mandate to act as a catalyst for . and a coord inator
of , self-help initiatives at the local1eve l (Douglas, 1994b; Canada . 1986),
Once a Community Future Committee was established and a long-term
developmem plan to address the locality's employment problems was comp leted, the
committeecouldchoose from a number of different local development options under the
CommunityFutures Program. TheSelf-Employment Incentive Program was designedto
provide technical and financial aid to encourage individuals receiving unemployment
insurance to set up their own businesses. Interestingly. the program requires the recipient
of assistance to put a significantpersonal contribution in the form of cash. materials.
equipmentor loans into the venture. Yet unemployedindividuals inseverely marginalized
regions seldom have expendableresources 10 invest.
Another program which Community Futures Committees can access is the
BusinessDevelopment Centre option. Under this program. funds can be made available
to establish BusinessDevelopment Cemres that provide financialand technical assistance
(0 local entrepreneurs and small businesses. The centres can assist localentrepreneurs in
one of two ways. They can provide only technical assistance. such as development of a
business plan and/or business advice. or they can combine this assistance with the
provision of loans if the entrepreneur is unable 10 secure loans from other lending
sources. Normally. a target population of at least 35.000 adults within the region is
required for the second option to be implemented.
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The Business Development Centre is supposed to be self-supporting after five
years of operation. but the indications from Nanaimo. where such a centre bas been
operatingfor some time, are that this is virtually impossible given the limited size of the
equity fund and the need to keep a certain level in cash reserves (Baron and Watson.
1988), In fact, the Nanaimostudy suggests that an equity fund 250 per cent its present
size would be required for the BusinessDevelopment Centre 10break even.
The Commun ity Futures Committee could also choose 10 access II program thaI
provides for the direct purchase of institutional training for individuals within lhe
CommunityFutures regionas an appropriateadjustmentmeasure for workers in its area.
ACommunityInitiatives Fundcould also be accesset for initiativeswhichare particularly
innovativeand which cannot be supported financially through the other options in the
CommunityFutures Program or other programs in the CanadianJob Strategy. finally,
CommunityFutures Committeeswere eligible to access the Relocationand Exploratory
Assistance Program designed to provide individual workers, or specific groups of
workers. with assistance to relocate to other areas to find employment (Canada, 1986).
Communityeconomic development initiativesthat aim to support local private
sector businessdevelopmentmust take into account their relationship with existingstate
programs. in particular the CommunityFutures Program. According to Douglas(l994b)
the Community Futures Program is grounded in a community economic development
approach in thesense that it is the intentof the program that strategic economicplanning
be carried out by a volunteer group of communityresidents. The extent to which these
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groups represent community interest and the extent to which they actually control and
engage in the planning process need 10be studiedfurther.
Moreover. if thefederalgovernment seescommunityeconomicdevelopmentonly
as small business development, then locally initiated organizations that take on this goal
as pari of their strategy may find it difficult to receive government support if the state
decision-makers feel they are duplicatingthe Community Futures Program. On the other
hand i f the state officials see community economicdevelopment only in termsof small
business development, initiatives that take an approach which emphasizes development
"of" the community may find it difficult to receive Slate funding.
Like ACOA programs, the Community Futures programs are based on a market
driven ideology which sees the local private sector as the vehicle for local economic
development. Development is seen only in terms of economic growth; no consideration
is given to the social aspects of developmentor to the lack of capacity in severely
marginalizedcommunities to take advantage of the support programs. These programs
do not give any consideration to the institutional ability of marginalized localities to
combine social with economic development in alternative institutional forms. The
combinationof social and economic developmentand capacity buildingof this nature is
more prevalent in third sector initiatives.
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Regional Deyelopment Associations
By the end of (he t9605, government development policies thai focused ouly 011
industrializationand urbanizationcame underincreasing criticism from various quarters.
Several social researchers . working through Ihe Institute or Social and Economic
Research at Memorial University , maintained that more attention should be given to
strengthening the existing rura l economy (8TOlt. 1972; Iverson and Mauhews 1969:
Wadel. 1969). In 1969, the Institute sponsored a confe rence on alternate social and
economic development methods based on small-scale utilization of local resources
(Freeman, 1969). Alongwith the provincial government, MemorialUniversity Extension
Service placed field workers in var ious locations in the province. Through its community
education program, the extension service helped mobilize democratically organized
regional groups (Snowden and Will iamson. 1967),
Immediately following confederation, the responsibility for local development
planning was centred almost exclusive ly jn the Newfoundland provincial government.
Local government and other politically orie nted organizations , such as unions. were slow
10 develop in rural parts of the province, As a result. decision-making was centralized
at the provincial level with few opportunities for rural Newfoundlanders to part icipate in
development planning at the local level. By the mid to late 1960s. this began to change.
The industrialization and urbanization policies had not produced the expected prosperity.
Rural people in a number of locations, feeling alienated from the centralized decision-
making of the provincial and federal government bureaucracies and frustrated over
continued marginalization in their communities, took action themselves and formed a
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number of citizen-led organiz.ations. On the Northern Peninsula, Fogo Island and the
Eastport Peninsula, these groups were formed without government encouragement "to
identify opportunities, seek financing for tocal development projects and lobby for
improved services" (Fuchs, 1985: 6). Johnstone (1980: 25) described the establ ishment
of these organizations in the following manner:
The community development groups which came to be known as
Development Assoc iations first emerged in Newfoundland in the 1960's
in such areas as Fogo. Eastport. Green Bay. Bell Island. Placentia and
Burin, for the most partas a reactionto economic and social problems and
especially as a response to government plans for resenlemem v.. Given
the lack of municipal government, and given the political and
developmental rather than municipal nature of the issues, as well as the
geograph ic dispers ion of communities, this resistance crystallized into
regional community development groups which came to be known as
Development Associa tions.
Working independently o f each other, these groups were eventually successful in
obtaining recogni tion and assistance from governme nt. The signing of the ARDA IJJ
subsidiary agreement in 1974 put a srrucrured program of government support in place.
The rural development initiatives that occurred on the Eastport Peninsula (Gunness.1972) ,
Fogo Island (Carte r, 1985) and the Northern Peninsula (Brown, 1970) laid the
groundwork for the program that was formalized in this agreement. With the rural
development program in place, the number of regional development associations (RDAs)
increased rapidly , from 17 in 1974 to 54 in 1985 , representing over 500 communities
which comprised over one -half of the provincial population (Simms, 1986) ,
By the 19805, RDAs had become the primary vehicles ;or local-based
development in the province. While they differ in the size of the area they represent, in
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their degree of public acceptance and their approaches to the problems of social and
economic development.they all share two characteristics. They represent regions ar..: not
particular communitiesor special interest groups, and their boards of directors arc made
up of democraticallyelected volunteers who live in the area. The ir objective is to develop
the region 's "natural and social resources with the hope of improving the income and
employment opportunities of the area.. . for the benefitof thearea as a whole" (rohnsronc.
1980: 28). However, theyhavebeendeflected awayfromtheiroriginalgoalof long-term
job creation.
The number of RDAs increased at a lime when rural unemployment was also
increasing rapid ly. Between 1971 and 1981. the unemployment rate in rural
Newfoundland increased from 8.5 percent 10 20.5 percent (S imms, 1986). As the
unemployment crisis worsened, governments attempted to address the situation. In large
measure their response came in the form of short-term job creat ion programs. These
programs , funded mainly through the Canada Employment and Immigration Commission.
provided employment to people for short periods of time. They then qualified for
unemployment insurance payments, Overton (1977) argues that the job creat ion programs
were a form of relief-giving where the primary purpose was to control possible social
unrest and maintain a work ethic. It was in essence "working for welfare- and not a
means of economic development. The Royal Commission on Employment amI
Unemployment observed in 1986 that in combination with the unemployment insurance
system, the various job creation or "make-work- programs have become the economic
mainstay of some individuals and households. "Por the people involved. this is simply
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one more in a long line of rational eccocme adaplatioRS to the few economic
opportu nilie~ available10!hem" (Newfoundland and labrador.1986: 49-SO).
RDAsbecamea pan of this system. They responded 10the immediate needsof
people in a desptral£eccscmc tilUl.lionby applyingfor andadministeringgovernment
sponsomI make-work projeclS. This hasdeflected theiraltentionaway from long-term
economic developmelll pl.nninK and long-term job creation. "Theplanning of new
economicdevelopment opportunitieshas had (0 take a back seal CO the managementof
Ihe recurringcrisisofunemploymem in ruralareas" (Fuchs, 1985:14). Strict crileria put
limits onbowIhefunds made available through ihemake-work programs couldbeused.
1iIemainobjectiveof tbeprograms wasto create short-termemployment. This restricted
lheirapplication mainly ((I the construction of inftastrue:ture sochas wharves andgear
Wds for theinshore ftshery. and t'tCl'Ulional facilities. While theseactivities did have
some long-term btnefits. suchas enhancing me employment opportunities of those
dependent upontheflShtries inll.oSlructure.thty did 001 resul in the establishmtntof
lII:W jobma ting enlerpt"iscs(Simms. 1986).
WhileRDAsbecame prorlCientat administeringmake-work projects. andineffect
became co-opted by govemmtnl in the managementof theunemployment crisis. theydid
IlOl have the resourcesto engage in planningand implementing long-term social and
economicdevelopmentprojects. Tilesmallamount of administrative funding provided
meant lhat only onestaffperson couldbe hired. And ihlsperson hadverylittletimeto
engage in activities other man applying for ~ Kl supervising make-work projects.
Moreover. small administrative grantsmu mlowsalariesthat madeit difficult toattract
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people with the technical expertise needed to engage successfully in long-term
develop ment planni ng.
The lack of technica l expe rtise and h uman resou rces was compou nded by a lack
of flexible funding that could be used \0 inves t in economic development. There were few
govern ment sponsored programs that provided this type of funding to RDAs. One
program - Project Fund ing Gra nts. which was pari of ARDA III - had a total budget of
only $ 1.4 million in 1984/85. The funding , which had flexible criteria . was available \0
RDAs and other community groups to undertake long-term economic development
projects. However , all of these funds were expended within the first six months with no
resou rces left to support a backlog of proposals (Simms, 1986).
With no other sources of funding for rural development ava ilable to them, RIMs
were restricted primarily to adm inistering make-work programs which have had o niy u
modes t impact on economic develop ment and long-term job creation in rural
Newfoundland. "They suffer from the reluctance of both the provincia l and federal
gover nments to view them. and suppo rt them. as the primary vehicles for rural
development" (Newfoundland and Labrador, 1986: 369).
The vol unteers involved in the associat ions have expresse d concern over their
inab ility to engage in long-term development planning and frustration over their role as
broke rs of make-work projects (Fuchs. 1985; Sim ms, 1986). The lack of human and
techn ical resources and inadequate government assistance are a number of the prob lems
they facein their efforts to engage in long- term development. T he nexr chapte r desc ribes
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howtheRDAson the Northern Peninsulaattemptedtoaddresstheseproblemsby forming
a community developmentcorporation.
During most of the posr-conrederanon period in Newfoundland, both provincial and
federalgovernments followed a modernizationapproach to development which sought to
industrialize and urbanize the province. Incentives were offered to outside investors 10
locate in the province and programs initiated to centralize the population into "growth
centres.M When this failed both levels of government turned to resource sector mega-
projects as the solution to the province's problems. During all this lime regional
developmentprogramsrepresenteda smallfractionof gross federal expenditures(Brodie.
1990).When it becameevidentthat attractingoutside investors would not work for most
rural communities. a new approach wasadopted.
Local developmentis now the state's regional development policy. According 10
this approach. development impulses must come from within the province. Jobs are
expected to be created by the province's entrepreneurs and small business class. The
govcmmeru can help by providing these individuals with assistanceand by making the
local environment conducive(0 their prosperity. According to Douglas (1994b: 90) from
a community economic development perspective, federal government regional
development programs had a number of shortcomings. The programs adopted sectorial
and other uni-dimensional perspectives that reflected the "Interests and portfolios of
participating agencies (e.g.• tourism. forestry). - The process was dominated by the
.,
participation of regional interest groups such as representatives of milling and gcucrut
business with little public participation and virtually no communitydevelopment. Perhaps
most importantly for Douglas(1994b: 90):
Fundamental issues relating to tong-term capacity deveiopment mut comrot.
economic democracy and effective diversificat ion of regional econom ics were
rarely addressed. Questionsof corporate power and the locusof decision making,
the reinvestment of locally generated pror us. the location of research and
development facilities, alternat ive economic models (e.g ., co-operatives.
community enterprises) and self-reliance strategies were rarely part of the
development agenda (original emphasis).
White the Community Futures Program encouraged more local input into
development planning, if did not provide opportunities to combine social with economic
development through alternative institutions. Instead the program focused 011 providing
assistance to local private sectorentrepreneurs. Moreover, the provincialgovernment wus
unwilling or unable to engage community organizations suchas the RDAs in development
planning and provided little support for them to initiate a program of community
economic development. It is within this environment that community economic
development efforts must operate. The implications for third sector organizations such
as CDCs will be discussed in a later chapter. First it is important to point out that,
despite the presence of regional developmemprograms in Canada. regional disparities arc
still a major problem. The next chapter will provide a description of the social and
economic circumstances on the Great Northern Peninsula in order to provide an
understanding of the kind of problems that the GNPDC was facing when it was formed.
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CHAPTER THREE
TH E SOCI AL AND ECO NOM IC CONTEXT
The purpose of this chapter is to present a description of the social and economic
conditions on the Great Northern Peninsula. CDCs are formed in response to prob lems
associatedwith marginalizationbothin rural and urbanareas. Theenvironmentin which
a CDC emerges presents certain constraints as well as opportunities that will impact on
the organization . Therefore , it is important to place the GNPDC in the context of the
region's geographical, social and economic features. Most of the social and economic
indicators presented in this chapter arc based on the 1986 census. More recent
information was not presented in order to provide a pictureof the region at the time when
the GNPDC was being established.
The Great Northern Peninsula is one of the most marginal regions in
Newfoundland, which is itself marginal in Canada as a whole. In this case ,
marginalizat ion refers to both a set of social and economic conditions and a geographical
location. The area is one of uemost isolated in the province , well outside the major
centres of strong economic activity. It is also characterized by nut-migrat ion due to few
local job opportuniti es, high rates of unemployment. low incomes, a heavy dependence
on government transfer payments, low levels of formal education. minimal access to
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social services and a narrow economicbasedependent on the exploitationof a few natural
resources for export .
A Brief Hjstory of The Greal NQrthern Peninsula
The Great Northern Peninsula. like an index finger . protrudes from the island of
Newfoundland on its north-westcoast. From Bonne Bay in thesouthto CapeBauld in
the north. it extends roughly 300 kilometres. The Strait of Belle Isle separates the
Peninsula from the southern coast of Labrador. T his is the shortest distance between
Newfoundland and the North American continent. The close proximity to the mainland
meant the Peninsula was frequented by the earliest human inhabitants to the island as they
crossed from Labrador. Archaeological evidence suggests thai the Maritime Archaic
Indians lived in the region around 4,000 years ago. They lived along the coast between
early spring and late fall, hunting seals and migrating birds, fishing for salmon and
collecting berries. In winter they moved inland to hunt car ibou and to derive shelter in
the woods. Apparently these people disappeared epprcxlmarcty 3,000 years ago. What
happened to them remains a mystery. The Dorset Eskimos crossed from Labrador about
2.000 years ago and several hundred years later they too declined in numbers and
disappeared. The reasons for their demise are once again unclear. The Beothuk Indians
seem to have frequented the area, but no archaeological sites have yet been found intact
(Tuck, 1976).
A location near L'anse-Aux-Meadows at the top of the Peninsula is the only site
that has been identified and authenticated as a former Greenlandic and Icelandic Norse
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post of occupanc y in North America (approximately 1.000 years ago). Soon after
Newfoundlandwas re-discoveredby Europeans in 1497. eachspringfishermen wouldsail
to the island 10 harvest the abundant fish resource . Th ey would return to Europe in the
fall. By the 1540$. Basque fishermen had estab lished a whaling industry in the Strait of
Belle Isle where the whale's migration pattern funnelled them through the Se ah . The
industry was abandoned by the 1620s and thereafter the cod fishery attracted fishermen
• mostly French (Th onon, 1981). Between 17 13 and 1904, the Northern Peninsula was
part of the "French Shore" . Along this shore, the French were permitted to erect stages,
hutsand flakes necessary to prosecute the cod fishery. However, theywere not permiued
to establish perman ent settlements. The French contin ued to fish in the area - primari ly
around Conche, St. Anthon y and Port-au-Choix - until the 1890s (Stavely. 1968).
The Frenc h Shore treaties retarded permanent settlement on the Northern
Peninsula by proh ibiting the development of a shor e based fIShing economy. (Fo r
example , merchants could OOt set up fums on the Fr e nch Sho re.) The first permanent
residents began to settle the area in theear ly 18005. e ither as 'winter-men" [0 protect
French fishing inf rasuuctur e or via British merchants based in southern Labrador. The
populalio n grew very slowl y until the 18605. Afler th is lime. a large number of settlers
from the east coast of the island flowed into the area (Thorton 1981). With the large
increase in populatio n. the economy turned towards the cod. herring and lobster fisheries.
The construction of a large paper mill in Corne r Brook , just south of the area, in
the early 1920s precipita ted the development of an important winter logging industry
throughout much of the Pe ninsula in the 19305. Sever al communities grew up largely in
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response (0 this industry. In many others , fishers turned to logging as a source or
supplementary income during the winter, Afrer 1957, the logging industry declined
dramatically due ro softeningmarketsfor paperand technological changes which reduced
me number of men needed in the harvesting operat ions. W i\h few alternatives open to
ibem. many aga in concen trated on the fishing industry. '
Between 1956 and1964. thenumberof fishersfrom Trout Riverto Cape: Norman
increased from 929 10 1370 and the investment in boats and gear per fisher increased
from $619 to $1,136. (Black. 1966). Today. the fishery is Ihe bac kbone of the region 's
economy.The structure ot the industry haschanged considerablyover the past 20years.
Prior to 1965. there were just two fresh fish processing plants on the Peninsula - at St.
Anthony and Englee - and much of the fish was still processed by salting. During the
191Os. the number of small fish processing plants in the area expanded quickly.
Moreover. fishers. tak ing advamageof governmen t financ ial assistance. began investing
in larger more capital intensive vessels. There follows a more detai leddescription of the
present industr ial structure of the area and a profile of genera.l social and economic
conditions on the Peninsula in the mid 19805.
The los.sofR1pplementaryincomefrom loWlIl was cmnpen....led bylIle inlruduction orullI:fIlployrnelM
insuranee benefiLl f«lislleniIl19j 8.
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The Stry clure Qf Dl!; Reg io n's EcoDQmy
The Northern Peninsula's economy is heavily dependent on primary industries. The
fIShery and fores try are the two most important. Most o f the natu ral resou rces arc
shippedout of me area in a rawor semi-processedstate. No fishproductsare procesed
beyond thefille ting and fretz ingstale. Legs are shipped to a pu lpand paper mill located
at Corner Brook several hundred kilometres away. Possible benefiu, therefore . flow ou t
of theregion. Beyond basic consumer serv ices. the servicesector isco mposed largely of
stale, or staresponsored, agencies.
Table I
Industry Structure. Great Northern Peninsula.
Newfoundland and Canada, 1986
II of labour Force in each Industry
Industry, Major Groups GNP NfId Canada
Primary Industr ies 22.9 8.8 6.6
Manufacturing Industries 20.8 14.6 ]6 .8
Construction Industries 5.0 6.0 5. 8
Transp.lComm.JUlilitie s 5.3 7.7 7.5
Trade Industries 11.6 15.7 16.8
Finance/Real Estate 0.7 2.8 5 .3
Government Services 7.2 11.8 7.4
Other Services 23.3 28.4 31.3
Source: Statisnc s Canada (1988) .
Thefishingindustry can be broken down into twocomponents: (1) harvesting and
(2) processing. The most striking feature of the harvesting sector is the variety in size
of vessels and gear fjpes used. and the inequalities in income assoc iatedwith lhem. A
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mobile ouer trawl fleet co ncentrated in the co mmunities of Pon -ae-Chob , Port Saunden
andAnchor Point makes up less[han 10 percent of thetotal number of full-time groond·
fISh licences anc.i about IS percent of all full-time flsbers. However, they have been
allocated nearly halfof the IOlaI all owable catch of ground-fish· pr imaril y cod • on the
wwcoas t of the Peninsu la . Individ uals invol ved in [his fishe r y enjoy su bstanlia lly higher
incomes rhanfishers in smaller vessels using fixed gear,I
In recent years, a prolonged conflict developed betw een members of the mobile
gear fleet and fishers who operate from smaller vessels us ing trad itional fixedgear.
Longlin er ope rators suffered lo w cod landings in the mid 19805 and due 10 their
relative ly high operating costs they ex perienced financia l difficu lties. Because of
government res trictions o n licens ing, they were unable to switc h to the more lucra tive
geartype.'
Small open boats less tha n 35 feet made up lhe vas t majority of licensed vessels
and are evenly spread over the Peninsula. Most of the full-time fishers in the area.
operated from thesevessels. The y used fixed gear and an ampted to catch a. varielyof
species to supplement th eir incom es and extend the fish ing season. Due 10 low cod
landings at th is time their incomes lended to be low. The fi sheries cr isis caused by low
landings and con tinued co nflict between d ifferent groups of fishers within the contex t of
Fora g<lOll di$Cuu ion of lhe inshore dragger fishery in !he regio n In SinClair (19MSj .
Longliners are ves$els between 3' .nd6Sfutinlenglh whieh ~fixed gcar -m ilinly Sillno:iIl lind
Ion&-line -t o caleb g rOllnd-fish. ibue vessenare more evenly d istrilHlled 1I1onl lhl:Penin.ulall ui tellll
10be ccntr. liud in the WIe r communili". ApproJUm&lely IS PCICOIll o f ",I LlJIl-r.ime f"'"=u ","r k
fromtbe5ev~ll.
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statepolicy will havea huge impact on futuresocial and economic developmentsin the
region.
The fish processing industry was the largest source of employment on the
Peninsula. The industry was dominatedbytwo companies, Fishery Products International
and Dorset Seafoods Limited. Both were headquartered in St. John's and operated
enterprises throughoutthe province. In J987, Fisheries Products International accounted
for approxi mately 40 perce nt of all processing jobs and Dorse t Seafoods Limited about
20 percent. Togetherthese two companiesoperated eightplants andprocessedover half
of the region's fish products. Their enterprisesalso had the only significant freezingand
cold storage capacity in the area.
Most of the other fish processingcompanies (approximately 20) managedplants
leased from the provincial government or local communities. These small processing
facilities were built through the efforts of community groups who used various
governmentprograms10 pu t together Ihenecessary resources. Manyof thesecompanies
were under-capitalized . Th eir lack of financial depth inhibited plant improvements that
wouldhave made them more competitive in the marketplace and added more value 10
Iheir final products.
The lack of freezing and cold storage capacity, for example, created a serious
problem. Fishcould notbe processed beyondthe fresh filletstate, Therefore, companies
could not hold the fillets in safekeepingand then ship to achieve the best market prices.
They also sufferedlosses when small landings did not warrant economicalshipmentof
fillets10 markets.Without cold storage, fish landed during glut periods couldnot beheld
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for processing during periods o f low landings a nd was shipped o ut of the region to be
processed. All of this meant that possible benefits [0 the area were lost.
Much of theproductive commercial forest onthe Peninsula was ownedor under
long term lease to two pulp and paper companies. Access to this resource by other
enterprises was thereby restricted. However. the region is outside or the primarysupply
zones for the paper mills. High marginal costs of pulpwood have made logging
operationssensitive to downturns in the newsprint industry. As a result, saw-millinghas
always beenan importantforestry activity on the Peninsula. Special agreementsbetween
the two companies and the pr ovincial governmenthave placed portions of the forests
under crown management fo r specific periods of time. The impetus behind the
agreements was to give private saw-millers access to the forest resource for lumber
production and thus createsome valuable employment. However . the level of harvesting
act ivity on the Peninsula was approaching tile Annual Allowable Cut set by the
Departmentof Forest Resources and Lands. Therefore. efforts to increase employment
in this sector were severely constrained.
There has been muc h recent debate over the role o f the service sector in
expandingemployment in marginalized regions (Newfoundlanda nd Labrador. 1986). Arc
service industries dependent on employmentcreated in other sectors o r can economic
development bebased on the expansion of the service sector? in 1986, service industries
accounted for approximately SO percent of the total employment o n Ihe Northern
Peninsula.compared to 70 percent in theprovince and nation (Statistics Canada, 1988).
However, between 1981 and 1986the number of people in the labour force employedin
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the se rvice sec tor increase d al a g reater rare on the Peninsu la than in the prov inceas a
whole - 23 percent compa red to 14 percent (Statistics Canada. 1988).
Service industr-ies tend to be lo cated in larger centres whe re region al trad e.
hospita l, educatio n and public ad minis tration fu nctions e ncompass the surrounding
communities. On the Great Northern Peninsula, much of the service sector is
concentrated in thelarger communities. In 1986, for example, approximately 20percent
of all service sector emp loyment in the region was located in the town of St. Anthony.
ApprOldmately SO percent of all service sector employment was located in theseven
largest communities, However. the combined population of theseco mmunities equalled
38 pe rcent of the region 's total. T he sma ller com m unities supported little more than (he
basic service sector fun ctions. I n many of these , the majo r source of service sec tor
emp loyment was retail trade.
Occupaljona! SlrUCltlre
The Northern Peninsu la 's occup ati onal s tructure in 1986 rev ca:""t that a large number of
peop le were e mployed in primary production- main ly fish ing - for men and man ual work
- mos tly fish pr ocessing . for women. The proport ionof the total lab our force employed
in manageria l, adminis trat ive a n d other profession al white collar oc cu pation s was mu ch
lower on the Peninsul a (4 percent) than in New foundland (8 perce nt) and Canada (11
percent) as a whole (Statistic s Canad a, 1988) . As a re sult, the pool of potential
vol unteers wit h managerial an d adminis trative experienc e thaI c ould br ing valua ble
technical competence 10 theboard of a c ommunity develop ment corp ora tion was smaller.
(This maybetrue of most rural areas, becauseprofessional while collaroccupationsarc
corcemrnedin urban cenues.I Moreover. withfew occupational oppon untres open to
them. many of the la1ented educated individuah originally fromlhe region were farced
to opt foremptoymem opportunities elsewhere.
Table 2
Percentage of Labour Force in Major Occupation Groups.
Great Northern Peninsula. Newfoundland and Canada, 1986
$ of Labour Forcein Occupation
Groups
Major Occupation Groups GNP NOd Canada
Managerial, administra tive and 4.3 7.6 10 .S
related
Teachingand related 4.1 S.4 4.3
Medicineand Health 3.1 4.6 4.8
Technological. Social andrelated 2.1 4.9 7 .3
Clericaland related 8.9 15.0 18.2
Sales 4.4 7.2 9 .1
Service 10.9 12.6 12.7
Primary 24.::· 8.1 S.6
Processing' 16.6 9.0 3.S
Machining and related 3.4 s.o 9.7
Construction Trades 1.7 9.0 S.9
Transport equipment operating 3.0 4. 1 3 .7
Other 1.3 7.0 4 .7
Source: StatisticsCanada. 1988.
1.lncludesoccupalionsin llsh proce!<Sing.
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' 'o nula lio n ChilngeS
Peop le OI1IOC Gr ea t Northern Peninsula lived scattered along the coast in 60 communities
most of which have less than 1000 residents. The largesl lawn. St.Antheny, had a
population of approximately 3.180 and there were only six other communities with a
popula tion over 1,000 inhabitants (see table 3) . Overall , the pop ulat ion is increas ing very
slow ly du e to an excess ofbirlhs over deat hs suffic iem [0 counter out-migra t ion. Between
1981 and 1986, the population increased from 25,738 10 25.954 residents ; an increase
o fJUSl2 16 peop le or 0.8 percent (S tat is tics Canada, 1988). These are aggr egate nu mbers
and imponant variations existed with in the region. For example. lhe populations in the
communities of Woody Point. Glenburnie a nd Sally' s Cove. in the Bonne Bay area.
dectired significantly during lhis period. Mean while , the populations of Pon Saunders
and Anchor Polm increased . However, even in these comrnunines, the cT!l3nsion was
small.
Comparing populalion growth rates provides no indication of those facto rs that
underlie demographic changes. Vel it appears that out-migration ccmributed 10 the
Peninsula's overall minimal increase in number of residents and tCO the population
decrease in some communities. The extent of out-migration may reflect limited
employ ment opportunities in the community. For example. the number of availab le jobs
decreased significantly in the Bonne Bay area during the early 19805 when several large
construction projects re Inted to the creation of Gros Marn e National Par k were
completed. Meanwhile, in Port Saunders a n inshore dragger fishery and the service
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sector expanded during the 19805. Even in this community. !lowc\·cr. net our-migration
occurred between 1981and 1986.
Between 1981 and 19&0. the region experienceda nCImigr.nion loss of I.I~
peop le or 4 .5 percent of the total population . Th is means that if natural increase (b inh~
over dealhs) equalled zero [hen the population would have decreased by thai amoura
during those five years . Nel migration data can not provide an accurate picture of Ihe
actual flow of people into and out of a comm unity. Using the 1986 census dat a ti ll
in-migration. the number of out-migrants can be calculated by subtracting in-migration
from net migration . It is estimated that betwee n \981 and 1986 . 3. 179 people . 12.3
percent of the total population . moved o ff the Peninsula while 2.025 • 7.8 percent o f the
total populat ion - migrated into the area . This information lndicates that thepopulauon
is 00 1 Sialic and that a large amountof moblluy exists.
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Two rece nt studies of migration patterns in the area suggest that most in-migranu
are actually return migrants who prefer living in their home communities (House. While
and Ripley, 1989;Sinclair and Felt, 1993). Normally, theyleave seeking beuer economic
opponun ities but rerum after a short time. Yel surprisingly, Sinclair and Felt (I 99JJ
found thatlutle circulatory migration where individuals move backand forth to the same
or differem destinations look place. Thesestudies also indicated thaI mostof those who
move away are less than 3Syears of age and are typically the better educatedmembers
of the comm unity. The loss of energetic educated individuals may present another barrier
to local self-help effons.
l-&yeJ of lI nempl Qymeol
One of the primary objectives of the GNPDC wasto createemployment for residents of
the Peninsula. It is not diffICUlt to understand whyemployment crealionwas a particular
concerngiven that thejobless rate in the region wasoneof the highest in Newfoundland.
which in turn was the highest of any province in Canada. The 1986 Census of Canada
put the unemployment rate on the Peninsula at 32.4 percent. The Newfoundland
unemployment rate was recorded at 25.6 percent. Meanwhile the Canadian
unemploymentrare was 10.3 percent. Moreover. the prospects of finding work on the
Peninsula grew worse during the first half of the 19805 for both men and women.
According to the 1981census reports, 20. 5 percent of males and 24.9 percentof females
were unemployed in 1981 (Statistics Canada, 1983). In 1986 the rates had increased III
28.5 percent and 37.3 percent respectively (Statistics Canada. 1988).
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While the unemployment rate in the reg ion is high even in relation to
Newfound land. co nditions in commu nities vary conside rably. For example. the
unemployment rates in Anchor Point and Pon-au-Choix • where an inshore dragger fleet
is concentrated and fish proces sing plants are located - were 10.4 percent and 15, 1
percent respectively in 1986. Meanwhile. the communitiesof Conehe and Raleigh. which
depend almost entirely upon an inshore fishery prosecuted from smaller boats, had
unemployment rates 0( 78.3 percent and 62.5 percent respectively. In gene ral , 20 of the
30communitieshad unemployment rates above 30 percent, according to the 1986Census
of Canada.
lt is also importan t to keep in mind that evidence sugges ts the unemployment rate
calculated by Statistics Canada in the census does not pro vide a good representation of
the actual c ircumstances in rura l Newfound land . T he definition of unemployed used by
the agency is based on job search. Where job opportuni ties are scarce, panicularly in
small communities with weak labour markets, people are unlikely to continue to seek
jobs since they can exhaust a job search in one day, In this case they may not show up
in the statis tics and become part of the "hidden unemployed . "
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The number of workerswho receive unemployment insurance benefitsis another
indicator of the level of unemployment on the Peninsula. as well as the extent of the
region's dependence on federal government transfer payments. The unemployment
insurance system has been used to provide basic income secur ity in the region. The
importance of unemployment insurance benefits to the eco nomic well-being of many
residents of the Peninsula is underscored by the fact that periods of employment tend to
be short. On November 25. 1987 approximately 40 percent of the region's population
between the ages of 15 and 64 had registered to receive unemployment insurance
benefits. Just over half of these individuals had worked for only lO 1013 weeks. The
average number of insured weeks worked for all claimants was only 14 (Canada
Employment and Immigration Commissio n, Claimant Statistics, week of November 25,
\987\ .
These statistics reflect the regio n's heavy reliance on a shon inshore fishing
season. In fact , a high level of seasonal employment, based on resource extraction
industries. was one of the primary features of the region's economy. In October and
November of each year , the number of people collecti ng unemployment insurance
benefits sharp ly increased as the inshore fishery shut dow n for the season. And the
unemployment level remained high until June when the inshore fishery was reactivated.
As a result. a high percentage of income on the Peninsula was received from government
transfer payments. According to the 1986 census, only 66.1 perce nt of total persona l
Income on the Peninsu la was received from employment . In contrast, employment
income represented 73.4 percent of total income for the province and 78.7 percent for
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the nation as a whole. Meanwhile,32.2 percent of the total incomeon the Peninsulawas
classifiedas governmenttransfer payments , primarily unemploymentinsurance benefits
andold age pensions- comparedwith21.1percent provincial and 11.1percentnationally
(Statistics Canada, 1988).
Table S
Compos ition of Total Income, Great Northern
Peninsula. Newfoundlandand Canada, 1986
IncomeSources GNP NFLD Canada
% EmploymentIncome 66.1 73.4 78.7
% Government Transfer 32.2 21.2 11.1
%OtherIncome 1.7 5.4 10.3
Source: StatisticsCanada, 1988,
Lowpersonal income is another indicator of marginalizatio n and provides a prelimina ry
suggestionof material Jivingstandards. On the Northern Peninsula.incomes wereamong
the lowest in the province. The 1986census indicatedthat the median male incomewas
$11,489 compared to 513,721 for the provinceand $19,797 for the nation as a whole.
The median female incomes were 56,957. 57,471 and 9.540 respectively, Again
differences between communitiesexisted. Five communities registered median male
incomes between 515.000 and 520,000. In a number of settlements, the male median
income was below 59.000. The variations between communities for female median
incomes were no! as great. In most communities, their median incomes fell between
55.000 and S8,000. The male variations largely reflect differences in returns from the
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different fish harvesting techniquesdiscussedabove. Earnings for women tended 10be
simila r, partl y because so many work at similar jobs in the fish processing indust ry.
Table 6
Income leve ls, Great Northern Peninsula.
Newfoundland and Canada, 1986
GNP as % GNP as %
Incomes GNP Nfld. Canada ofN([d . of Canada
Average Male $13,929 S17,582 $23,265 75.6 59.9
Median Male $11,489 513,72 1 $19.79 7 69.3 58.0
Average Female $8,455 $9,876 $12,615 78.3 67.0
Median Female $6,957 $7,471 $9,540 78.3 72.9
Source: Statistics Canada. 1988.
Education l&vels
A recent Royal Commission on Employment and Unemployment in Newf oundland
suggested there is a strong correlation between economicdevelopment and the level of
education of a population (Newfoundland and Labrador. 1986). If this is the case,
attempts to generate social and economicdevelopment on the NorthernPeninsula willbe
handicapped by the level of education among residents. It is one of lowest in the
province. Approximately 39 percent of the population15yearsandolderwere considered
functionallyilliterate (less than a grade 9 education)in 1986. comparedto 27 percentof
theprovincial populationand 17 percentfor the nation as a whole. Only21 percent of
the total population 15 years and olderon the Peninsulahad any form of post-secondary
education. compared to 32 percent in the provinceas a whole and 40 percent in Canada
(Statistics Canada. 1988).
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With such a small number of peop le in the region having post-secondary
educat ion, the potential pool of volu nteer expertise ava ilable to community based
development efforts is limited. Moreover , numerous studies have shown a strong positive
co rrelation between people' s participa tion in formal or ganizations and their level (If
education and soc ial and economic status. It would appea r that the Peninsula was nOI a
fertile grou nd for widespread mobilizatio n and participation in com munity based
economic develop ment efforts.
Table 7
Highest Level of Schooling, Great Northern Peninsula
Newfo undland and Canada. 1986
% of Pop. 15 Years and Over
Level of Schooling
GNP Nfld Canada
Lessthan grade9 38.6 26.6 17.3
Grades9-12
-without certificate 31.5 31.3 27. 1
-withcertificate 8. 1 8.6 12.8
Trades certificate 1.4 1.7 3. 1
Other non-university
-without certificate 2.0 3.5 6.8
-wim certificate 9.5 14.4 14.5
University
-without degree 6.1 8.3 8.6
-wirh degree 2.9 5.6 9.6
Source: StatisticsCanada, 1988.
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The above description of lhe social and economic condilions on the Northern Peninsula
highlights lhed ifflcullenvironment in which theGNPOC had to operate. With more than
60 settlementsspread over mere than 300 kilometres, lhe Corporation had to cover a
large area. Many of the communitieswere characterizedby weak labour markets, high
levels of unemployment. low levels of income and education, out-migration of young
educated individuals. and extensive external control over a large number of productive
enterprises as well as some natural resources. It was in response [0 this situation that
leadersof the regional development associationson the Peninsula felt it was necessary
10take steps to initiate a local social and economicdevelopment program. The following
chapter describes how they established the GNPDC withthe hope that it could improve
cordiuonson the Peninsula.
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CHAPTER roua
FORMAT10~ AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The formation of the GNPOC d id ncr represent the first erro r! at co llective sel f-help 011
the Grea t Nor thern Peninsula. Th e region has a history of local initiatives taken 10 deal
collectively withsocial and economicproblems. Both the Newfoundland Fishermen Food
and Allied Workers Union, which is a major force in the province's economic and
political life, and RDAs got their start in the area . ' One of the first regional de velopment
associations in the province was formed in 1967 at a conference sponsored by the
Extens ion Division of Memor ial Univers ity of Newfound land. The Nonhe ro Area
Regional Development Association (NARDA) included members from all pans of lhe
Northern Peninsula who felt that central decision makers were igOO(ing the extent of
underdevelopment in the ir region. While it did gel involved in one economic venture,
NARDA mainly lobbied government and industry on a wide range of development
issues.2
For a II)Orc detailed account of the formation of liIe Fishermen Food arid Allied WorkerR Uniun see
Ingli 5 {11l85) and Sinclair (1983) .
In 1967, Bowalers Llmlled elosed llown il$woods operation arOllrldHawkes & y thn, win g ~ lIlU1er~ " ut
of wor k. In 1968. lhe NARDA e~ecutive llCgotiated a eolltficilosell pulpWoood \0 Ille eompl ny in lin
erron 10 provide employment for laid-ofr loggcl'$. The provineill l overmlClll pro vided Ii/lll l( i:d
suppon andsumecquiplTWlll. 1llc arr allgclr/C,. endcil in J961lwilen BowlllCri a.ndII111rlC c_ructj"n
firm !luilla uwmill in Hawkes & y and resumed Ioiiini operalm (Brown. 1970).
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The Corporation was formed when the RDAs on the Peninsula were
unable to get government support for the proposed northern fISheries
development corporation.. • Theassociations felt thatgovernment was not
paying muchattention 10 us and we were behind and lacking development.
jobs,everything. We thought a corpora tion would gel things done for the
area (personal interview).
Another RD A member staled . "we took it upon ourselves \0 do something for ourselves-
(personal interv iew), The following is a more detai led description of even ts leading up
to the formation of the GNPDC.
Establishing the GNPDC
In response [0 a renewed crisis in the Atlantic coast fisheries in the early 1980s. lhe
federal governme nt established the Kirby Task Force. 115 primary mandate was 10
recommend "how (0 achieve and maintain a viable Allantic fishing industry. with due
consideration for the overall economicand social development of the Atlantic Provinces"
(Canada. 1983: 3). The report gave special consideration to lhe "Northern Fisheries- ,
which included the commercial fISheryin Labrador. the North Shore of Quebec and the
Great Nonhero Peninsula nonh of fi fty degrees latilude (the region nonh of Cow Heed).
This region was described as "one of the most grossly under-developed in the country"
(Canada, 1983: 254). The Task Force maintained that if marginalization was to be
overcome, "it will beonly through government programs that generate jobs related to the
exploitation of local resources. The only economic resource base in the area is the
fishery" (Canada, 1983: 254).
The Task Force recommended the creation of a Northern Fisheries Development
Corporation (NFDC) 10coordinate economic. social and community development and
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Developmentof the fishingindustry wasone of the NARDA's primary concerns.
It lobbied the federal and provincialgovernments to stop thedestruction of local fishers'
nets by large off-shore draggers. The organization also lobbied for improvements in
fisheries infrastructure (Memorial University Extension, 1968) . However , NARDA was
unable (0 generate widespread grassroots support. J1 wasdynamic because of dynamic
leadership made up of a loosely knit group of well educated people (Mcleod and
Mcleod. 1971). In aneffort to encourage more participation. the associationwas divided
into zones where officers were elected to serve on the NARDA board of directors.
However , NARDA was unable 10 maintain its regional identity and dissolved when the
original leaders left the organiza tion. The boundar ies of the zones closely paralle led the
present day boundaries of the area 's six development associations (Mcleod and Mcleod ,
1971).
In chapter two it was pointed out that RDAs on the Nort hern Peninsula became
frustrated with their role as managers of short-term job creation projects . The formation
of the GNPDC resulted from the desire to undertake long-term social and economic
development in itiatives in the region . As one RDA member put it: "The Corpo ration was
formed because the development associations were looking for a veh icle that would
stimulate the econom y of the area by creating long-term emp toymen t. " Th e "trigger
opportunity " (Perry , 1987: 54), that propelled the Associations to form the GNPDC
occurred when the provincial and federal governments failed to establish a northern
fisheries development corpo ration proposed in a major federa l government review of the
Atlantic fisheries . The president of one development associations put it like this:
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ensure that the fishery was organized for the benefit of the local population. Several
options were discussed including the formation of a federal/provincial crown corpora tion
that would be given allocations/licences for northern cod and shr imp to "generate
revenues for socia l and economic development" (Canada, 1983: 252) . In the end, the
Task Force recommended that the mandate of an existing crown corporation • the
Canadian Salt Fish Corpora tion - be enlarged so that it would become the designated
development agency.
After the Kirby Task Force report was released, the RDAs on the Northern
Peninsula began to petition the federal and prov incial governments to accept local input
in decisions on the structure and mandate of the proposed NFDC. T he six RDAs on the
Peninsula had been meeting on a regular basis - four times per year - since 1982 to
discuss development issues common 10 the whole regio n. (These meetings were referred
10 as the Northern Zone Devefopmem Associations' Meetings.) From the start. the
developmem or the local fishing industry dominated the agenda. The RDAs were
concerned about the large amount of unprocessed fish that was being trucked out of the
area as processing facilities lay idle. They also expressed concern over the lack of
fisheries infrastructure such as ice-making and freezing facilit ies (Minutes of Northern
Zone Development Associations Meetings, J982-1986). )
For the Associations, any initiative that addressed these issues and reta ined more
benefits for local people from the exploitation of the fisheries resource deserve d support.
At a Northern Zone meeting in September 1984, the RDA members discussed the
See chapte r uuee for a morell etailed description of lhe fi.hing indu5lry on uie Northe rn Pcnill~ula.
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formation of the NFDC with representativesof thefederal and provincial governments.
The provincialdeputy minister for fisheries pointedout that little had been achieved in
regard to the formation of a corporation and suggested that the Associationssponsor a
seminar and present their suggestionsand concerns 10 government officials who would
at tend (Northern Zone Development Associations, Minutes, 14 September, 1984) .
At the next Northern Zonemeeting, the RDA members decidedeach Association
would hold public meetings to solicit the views of fishermen, fish plant workers and
business people on the state of the fishing industry and the proposed NFDC. This
information was expected to form the basis for a conference on the developmentof the
northern fishery along with the structure and objectives of the NFDC (Northern Zone
Development Associations, Minutes. 5 and 6 December, 1984). The public meetings
wereconducted;however, the conference, which wasscheduled for February 1985, never
took place. The federal and provincial politicians concerned with fisheries would not
attend. Despitecontinuedlobbying on the part of theRDAs. the two levels of government
failed10 establish the NFDC.
The federal and provincialgovernmentswere unable to come to an agreementon
the structure of the proposed NFDC. While the province expressedgeneral support, it
refused to accept a corporation based on an expanded role for the Canadian Salt Fish
Corporation. The province feared that it would have no control over the organization
since it had only one representative on the Canadian Salt Fish Corporation's board of
directors. Meanwhile, the federal governmentwould not consider anyalternatives (Press
Release by the ProvincialMinister of Fisheries, 2 May, 1985).
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In September 1985. the provincial government presented a while paper all the
NFDC to the federal government without consultation with the RDAs or other
orga nizations and groups in the concerned area . In November 1985, a delegation from
the region travelled 10 St. John's to meet with the Provincial Minister of F isheries. In a
report describing the meeting. the leader of the delegation indicated thai the ministerwas
unwilling to discuss the contentsof the whitepaper, He alsofelt that theprovince did lint
give a high priority to the NFDC and was unwilling to press the federal governm ent on
the issue (Report From Meeting with Minister of Fisheries, Hon. Tom Rideout. 6
November, 1985; Records of the GN PDC).
In December 1985, the Federal Minister of F isheries and Oceans informed the
RDAs that "there has been no movement to set up an NFDC at this time because of a
shortage of funds. " He was unable to meet with the Northern Zo ne Associations in the
near future (Letter , Hon Tom Siddon to St. Barbe RDA, 11 December, 1985; Records
of the GNPDC). It is possible that the federal and provincial governments were 001
anxious to expand the operations of a crown corporation since the fishing industry in the
prov ince was being restructured and placed back into the private sector. By the mid
19805. the newly restructured Fishery Products International. assumed op erations of the
large processing p lants located at St. Anthony and Por t-au-Choix . The RDA leaders felt
that without these plants, the successful operation of the NFDC seemed unlikely (Letter
to acting Federal Minister of Fisheries from the Northern Zone Regional Development
Associations , 24 October. 1985; Records of the GNPDC). Eventua lly the formation of
the NFDC became a non-issue with both levels of government and se rious discussion
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ended. However , for the RDAs, the long-term economic development of the fishing
industry in their region was vitally important. They were not about 10 give up.
While they continued to lobby government to establish the NFDC. the RDAs
decided to examinecommunity-basedeconomic development strategiesas an option for
development in the area. At a meeting of the Northern Zone group in May 1985, they
requested assistance from Memorial University's Division of Extension to organize a
seminar that would examine "alternate economic development structures" , such as
community development corporations. (Nort hern Zone Development Associations,
Minutes , 5 October, 1985). A seminar took place in December 1985 with E.T. Jackson
as resource person, " When it became apparent that government would not establish the
NFDC. the Associations focused their attention on initiating a community-based
development strategy.
In the spring of 1986. the RDAs submi tted a proposal to the Provincial
Department of Rural Agricultural and Northern Developmen t (RAND) for funding to
carry o ut a study of the fishing industry on the Peninsula. A six member committee was
selected to prepa re the proposal and oversee the study (Nor thern Zone Development
Associations. Minutes. 8 March . 1986). The study was expec ted to form the basis of an
integra ted development plan for the industry and assess ways in which the pla n could be
implemented by the RDAs (Northern Zone Development Associations. Fishing Industry
Steering Committee. Minutes. March 22. 1986). At this point. the RDAs had hoped the
region would receive a large development fund. similar to the Burin Peninsula
Mr. Jack.~on had done research in self·help fisheries deveJor menl and written a report lilled
Commu nity Self_Help ~nd Small Scale Fjsheries (Jackson. 1984).
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Development Fund, that would be used10construct infrastructure in the fishing industry
and make investments in various enterprises. RDA members felt that the Associations
would have to lobby government to establish such a fund (Northern Zone Development
Associations, Fishing Industry Steering Committee . Minutes, 22 March. 1986; Northern
Zone Development Associations. Minutes. 10 and II September, 1986).
Wh ile the RDAs on the Peninsula were engaged in this process, they were
encouraged by the final report of a prov incial government task force that had been
charged with the mandate to investigate all aspects of employmentand unemployment in
the Province of Newfoundland. The Royal Commission on Employment and
Unemployment maintained thatlocally-based development initiatives shouldbe important
elements in the development of the province's economy. The report also called on
government to "reaffirm and strengthenthe role of Regional Development Associations"
and to support the establishment of organizations such as cooperatives and community
development corporations that could take J. direct role in creating new business
enterprises (Newfoundland and Labrador. 1986: 393).
Funding for the fisheries development strategy study was received in the summer
of 1986, and a consultant was hired.' The initial phase of the study consisted of
consultations with community groups and individuals to look at conditions in the fishing
industry and potential development opportunities withina context of regional ownership.
As work progressed. leaders of the RDAs and the consultant concluded that some kind
of community controlled regional development corporation was needed to resolve
The ~OmUll.anl . David Simms. had just eompjered work II~ II lrenicr re!\ellreher with the Royal
Commissio n on Employment and Unemployment.
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longstanding problemsinthe industry (Northern Zone Development Associations, Fishing
Industry Srcenng Committee. Minutes, 28 September, 1986).
At the meeting of the NorthernZoneFisheries Steering Committee inSeptember,
the consutum presented literature on New Dawn Limited. the oldest community
developmentcorporation in Canadaandsuggested it as a possible model (Northern Zone
DevelopmentAssociations. Fishing Industry SteeringCommittee, Minutes. 28September,
1986). In October 1986, members of the Fisheries Steering Committee. five RDA
coordinators. the fisheries study consultant, representatives from Memorial University
Di vision of Extension and RAND offi cials vi sited Cape Breton to look at a number of
community development corpcrerlcns." During this visit, the SteeringCommittee decided
to expand the fisheries study to outline the basic structure of a CDC. They also agreed
to seck approval from the RDAboards of directors to proceed with plans to establish a
CDC (Minutes of Northern Zone Development Associations Fishing Industry Steering
Committee, Minutes, 18 and 19October, 1986).
Additional funding was requested from RAND to expand the terms of reference
of the fisheries study and extend the consultant's original contract so he could begin the
processof setting up a CDC. The RDAsalso requested and received funds 10 contract
Greg Macleod and Steward Perry to provide advice on establishing such an
organization.' In December 1986. Greg MacLeodvirited the regionand held a workshop
Th e Bonne B31 Devd op melll Association was not represent ed.
Bllth Men have anUlen.~i ve backgro und with the cencept of community dn elopmen t corporations and
nave wrinen on !lie w bjecl. Sec Macleod (19 86) and Perr y (1987). Mr. MacLcol! was a founding
member of New Dawn and Mr. Per ry had been involved willI CDC s in the Uni led States for a long
peri od of time. AI the lime he had taken a position wi th the Cen ter for Commu nity Economic
Dev elopment in Sydncy Cape Breton.
for RDA leaders (Northern Zone DevelopmentAssociations,Minutes. 3 and 4 December.
1986). A draft copy of the fisheries stud) was also released OIl about this time. It
appeared that leaders of the RDAs were now firmly committed 10 the idea of a CDC
(Northern Zone DevelopmentAssociations,Mtnures. 3 and 4 December, 1986; NQnhcrn
~, 9 December, 1986). The mandate of the proposed corporation was expanded to
include all economicsectorsand the adoption of a broad based developmentapproach that
would integrate social, economicand cultural factors in the developmentprocess. When
the report was published it stated:
Community-based developmentcorporationcouldprovidean integratcd framework
for the developmenton the Northern Peninsula region and could possessenough
resources (financial and technical) to help Development Associations and other
groups to identify long-term development opportunities ami act upon them
(Simms, 1987: 39).
Details related to the formulation of a conceptual framework for the CDC were
left to Simms and Macleod . A preliminary outline was presented to the RDA leaders in
January. They objected to several elements in this draft, including a provision that would
have given individuals outside of the Associations a majority on the Corporation's board
of directors.' The leaders of the Associationswanted to maintain voting control on the
CDC's board (Northern Zone Development Associations, Minutes, 16 and 17 January,
1987). These objections were taken into account - the number of external board members
were reduced from eight to five - and an implementation plan that described the structure
and mandate of the community development corporation was presented to RDA leaders
The draft suggested eight ind iyidual~ with certain kinds ofexpeni-e sllould be nomillilted 10 the h<J~rd
of directors of the CDC. Thc six RDAs would appoint ore board member ellch.
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attending a Nonhern Zone meeting in February (Northern Zone Development
Associations, Minutes, 6 and 7 February 1987).
Macleod conducted a second workshop at this meeting. The RDA members
discussed the mandate and structure of the proposed CDC and made a decision to
incorporate the Great Northern Peninsula Development Corporation (GNPDC). The
auendtng RDA membersalso appointeda provisioner boardof directors madeup of one
representative from each Association fa concentrate on further organization of the
Corporation, including incorporation under the Companies Act of Newfoundland
(Northern Zone Development Associations. Minutes, 6 and 7 February 19B7). The
provisional board later be-erne the first board of directors when the GNPDC was
incorporated in April. 1987. Inthis way. the firstboard of directors of the GNPDCwas
not selected by the full membership of each RDAor even the full boardof directors of
each Association. but rather by a relaEively smallgroup of key individuals in each RDA
whoattendedthis Northern Zonemeeting. Simmswas hiredas the GNPDC'sexecutive
director in February. 1987 (Great Northern Peninsula Development Corporation,
Minutes. 25, February1987).
Initial financial supportfor thenew CDCcame from RANDand theSecretary of
State. In fact, funding from RAND was very important in the formation of the
Corporation. The department saw this experiment in community-baseddevelopment as
a possiblemodel for other areasof rural Newfoundland. Onseveral occasions it readily
provided funding thaI totalled $60,000 over two years - about halfof the budget in its
Planning and Evaluation Program - to carry out activities needed to establish the
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orgenizenon," With the organizational structurenow in placeand the executivedirector
hired. the GNPDC sought revenue 10 maintain operations. In June, $100.000 was
received from RAND to do research on each resource sector in the area and identify
possible development opportunities. The organization also received smaller amounts of
revenue by administering andlor conductingvarious short-term research projects, such
as an aquaculture study and seal skin product development study. The financial position
of the Corporation was mademoresecure in November 1987.when it received$618.9UO
over three years (rom the federal government's Innovations Program . one of the
components of the Canada Job Strategy.
The Organizatjonal Slructure of the GNPDC
Incorporated in April, 1987 under the CorporationsActof the Province of Newfoundland
and Labradoras a not-for-profit corporation. the GNPDC wasestablishedasan umbrella
organizationto planand pursue long-termsocialand economicdevelopment in the region.
As a corporation, it can raise equity capital, solicit loans and grants available to the
private sector and invest in local businessenterprises - businesspractices the RDAs were
unable to follow. There are two major differences, however, that distinguish the
Corporation from private companies. First. its board of directors is composed of
volunteers who are indirectly elected by the general public through the RDAs. This form
of control is expected to ensure that benefits from the GNPDC's activities flow to the
A year earlier, RAND's ugional director had laid RDA leader~ Ihallhe Deparunent was inlcre~lw in
their allemplSto establish aCDC (Northern ZoneDevelopment Associations. Fishing Induslry Sleering
Conuniue e,MinUleS.12 Mareh, 1986).
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region in general rather than to any specialgroup. Second, any profits realized from the
Corporation's business activities must be reinvested in other business, social or human
development programs. lis shareholders cannot receive dividends. The social and
economic development of the Peninsula rather than maximizing profits is the stated
objective of the Corporation. However. theaim is10 ensure that the GNPDCcan recover
operating costs from its activities and thus become financially self-supporting.
When it was established. the sill.RDAs on the Northern Peninsula which comprise
the Northern Zone Group were the GNPDC's only shareholders. Each RDA controlled
one share. It was possible for an additional four shares to be issued to organizations
"which in the opinion of the majority of the shareholders is a regional development
associationor a similar or like organization or body corporate". 10 Therefore, the RDAs
had theoption to inchude other organizations as shareholders in the GNPDC. However,
they neverexercised this option in the first three years of operation. The RDAs were the
Corporation's only shareholdersduring thisperiod. Should a shareholder ceaseto operate
or go out of existence, then its shares would be transferred, with the written consent of
the majority of the remaining shareholders, or returned to the Corporation and cancelled
(Great Northern Peninsula DevelopmentCorporation, Articles QfIncomoratiQn, 1987).
The board of directors of the GNPDC is the governing body of the organization
and is legally responsible for its management. Each RDA board of directors elected one
person to sit on the GNPDC board. (The Association's board of directors waselected by
the general RDA membershipwhich, in turn, wasopen to all area resldents.) The persons
III A maximum of 10 sbare~ can be issued and.each sharehold er would line one VOle.
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appointed by the RDAs had to be members of the board of directors of the Association
which appo inted them. However if they ceased to be a member of the RDA they could
still remain as the RDA' s representative on the GNP DC board of directors and attend
RDA meetings in an ex-officio, non-votingcapacity. Each Association could remove its
representative at any lime if two-thirds of the board of directors of the RDA decided to
do so. The Association's board of directors could then appoint a new member to lhe
GNPDC board (Great Northern Peninsula Development Corporation . .AIl.kl~_!!r
~, 1987). The six GNPDC board members appointed by the RDAs could in
turn appoint up to five other board members who need not have been members of the
RDAs or other developmen t organizations in the area. These individuals would have been
selected on the basis of expertise tbey could bring to the organization. Their appointment
was not necessary for the operation of the board. These board members may have been
removed at any time by a two-thirds majority vote of the GNPDC's board.
Each Corporatio n board member was expected to serve for a period of three
years. However , the term s of certain directors could have been shortened to provide for
staggered terms of office so that one-third of the directors elected by the Associations
would retire annually. The reason behind this provision was \0 ensure some continuity.
The board would always have the benefit o f experienced members. A director was
eligible for re-election or re-appointment upon expiry of his/her term of office. Persons
holding elected office in municipal, provincial or federal government were not eligible
to be board members of the Corporation . The Corporation did not wish to have any tics
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with any political party and wished to be non-partisan (Great Northern Peninsula
Development Corporation, Artjcles of Incom QratioD, 1987).
The major roles of the GN PDC's board of directors were to set general policy.
approve any initiative and ensure that the staff managed the Corporation in accordance
with ueboard 's policies. Since the full board would meet on average just four times per
year, an executive commiU~ was formed to supervise the operations and activities of the
Corporation on a more regular basis, transact necessary business and makedecisions
betweenboard meetings within limits establishedby the full board. Additional fullboard
meetings couldbe called by the executive committeeor three directorswho wereelected
by the RDAs. The executive committee was made up of a chairperson, a
vice-chairperson. a secretary , and a treasurer.
The executive was elected by the Corporation 's full board at each annual general
meeting and would hold office for one year . Only those board members who have been
appointed by the RDAs could vote for or become a member of the executive committee.
In 1989, the executive was the only functioning committee in the orga nization. However,
the Corporation 's board could have appoi nted standing or temporary committees to
address certain issues such as fisheries, research and development and finance if it is
deemed necessary. Members of these committees may have included perso ns who were
not members of the GN PDC's board of directors. In this way, more individuals in the
area could have become involved in the Corporation 's act ivities. In its first three years
of operation, the Corporation had not formed any of these temporary committees.
'00
________J
____I
Figure 1: ORGANIZAT IONA L STRUCTURE of the GNPDC
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With the funding received from the Innovations Progra m, the Corpora tion was
able to hire several staff members. The executive director was responsible to the
execut ive commiuee and the board of directors. He/she would oversee the day (0 day
affairs of the GNPDC and the development of business opportunities along with other
programs. A business development office r was also hired to prov ide assistance in
business plan development, identification of business opportunities and other assistance
in business development. An aquacutturlst was hired {O provide assistance to people in
the development of aquaculture businesses, particularly mussel farming. An
administrative assistant was hired to take care of the secretaria l and cle rical d uties at the
Corporation's office. On several occasions. the Corporation hired a business student
through the Faculty of Business Administration's co-operative program at Memorial
University. Students compete for placements in companies during ' work terms " for four
months as part of their degree programs.
It is important to keep in mind that the Great Northern Peninsula is a large geographica l
area in which the level of peninsula wide soc ial interaction tends to be very low. People
oncn interact within much smaller geographical areas such as settlements. It is within
these localit ies that people have the strongest psychological ties - to other people and to
the place itself (Midgley, 1986: Oakl ey and Marsden, 1984). The discussio ns that led to
the creation of the GNPDC involved individuals who atte nded meet ings of the North
Zone Development Associations . These meetings were one of the few sources of
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structured peninsula wide interaction. While issues pertaining to the social and economic
deve lopment of the whole peninsula were discussed. the Northern Zone meetings
normally occurred only four time per year. were never attended by more than 25
individuals and usually by only the top leadership on the RDA's board of directors. As
a result, only a small number of individuals were involved in peninsula wide discussions
co ncerning the creation of a CDC. In fact, a smaller group of RDA leaders who made
up the fishing industry steer ing commiuee . along with a number of consultants, were
primarily involved in establ ishing the organization.
The exact organizational st ructure of CDCs varies accord ing to local
c ircumstances, history and preferences . Their structures and operating procedures arc
often influenced by the people involved in their formation, including outside
co nsultants. I I It is not uncommon for organizations to be formed by a small group of
community leaders. In most situations, relatively few people normally want to give lime
and energy 10establish a community-based economic development project. However. if
a CDC is 10 be grounded in the community. the leadership who form the organization
must communicate with community residents and get their input. The formation of the
GNPDC highlighted another important point - the importance of govern ment assistance.
Th is is not uncommon among CDCs . They often receive some form of government aid
(Per ry, 1987). However. it is important to ask what kinds of conditions governments may
place on their assistance.
11 The imporlance or L~ e cOJl5u!tants in 5Clling the dj~Jogue andoffering suucslioJlsconcerning
Ihe structure and mandate of lhc GNPDC should oot be ullder\:slimaled. M/llIYIIf the RDA
leaders were unfamiliar wilh tile concept of 3 CDC.
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CHA PTER FlVE
ACTIVITIES OF THE GNPDC Ar-r.1l NEW DAWN
~
CDes are organizations with a broad based development mandate. They are viewed as
organizations that engage in a multi-program development strategy. i.e. they arc
communitydevelopment institutions. The projects initiated by CDe s vary according to
local circumstances. The literature on CDes in the United States indicated that when
government funding was withdrawn, CDCs there concentrated on economic success.
Although the GNPDCdid acquire substantial federal governmentsupport, this was nOI
until about one year after its formation. Moreover, the fundingwas designed 10 last just
three years . Thus. it is certainly worth analyzing the extent to which the GNPDC was
' forced ' Into a focus on economic success right from the star t. Wherever poss ible,
suitable comparisons will be drawn with the experience of New Dawn Limited as 1 look
in this chapter al the GNPDC's objectives and activities in its first three years of
operation.
The GNPDC's Objectives
As previously mentioned, the GNPDC was formed to provide a ' framework for the
integrated development" of the region's resources (Simms. 1987:2) . The Corporation was
expected to provide greater local control and ownership over the development of the
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region's resources. thereby rr ,lucing the flow of capital and jobs from the reg ion. The
RDAs' members fell that development potential existed that was not being fully utilized
for the welfare of Ihe local population because of weak local institutions and a
dependence on outside companies that were extrac ting the areas 's resources without
providing full local benefits. This was particularly true in the fishing industry. In the
words of one association member . "The Corporation was formed because a lot of fish
was being trucked off the peninsula not processed . And people felt that the full bene fits
from the fishery were not being kept on the peninsula" (personal interview) , Since the
RDAs lacked the technical capaci ty to pursue long-term development goals, new capac ity
was needed to initiate locally controlled projects that would strengthen the region 's
economic base .
The flexibility of a corporate structur e gave the RDAs the capacity to combine
development goals with long-term job creation by allowing them to engage in any type
of business ac tivity, as well as commun ity, social and human develo pment programs. In
its efforts 10 achieve its mandate, the GNPDC was expected to follow a number of
guiding princip les set down by the RDAs. These included :
A belie f in adopting a comprehensive and integrated approach to the development
of the Northern Peninsula resources; one which encompasses social, cultural and
economi c goals for the whole region and within the same organ izational structure.
A belief in the capacity of the people on the Northern Peninsu la to manage and
control their own economi c development .
A belief that community economic development and self-reliance can be achieved
by maximizing the use of local reso urces for regional benefits . especially
renewable resources such as the fishery,
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A belief that the Development Corpo ration itself must retain a not-for-profit
status; that is profits are to be used for the benefit of the Northern Peninsula as
a whole and are not solely for the Corporation members.
A belief that the people of the Nort hern Peninsula must be in full control of the
developmentprocessby having the DevelopmentCorporationdeeply rooted inall
communities in the region with its owne rship structu re belong ing to the six
Regional DevelopmentAssociations.
A belief that democratic decisio n-maki ng processes must be max imized; that is
each member Association has only o ne vote and thai membership on the Board
of the Corporation as well as approval of long-range deve lopme nt plans must
requ ire majority approval of the members (GNP DC. 1987b).
These guiding principles dist inguish the GNPDC from the private sector . The
pri mar y aim of its business activities is soc ial - community improvement - rather than the
pr ivate profit of shareholde rs as is the case with private sector corpora tions. The RDAs
are unable to receive dividends from the Corporat ion's business activities. Any profits
must be reinvested in other enterp rises to create more employmen t or used for socia l
prog rams. Mor eover, unlike private sector corpo rations, the GNPDC is controlled by
local democ ratic organizations - the RDAs· that are expected to gu ide the corporation's
activi t ies. TIle GNPDC. like other CDCs, had two objec ti....es: (I) to stimulate social and
econom ic development in the region, in partic ular economic deve lopment; and (2) to
ensure communily control over the development process. The Corporation was expected
to ccm ribute to the economic and political self-reliance of the Northern Peninsula by
putting in place the capacity to improve the ability of residents to mobiliz e and orga nize
local and extra- local resources in the pursuit of communally defined goals (GN PDC ,
1987b) . The Corporat ion's strategy for achiev ing this objective was out lined in its
proposal for Innovations funding.
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The GNPDC indicated that the tnnova u cns fun ding wo uld allow it to d ef ray
administrationandprogram COStsover three years while. "apermanentsystemof regional
development and jo b creation thai will integrate the frag mented efforts of 63 small rural
comm unities . ~ was p ut in place (GNPDC. 1987a: I). Re venues from busin ess initia tives
and other financial support wereexpectedtoallow IheCorporation to continueoperations
after this fu nding had terminated.
To ac hieve its object ives, the GNPDC pr oposed a three pronged strategy. F irst,
a number of training programmes designed to increase the skills of the volunteers
responsible for formulating the Corporation's policies were planned. Second, 11
communicat ions system that would facilitate the flow of in formation between the
Corporation and the RDAs would be pu t in place. Finally . the Innovations funding Wffil! f!
be used to "i nstitutio nalize " a capaci ty in business venture development. The antic ipa ted
result of these acti vities was a "system of appropr iate self-developme nt, educat ion,
training, co mmunication. and ultimately and sp ecifically, strong business develop ment'
(GNPDC. 1987" 6).
Community development co rporations ar e gove rned by volunteers who mak e up
the organ iza tion's board of d irectors. As repres entatives of their communities, they have
the responsib ility to establish specific policies for the C DC and plan an ove rall s tra tegy.
Since man y of the GNPDC's board membe rs had no specific skills in econ omic
development, training was important to prepare them to take on their task, part icul arly
give n the m ulti-purp ose func tion of a CDC. Board members m ust not on ly unde rstand
the techn ica l nature of making good busi ness deci sions, they must do so while
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considering thebenefits \0 the general community. In effect, they must integrate normal
bus inesspolicy with social policy. Balancing economic and socia l goals is not easy ,'
The GNPDC proposed to carry out a progr am of ·skill-building" for hsboar d of
di rectors through a number of internal workshops designed to improve their strat egic
planningskills. These sessions wereexpected to provide trainingin the areasof: (1) the
role and re sponsib ility of boa rd members; (2) the form ulation and reformulation of the
corpo rate mi ssion an d goals to help the board clarify wh at it is trying to ach ieve; and (3)
processingandevaluatinginvestment proposals . The Corporationalso planned to present
another ser ies of workshops that would include RDA board members. These sessions
were expec ted to provide a more generaloverviewof CDes and communityeconomic
development. They would include information on issues such as; (I) the basic concept
of communi tyeconomicdevelopment; (2)var iationsin businessdevelopment strategies -
suchas the scale of theventure and ownership structure; and (3) the nature and forms
of capital available for community economic development. The Corporation further
proposed to work with the RDAs' staff and board members to help them plan ways in
which short-term make work projects could contribute to the long-term development
needs of the region andhave a lasting impact on job creation. Theseplanning init iatives
could then be linked to planning carried out by the GNPDC at the regional level
(GNPDC. 1987,).
The importance ofa compelel'll board shoul<1 not be uooereslimale<l. Studies, SUch as theone con<luclcd
by Kelly (1911) , indicate lhal thesucccsso fa C DC was slrongly related tc rhe succcssof the board
mcml>ers in scning goa [s . ~ralCl\ics and polici es .
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In its proposal for Innovations funding, the GNPDC pointed out that the
geography of the Northern Peninsula adversely af fects coor dination and communicatio n
between the GN PDC and its shareholders. While the Corpora tion's office is centrally
located. it takes several hours to reach the RDA offices in the north and south. The
Corporatio n proposed to address this problem by using pari of the funding to establi sh
a compu ter linked network connecting its headquar ters wi th 'All si x RDA offices. The
network wasalso expectedto provide the RDAswith access10a data bankof information
located at the Corporation's office. The data could be used by the Associations 10
improve their planning capabilities. Finally, information on the Corporation's goal s.
activities and services was to be made ava ilable to the general public through newslett ers
and brochures (GNPDC , 1987a).
Business development is a central aspect of any community economic development
effort. "Build ing busi nesses is not necessarily the centrepiece of every communit y
economic deve lopment strategy , bUIit is always a n essential part" (Perry, 1987: 107). The
GNPDC indicated that Innovations funding would be used 10 establish a solid capac ity
in this area. A CDC can get involved in business development in two ways. It can
provide assistance to local entrepreneurs who wish to sta rt or expand a busi ness, or the
corpo ration can establish subsidiary compa nies eit her on its own or in part nership with
other compan ies. The GNPDC proposed to carry out both strategies (GNPDC . 1987a).
The executive director described how the Corpora tion would get involved in business
development in the foll owing way:
The Corporation in the first instance is p roviding the region with a new sense of
professiona l. o rganizational capacity Ihat ca n enable the var ious eco nomic sect ors
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on the pen insula to develop beyond the state a t which they prese ntly exist. And
the Corpo rat ion ca n do that in a couple of di fferent ways. First it can do it for a
fee for service; that the loca l small business sector will come to recognize the
Corporati o n as a centre of expertise which it can hire or purchase to service its
needs, if those needs are in keeping with the l ong·l.t~.~ development needs of the
region thr ough the build ing of new locally contro l led and owned economic
enterprises. Second, the Co rporation sees itse lf in particular playing a major role
in terms of filling the gap that has been lef! in the regio n by the private sector in
terms of th ey are not being an ef fective loca l response to the opportunities that
exist. Ther e fore, the Corpo ration will lake a very proacti ve stance towards gelling
d irectly in volved itself in initiating and imp le menting business enterprises which
'he Corpo ra tion may come to own and cont ro l itself or through new coopera tive
structures with the private sector (personal interv iew) .
Most of th e RDA leaders interviewed agreed with the executive director's views .
Only two people indicated that the Corporation sho u ld only provide assistance to loca l
emreprene urs. They feared that by creating businesses subsid iaries, the GNPDC would
compere with the private sector. While all RDA leaders agreed that the Corporat ion
should not compete with private entrepreneurs , mos t felt that it was important to take a
proactive approa ch and establish enterprises , They mainta ined that the organization
needed potential pr ofits to achieve financial self-suffi ciency. As one ROA pres ident pu t
it: "The Corpora tion should help local peop le start or expand their businesses. but it also
has 10 sta rt and c ontrol its own b usinesses if it is to survive " (persona l interview ).
T he GNP DC's In novations proposal outlined how the Corporation would use the
funds to build itsel f into a strong com munity economic develop ment institution, However .
CDCs operate in a changing envi ro nment where unex pected opportu nities often appear .
A decisi on must then b e made to follow an established plan or pursue the new
opportunity. Suc h a decision could have sign ificant repe rcussio ns. The GNPDC was faced
with this situatio n when major bus inessop port unities emerged in Iwo of the reg ion's most
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important industrial sectors. The Corporation decided to pursue these openings. As a
result , most of the organ ization's resources were devoted to business venture
developmen t, while the other two sets of objectives outlined in the Innovations proposal
were put on the back burner. In the first threeyearsof the Corporation'soperations. just
one workshop was conductedand it was poorly attended. While three newslettersand a
number of brochures were printed and distributed 10 the general public. the computer
network was never put in place. Some of the implicat ions of this decision will be
discussed in greater detail in a following section and will be taken up aga in in the next
chapter ; but first a brief description of the corpo ration's business ventures.
~ GNPDC 's Business Ventures
The GNPDC employed a two-tier organizational struc ture common among CDCs. The
Corporation was designed as a non-profit holding company (hat could develop subsidiary
fer-profit commerc ial ventures. These ventures could be owned in whole or in pare by
the GNPDC. Separate incorporation prevents the creditors of one business from reaching
the assets and profits of another if one business fails (Kelly, 1977). The GN PDC's non-
profit status provided some taxexceptions since financ ial benefilscould not bedistributed
to individuals and had to be used for social purposes. The non-profit status could also
enhance the orga nization's legitimacy wit:1the community and the state, since it provided
assurances that activities were intended for the public good and not a small group of
individuals. At the same time banks and other lending inst itutions might feel more
comfortab le dea ling with a CDC's for-preflt subsidiaries that have mortgageable assets.
II I
These companies mi ght a lso be eligible for government ass istance which was not
available to non-profi t corporations(Perry, 1987),
The GNPDC developed a policy of maintaining majori ty control over the long-
term business object ives of any subsidiary enterprise in which it invested. While
subsidiaries could employ managers who were responsible for the operations of the
e nterprises on a day to day basis. the overall management of the subsidiaries was to be
carriedout by the developmentcorporation's staff. Theconsolidationof management staff
in the GNPDC had severa l advantages. It allowed more flexible and innovative
accounting procedures. It cut down on administrative costsby banding together technical
and machine resources, The staffmight be available to workon several projects which
would bring in more revenue. The one accountant, for example, could manage the
accountsof several e nterprises. The centralization ofmanagement staffwould, therefore,
make the operation more efficient.
Northch jp I jmjled
In thespring of 1988. NewfoundlandandLabrador Hydro began construction of a 5,000
kilowatt. wood fired. electricity generating station at Roddickton, on the Peninsula's
north-east coast. The facility wascompleted in thc fall of 1989. It replaced two diesel
burning generating planlSthat hadpreviously produced electricity for the Roddickton and
51.Anthony areas. The plant wasexpected to consume up 10 50,000 tonnes of wcodchlps
per year(~, November 29, 1989). The region is outside of the primary
supply zones for the province's three paper mills. Therefore, logging for pulpwood was
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almost non-existent. Sawmilling had become the major fores try activity. However. the
absence of a market for non-sawlogs meant that large sect ions of the forest were not
being utilized - over hal f of the Annual Allowable Cut. The wood fired generating plant
was expected to utilize more of the forest resource and create much needed employment
in the area.
According to the forestry management plan, waste wood from existing sawmill
operations must make up a portion of the woodchips supp lied to the generating plant .
Residue and insect damaged trees , cut while harvesting saw -logs make up the remainder
of the supply. Sawmills in the area are small and no sing le operator could supply the
amount of woodchlps required. Given these circumstances . wood from a number of
sawmillers would need to be included. In the spring of 1988, short ly after construction
of the generating plant began. the GNPDC and five saw millers in the region started
discussions on the possibility o f forming a joint venture compa ny 10 bid on ~uppJyi lJg
woodchips to the plant. With financial assistance from AC OA, a forestry eng ineer was
contracted to assess the require ments and potential of the venture. Northchip LId. was
incorporated in August, 1988 and a tender for the contract was submitted in open
competition against com panies from outside the region. The company wasawarded a four
year contract in Dece mber 1988 to supply most of the woodch ips required. Northchip
bought the waste wood from the five shareholding sawmillers and then sold the chips to
Newfoundland Hydro - all under fixed contracts.
Consistent with its po licy of maintaining majori ty control over a ny business
venture in which it par ticipates, the corporation controlled 51 percent of the voting shares
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in Northchip Limi ted. The five local sawmill ingcompanies controlled the remaining49
percent. The board of d irectors of Northchip consisted o f seven individuals. The
chairperson and three others were appointed by the GNPDC and the remaining three
directors by the sawmillers. The board was expected to meetat least three times per year
10review business activities and considervarious matters. The GNPDC could make no
majorpolicy decision concerning Northch ip without thesupport of at least one of the
larger sawmtllers. Decis ions such as amendments to the Articles of Incorporation.
investment in e ther business act ivities, the approval cf bucgets and expenditures over
$10.000 calledfor a special resolutionby the shareholders which requirednot less than
60percentof the voting shares issued<Norlhchjo Limited Shareholders Agreement).
The five sawmillers each investedfrom$5,000 to$25.000 in the venture through
a separate venture capital company.This equity investment was used to access other
funds. Initially the GNPDC had hoped to receivea business development grant through
ACOA's Action Program to cap italize the newcorporation, bUI a change in ACOA' 5
policies made this impossible. In May 1989, the Agency imposed a new ceiling of
$200,000 · down from$20 mtllton - ineligiblecosts under the Action Program (Savoie,
1992). Northchip required funds of approximately $850,000 to purchase needed
equipment to engagein the woodsoperation. However, the company did receivea loan
guaranteefrom ACQA that enabled it toobtaina commercial loanfrom a charteredbank.
This meant the companybegan operationswitha debt ofapproximately $850,000. It was
unlikely that Northchip would earn substantial profits in its first several years of
operation. If this did occ ur, profits would be distributed among the shareholders in
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accordance with the number of common shares they own. However, th.-sawmillcrsdid
receivereturns from the sale of wood waste to Northchipl id .
Th e GNPDC was responsible for the overall management of the company.
including the organization of funding for wo rking carita! and an y planned capital works .
The GNP DC staff ((l(lk. care of all accounting from the corporation's head-office .
Northchip itself. directly employed only three people - an operations manager and two
equipment operators. The market for non-sawtogsand sawmill waste allowed sawmillcrs
to expand their operations and increase the number of workers they employ. II is
estimated that an additio nal to to 15 jobs were created here and at a local trucking
company that was contracted (0 transport woodchips (0 the generating plant (Felt and
Sinclair. 1990).
Grea! Nonhero Seafoods limited
Thefishery is the mostimportant economic sector on theGreat Northern Peninsulaand
its development hasbeen a central part of theeconomic plann ing of the GNPDC. The
Corporation, in fact, grew out of research on possible strategies to promote locally
controlled development in the industry (Simms, 1987). In the spring of 1988. the
Corporationobtaineda 542 ,000grant from the ProvincialDepartment of Fisheries to hire
consultants to further ana lyze additional opporn mities in the fish processing sector
(GNPDC, Newsletter, vol .z no. I , May 1988). The inidal report by Simms (1987) and
these later studies outlined several problems inthe industry, including fragmenlation and
competition among local processors marketingsimilar products.
liS
A large number of the processing plants in the area were built through the efforts
of community groups and then leased to local private opera tors. In most cases physical
plant development and I~ addition of machinery had been restrained by the lack of
financial depth of these operations . For example. under-capitalization meant a lack of
freezing and cold storagecapacity. Therefore. fish cannotbeprocessedbeyond the fresh
fillet stale. This means marketing has been a particular problem for the local processors.
Semi-processed fish had to be sold immediately 10 intermediaries such as National Sea
Products. Less processingmeant fewerjobs in the area. Sometimes, financial losses were
incurred when small landings did not warrant economical shipment (Simms, 1987). The
local processors were in a vulnerable posit ion. making sales in reaction to unpredictable
short -term openings in the market over wh ich [hey had little control. In August 1988. for
example. many operators lost their only market when National Sea Products in Nova
Scotia stopped purchas ing their prod ucts~. August 3. 1988). Moreover. the
processors had little training in managemen t lee: .iqees and no marketi ng exper tise . They
opera ted in an insecure environment and made decislces on a short-term bas is.
In the summer of 1988. the Corpo ration began discussions with the small
independent processors in the region o n how to address their marketing p roblems. In
particular. the Corporation worked with a group of five processors to look at ways o f
collectively marketing their products.' It was felt that collective marketing would
strengthen their negotiating position . which would allow them to obtain better prices from
buyers. and reduce shipping. packaging and advertising cosl5 through economies of scale.
~ fi...., r l:olll opcramrl had url~r joint~ forces u!he Ol. tie r Oroup to purchase fillh landu on lhe
south·weJl((Wfo(lhe pro~i~durin, lhe willler~Jbery.
II.
The technical assistanceprovided by the Corporation would have given the processors :I
marketing capability that neither could have achieved alone. However . the marketing
venture was soon put on hold when GNPDC's attention shifted to securing the lease {1II
a medium sized processing plant.
A private company.operating the fish processing plan! at Brig Bay on lease (rom
the provinc ial government, failed 10 pay its labour force and was forced \0 give up its
lease in the fan of 1988. The GNPDC recognized the possibility of putting an economic
development plan for the local fish processing industry into action. with its freezing
capacity, the Corporation saw the Brig Bay plant as the centre-piece in a strategy that
would solve manyof the problems faced by the local fish processors. The facllhy would
provide them with a secure market and further process fish in the region. which would
open up new marketing possibilities. The plan was also expected to provide stable
employment for approximately 135 workers during peak production. Moreover. the
Corporation wished to retain local control of economicdevelopment in the region and did
not want the lease 10 go to outside companies. The GNPDC sought the co-operation of
independent processors in the region and in the fall of 1988 discussions began on forming
a joint venture company - Great Northern Seafoods Limited (GNS) - to bid on the Brig
Bay lease.
Originally, len local processors were interested in the project. but six decided to
withdraw early in the discussions because they were unable or unwilling 10 make an
equity investment. However, the GNPDC and the four remaining processors continued
the initiative and plans proceeded on creating a structure for the new company. It was
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expectedthat the processorswouldcontrol49 percentof GNS througha separateventure
capital company - Norfish Ltd. This arrangement would have allowed GNS to take
advantage of a venture capital program offered by the Newfoundland and Labrador
DevelopmentCorporation(NLRDC),a provincialcrown corporationwith a mandateof
encouragingeconomicdevelopmentin the province. Under the program, NLRDC would
matchtheamountof capital investedin theventurecapitalcompany. TheGNPDC would
control 51 percent of the shares and carry out overall management. The board of
directorsof GNS would consistof seven individuals, four appointedhy the GNPDCand
three by Norfish. And the executivedirector of the developmentcorporation would act
as chairmanof the board.
The GNPDC submiued a proposal 10 the provincialgovernment to operate the
plant at Brig Bay. The proposal outlinedthat a stablesupplyof raw material for the plant
would be provided by the independent plant operators who would sell their semi-
processed fish to GNS for further processing, and packaging. In this way the
independents would have a secure marketand furtherprocessingwould add value to the
product which could command higher prices in the marketplace. The GNPDC would
carry out marketing through a contractedmarketing manager. In Decemberof 1988, the
government accepted the GNS proposal and gave the company a five year lease on the
facility. However, the initialarrangementbetween the GNPDCand Norflsh would soon
run into difficulty.
It is not clear that the provincial government preferred local control over the fish
processingindustryon the Northern Peninsula. While the GNSproposal beat out bids by
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two larger outside companies,the fact that the facility would be used to further process
existing catches was possibly the major reason why GNS received the lease. The
government was already concernedwith existing over-capacity in the fish processing
industry. The GNS proposal was based on co-operationbetweenexisting processors to
extend processing of their existing products. Moreover, the Brig Bay plant had
experiencedproblemsin the past in securinga supplyof fish because there was no fishing
fleet attached to it. According to the Provincial Minister of Fisheries. the GNS strategy
appeared 10 solve this problem (F ishermen 's Broadcast eBC Radio. Decembe r 5, 19!11l) .
Finally. the proposal was basedon strategic long-termplanning, backed up by extensive
research carried out by a reputablefisheriesconsultingfirm.
Soon after the Brig Bay plant began operating in the spring of 1989, a dispute
l1ared up between Norfish and the GNPDC. In June of 1989, the conflict reached an
impasseand Norfish withdrewfrom the arrangement.The shareholders' agreement was
never finalized. The Corporation wasforced to take over GNSon tu own. However, it
had virtually no investmentcapital. Considerabletime and resources went into "creating
another financial arrangementwhich would underwritethe company's long-term debt as
well as provide sufficient money to meet routine operational cush flow requirements"
(Felt and Sinclair, 1989:16). The Corporation was successful in getting the processing
company started when it received a $1 million loan guarantee from the provincial
government to cover initial operating costs. However, the loan meanl thc Corporation
was forced to carry a heavy debt lia.I. Meanwhile, the GNPDCcontinuedto seekequity
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investment from other so urces including other plant operators and the genera l public
~n....fkn, August 2, 1989),
At the end of 1989. the future viability of GNS looked uncertain. The split with
Norfish sent the GNPDC in search of new supplies of raw material for the Brig Bay
plant. O ne o f the major processors in the or iginal arra ngement reverted to traditional
buyers and stopped selling 10 GNS~. August 16, 1989). Supplies were
found from processors in the northern section of the Peninsula who were not pari of the
origina l arrangement. Howeve r, the depressed state of the cod stocks in the Gu lf of St.
lawrence was a serious threat to the long-term viability of the plant. low landings by
f ixed gea r fishermen, who supplied most of the smaller plants expected 10 sell to GNS.
hac!a serious effect on the co mpany's operatio ns, An insufficient supply of raw materials
meant the compa ny suffered financial losses in the 1989 season (Felt and Sinclai r. 1989).
In an ef fort to strengthen the plant's viability, the GNP DC requested a shrimp processi ng
licence from the provincial governme nt~. August 23, 1989). The
Corpo ration had made provisional arrangements to enter a join t venture with an
internat ional marketing company in which the GNPDC would control 51 percent while
the market ing company would contro l 49 pe rcent and provide technology, tra ining and
marketing se rvices (Fe lt and Sinclair, 1989). No licence was provided by the provincial
govern ment in 1989.
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.Diher Busineu Actiyities
At the end of 1989, Northchip and GNS were the only two companies th~ GNPDC had
established. However, the Corporation had carr iedout research and planning on a number
of other possible business ventures. In the spring of 1988, the Corporation conducted a
feasibility study of operating a student residence and tourist facility in St. Anthony. The
proposed facility was expected to meet the needs of students attending the St. Anthony
campus of the Western Community College from September to June and then serve as
accommodation for tourists during the summer . The assessment revealed a need fo r such
a complex. However , the financial analysis showed that projected revenues would only
support the operat ing costs and not the debt servicing charges associated with the capital
costs of co nstructing the facility (GNPDC newslf:tter w! 2 no 2, January 1989). In
October of 1988, the GNPDC submitted a proposal to ACOA, requesting $ 1.29 millioll
to huild the facility . ACOA rejected tht: proposal staring that it was only interested in the
tourist component and not the student residence aspect of the project (Felt and
Sinclair, 1989).
Th e ONPD C has also done extensive planning in aquaculture, particularly mussel
farming. The aquaculturist employed by the Corporatio n put together a development plan
for mussel farming on the Peninsula CONrDe newsleller yo! 2 no 2, January 1989).
While the Corporat ion did not enter into partnership with any of the nine active mussel
farmers in the area, it p rovided assistance with grant applications, and technical and
marketing advice(~, March 22 , 1989). In September 1989, the GNPDC
received a grant to study processing and marketing options for mussels grown in the area
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and examined the possibility of selli ng up a marketing co-operative~,
September27. 1989). TheCorporationalsostudied the feasibilityof establishingan arctic
char hatchery near a zinc mine at Daniel's Harbour that wasscheduled to close~
.em.. September 27, 1989). Finally, in co-operat ion with the Straits Development
Association, the GNPDC received funds to establish a one year pilot project in an effort
10 improve the production and marketingof sealskin crafts industry in that sectionof the
Peninsula. The funds were used to implement a business plan that addressed the
possibility of establishinga co-operative approach 10issuessuchas design, marketingand
quality control (Felt and Sinclair, 1990).
The GNPDC's emphasison businessdevelopment is a reflection of its drive to
becomefinanciallyself-sufficient. Althoughit received initial government assistance, Ihe
Corporationwas expected 10achievefinancial self-sufficiency withinseveral years, This
is not unique among CDCs in Canada. For example. the Nanaimo Community
Employment Advisory Society, a CDC in Nanaimo, British Columbia, provides loans to
entrepreneursunable 10 secure debt financingfrom traditionalsources. The Societywas
expected to make a profit from interest paid on these loans and become self-sufficient
(Baronand Watson, 1988). CDCsare forced to search for ways to generate the revenue
needed to meet administrative expenses. Since creating employment for local residents
was one of theGNPDC's major objectives, one of the most logical options was to engage
in some form of businessactivity to secure profits.
However, COCsare expectedto bemore than businessenterprises. They are seen
as organizations that form the basis of more comprehensive community economic
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development process. This means they are expected to take on a number of dif ferent
activities that would characterize them as development institutions. The GNPDC at the
lime this research was conducted was a young organization. From thestart, it devoted
a great deal of its resources to forming and operating business ventures. The
consequences such an approach would have on its ability to function as a community
economic development institution may be illustrated by referring to New Dawn Limited.
the oldest CDC in Canada. Like the GNPDC. New Dawn established a number of for-
profit subsidiaries as a way of becoming financially self-sufficient. However. managing
these companies consumed almost all of the CDC 's human resources, making it difficult
to carryon other development activities.
New Dawn I jmjled
New Dawn Limited was incorporated asa CDC in 1977 in Sydney, Nova Scotia. It grew
out of the effo rts of the Cape Breton Association (or Co-op Development. a group formed
three years ear lier. The Association's first e ndeavour was the purchase of a building to
provide classroom and office space for a local handicraft organization. This build ing also
contained apar tments on the second floor. Because the Association had no capital to
purchase the build ing, the members used personal guarantees 10 acquire a short-term
loan. The remainder of the purchase price was obtained through a mortgage with a local
credit union.
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Federal governmentsoon-termjob creation prejects were accessedto help pay for
the labour cos ts of renovat ing the building.J The value of the building increased. the
mortgage was adjuSled accordingly, and the short-t erm loa n was pa id off. Rents for the
apartm ents and store were set at regular market Tates which enabled the Association 10
payoff the mortgage and other expenses. From there the group went on to purchase.
renovate and rent other buildings by tapping into gover nment job crea tion projects where
possible and arranging financing through the Canada Mon gage and Housi ng
Corporation's (e MHe) non-profit housingprogram to make the projects viable (Hanratty,
1981; Macteod. 1986).
In 1976, the Association for Co-op Development received a grant from the
Federal Department of National Health and Welfare 10 set up a pilot project called New
Dawn. Beginning with 5120,000 in thefirst year, the grant was reduced yearly until it
ended in 1980 at S20,OOO. New Dawn was incorporated under ~ he non-profit section of
the Companies Act of Nova Scotia and full-lime staff were hired. The name of the
Association for Co-op Development was changed to the Cape Breton Association for
Housing Developmcnt and maintained as a subsidiary of New Dawn (Hanratty, 1981).
The Cape Breton Association for Housing Development (CBAHD) is the largest
subsidiary under the New Dawn umbrella and the major focus of activity throughout its
history. Registered as a non-profit organization under the province's Society's Act, the
Association is New Dawn's housing division. At the time research was collected, it
owned 221 apartment units, 190 of which were part of CMHC's non-profit housing
The.., were 1M same lypc:or projceu which the ROAs in N'ewfounclli nd had focused moA of their
atleIllKmon lc ceulnlandldmilli'lc ril1&.
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program. Under this program, CBAHD held the mortgage on the apartments but CMHC
subsidized the interest on the mortgage. In return, the Association agreed to administer
the housing project according to CMHC's guidelines. To ensure the apartments were
available to lower income families, the Association was not permitted to make a protu
from rents, which equalled 25 percent of each tenant' s gross monthly income, However,
the Association did not receive financial assistance from the provincial or municipal
governments or from CMHC if it ran into any operating deficits. In determining rem.
CMHC and the Association arrived at an amount that enabled the projects to be self-
supporting. With this sum in mind, the Association chose people form various income
brackets to make up the necessary amount (interview with New Dawn staff) .
CBAHD was responsible for managing each of the housing complexes for which
it received an administration fee from CMHC. The fee helped pay the salaries of five
New Dawn employees. CBAHD is the "meat and potatoes" (personal interview>of New
Dawn. It is the major source of revenue and equity. Since New Dawn is a non-prom
corporation it has been able to subsidize the maintenance costs associated with owning
221 apartments by acquiri ng job creation projects funded by the federal government.
These preje-ts were designed to provide training as carpenters 10 unemployed individuals,
but they also had a heavy labour component.
New Dawn owns and operates a senior citizens' care facility, New Dawn Guest
Home, which it acquired in 1977. Part of the home' s operat ing budget is provided by the
provincial Department of Social Services. For managing the home, New Dawn receives
a fee. which pays the salary of the home's manager, who is also a New Dawn employee.
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The fee contributes10 the pay.oentof someof New Dawn's administrativeexpenses. The
remaining revenue for the operatingbudget comes from the home's residents and from
the municipal government, The NewDawn Guest Home had a capacity for 27 occupants
cared for by 19 unionized staff who were employedon a full- and part-time basis by New
Dawn Guest Home.
New Dawn opened the Volunteer Resource Centre in 1983 with three years of
funding provided by the federal government. The aim of the centre was to provide
information 10 individuals who wanted to volunteer their time for variousorganizations.
The centre wouldthen refer these individuals to the organizations looking for volunteers.
It also administered several social serviceprograms, such as snow shovelling, for senior
citizens.The centrereceived fundingfrom the UnitedWay, the City of Sydneyand Cape
Breton County. The funds paid the salary of a coordinator who is also a New Dawn
Employee. New Dawn provided office space free of charge.
In 1989. New Dawn operated JUSt one for-profit company. New Day Ventures.
New Dawn had not been successful in establishing business enterprises that compete in
the market place. Almost all of its subsidiaries delivered programs funded directly or
indirectly by public agencies. In 1977 New Dawn established a subsidiary construction
company that engaged in competitive public bidding. It closed down two years later. In
1983, the organization created a company that sold used auto parts with the aim of
providingemployment to ex-offenders. It closed several years later (interviewwithstaff).
New Day Vemures employedthree individuals in 1989 on an as-neededbasis to
undertake small construction jobs for CBAHD and the general public. Most of the
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company's revenues was derived from contracts with individuals in the surrounding area .
The employees were not unionized and not paid union rates for their labour. The
company was managed by a New Dawn employee who received a percentage of each
contract . Any other profits went to New Dawn. New Day Ventures covered its own
operating costs, but New Dawn paid for office expenses and advertising. The level of
activity of this company fluctuated according to the procurement of contracts.
Atthe time that the research was conducted in 1989, New Dawn's last subsidiary,
Highland Resources, was inactive. It had been established as a non-profit consulting firm
to provide research service s to business, government and other organizations in the
locality. It later became the organization through which New Dawn accessed and
administered a small number of job development projects funded by the federal
government. New Dawn would receive a small fee for administering the projects and
would sometimes utilize a staff member to provide aspects of the training component
which would be charged to the project. Many of these projects were based on training
carpenters ~.Id here New Dawn was able to benefit by receiv ing labour to maintain its
building. In one case. after Highland Resources had completed a training program in
home care, New Dawn provided five participants a small interest free loan and helped
them establish a cooperative. As part of the training progra m, the participants received
instruction on operating a cooperative. New Dawn also received funds through the project
to train a manager for the cooperative. In return, the coope rative signed an agreement
whereby New Dawn would provide management services for a period of tWO years for
which the Corporation received a fee (interview "Nithstaff).
1 Cape B:z:et on Ass oc i a tion of Hous ing
Development
2 vo lunte er Res ource Center
Figure 2: NEW DAWN'S SUBSIDIARIES
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New Dawn acted as an umbrella organization which supervised and coordinated
the activities of a number of subsidiary companies which it had established. All staff
members in the New Dawn structure, except employees of the New Dawn Guest Home
and New Day Ventures, were employees of New Dawn and their services were
contracted OUt 10 the different subsidiaries. In 1989. New Dawn had a full-time staff of
ten. At any given time. this number could have been augmented by individuals contracted
to administer other projects. in particular job creation projects . This consolidation of stOl fi"
has the same advantages as those outlined in the case of the GNPDC above. The
subsidiaries are monitored by standing committees made up of individuals who sit on
New Dawn's board of directors. The committees can make certain decisions regarding
the subsidiar ies which must be later ratified at a meeting of all board members.
New Dawn had become very successful at providing low cost housing for
resldems in theSydney area. However, when New Dawn's leadeTlhip wanted 10 expand
theorganization'S role and become more involved in business development 10 address the:
unemploymem problem in the area they faced a major problem. Almost all of the
Corporaucn's human resources were tied up managing its existing subsidiaries. It was
difficult for the organization to find the resources needed to identify and study the
feasibility of potential business opportunities. Th is was viewed as a significam barrier by
a large number of New Dawn board members. The chairman of the board of directors
voiced these concerns when he said:
One of our goals would be to have a person on staff dedicated 10 research. If we
could afford that, this would be great, to have a research division, one person or
part of one person 's time; this would be great (personal interview).
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Revenues from New Dawn's subsidiaries were just enough to cover the
administrative COSlS of its core staff. There was never any surplus to acquire the long-
term capacity needed to developnew initiatives. While, on occasion. the organizationwas
able to procure some government funds to hire personnel to explore the feasibility of
potentia l enterprises. these funds were ad hoc and their availability was unpredictable .
Moreover, the funds were only availableafter some initialwork on a specific project had
been completed . On this issue one New Dawn staf f member had this (0 say:
A lot of OUT time, our money. our sa laries goes 10 manag ing all these projects we
havegoing now, goes to managing CBAHD. I don' t want you to gel the ideathat
we art: gettlnga free ride OUI of theAssociation. A lot of limegoes into it and the
other projects .. . Andcouple that witha volunteer board, youdon't get volunteers
10 meet every second night. Every second week if you are lucky, So we have a
very delicate balance here. Through the things we do we free up a few hours each
day for different people to de different things (personal interview),
II would bedifficult for CDCs 10lake on the social goal of forming the basis of
a comprehensive systemfor community-based economic developmentwhile, at the same
lime, functionas a financially self-sufficiententerprise, New Dawn illustrates this point
well. With most of its staff's time tied up withmanagingexisting projects and no surplus
capuat ro hire additional staff, theorganization reliedonad hoc project committees, made
up of volunteers, to identify and conduct the preliminary assessmentof possible projects.
A numberof individuals on these committees may be New Dawn board members but
efforts were made to include individualsfrom the surrounding area on the basis of their
knowledge and expertise of the particular type of project under investigation. However,
as volunteers, peopleon these committees were unable 10devote the amount of the time
or resources to the kind of extensive research and development of the potential
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opportunities that was needed. One New Dawn board member made this point in the
following way:
It is important that we find the capital to get involved in research and
development.Right nowwe do it on a volunteerbasis. Therefore. ittak es us four
years to do something that should take us six months. You got to have money 10
pay people to do specific aspects of it (personal interview),
While the project committees were able to do some of the preli minary investigations of
possible projects, a more focusedassessment would be required to do detailed analysis.
The problem is that ultimately you have to go 10 get financingand in order to gel
financing from the lenders you have got to have the appraised reports. II is atthat
point youcannotexpect volunteersto producethat information. Becauseyouhave
now transformed this project into a two or three year research and development
kind of peddle along hope to god the volunteer will come to next Thursday's
meeting. Andall of a sudden the thing just drags on forever (personal interview).
CDCs in urban centres such as Sydney have a larger pool of volunteers with
specialized technical skills from which 10 draw than CDCs in remote rural areas such as
the Northern Peninsula, One New Dawn board member made this comment: ~Wc have
been able to harness good volunteers, professional people who have put some honest
work and grinding hours in for free and do the evaluations of these projects" (personal
interview). Without a ready pool of individualswith the knowledge and skills to engage
in development planning. training becomes a more critical issue. In the case of the
GNPDC, its failure to carry out training programs in communityeconomicdevelopment
for its own board members and the board membersof the RDAs meant a lost chance to
strengthen the capacity of its volunteer membership in identifying and doing some
preliminary assessments of development opportunlrlesin the region, The RDAs did not
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have a strongcapacityto planand carry out long-termdevelopment initiatives. This was
the reason they formed the GNPDC.
While the experience of New Dawn illustrated it was not enough to depend on
voluntee rs to plan development initiatives . strong support from the volunteer stand ing
committees was critical in augmenting the staff's efforts . With a small staff busy
managing existing projects and few funds to hire additional personnel. the volunteer
boards of the GNPDC, as well as the RDAs. could provide some means of not only
guiding the Corporationbut also assisting it in its development efforts. Improving the
skills of thesevolunteers couldhavedrawn them intotheprocessas part of a community
economic develo pment "system." Capacity building is, after all, seen as one of the
primary objectives of communi ty economic development efforts (Ponren . 1993; Perry ,
1987).
Even if a proposed project could be formalized and all of the feasibility studies
were done, the organization would have to find the investment capital to get the projec t
off the ground. Most of New Dawn's board members and the staff who were interviewed
felt that acquiring investment capital would not be a problem. But a mino rity thought that
it would if the project under consideration was a substantial size. New Dawn had an
advantage in that it could . if it chose. use its equity in property holdings as leverage in
obtai ning investment capital. However , the Corporation took a caut ious approach to
investment decisions . One board member expressed frustration over this:
I am not an advocate of gelling into bed with the government and everything you
do is contingent on the governmen t or gett ing government fund ing. I think we
should manage our existing resources more and use them as leverage more . We
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tend nol to do that We have a fairly large property portfolio and (here is a 101of
equity there but we don't use it (personal interview).
Finding investment capital, particularly for a new CI)C could be a major problem and
it could have a number of repercussions on the organization's activities as Ihe experience
of the GNPDC outlined below illustrates.
Volunte er " U OUl:ce C~ntet
cape 8re t on"'u ocl at Jon o l
Hou.1n~ Otvdop;lOent
Figure 3: ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF NEW DAWN
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fAaperships with the Private Sector
The GNPDC had few capital resources that it could use to stan up businessventureson
its own. Partnerships with Ihe private sector were one way to accumulate resources
needed to initiate projects. Partnerships of this nature have nor been unique to the
GNPDC. Due 10 severe cut backs in government assistance during the 1980s, coesin
the United Slates have also come to rely more on partnerships with the private sector
(Brodhead. Lamontagne and Peirce, 1990; Twelvetrecs. 1989; Vidal. 1992). The
Corporation was nOI ideologically committed to social ownership and saw no problem in
cooperating with the private sector. In fact, several of its board members felt that the
Corporation should primarily provide support for local businesses. The GNPDC's
chairman felt that the Corporation should "help bring local businesses together into
cooperative ventures in situations where normally we would have 10 look 10fhe outside
for companies of that size 10 make it work" (personal interview). Local ownership and
control over economic activity was seen as the critical issue. The Corporation saw its
joint ventures with the privatesector as one way of ensuring that local rather than outside
interests controlled businesses on the Peninsula. In the words of the executive director:
Our reason for being involvedwith the sawmillers and the way in which we are
involved is dictated by certain guidingprinciples whichwe try to adhere to. These
principles are local control, local ownership, maximizing local benefits, and
getting access 10profits so that profits can be redistributed to further develop the
region's rcso-eces and resource based industries (personal interview).
In fact, the technical capacityof the GNPDC and itswillingnessto work with and
organize local entrepreneurs were critical factors in establishing Northchlp and GNS.
Noneof the entrepreneurs in the region had the necessary planning skills to organize the
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jo int ventures, arrange financing and put together a competi t ive bid 10 secure the
contracts that formed the basis of the two companies. Without the Corporation's
participatio n. it is likely that the contract 10 supp ly woodchips and the lease 10operate
the BrigBay plant would have gone(0 companies fromoutside of the area.
There are other reasons why the GNPDC entered joint ventures with the local
private sector. The partnershipsprovided a good occasion for the Corporationto achieve
some business success and raise its profile in the region. There was also a widespread
belief among RDA leaders that the Corporation should norcompetewith local business
people. One of the RDA leaders said. "If the Corpo ration starts businesses I wouto 1101
want to see it compet ing with the private sector" (personal interview). Partne rships wou ld
beone way of avoiding competition. Finally. and possibly most impor tantly. the GNP DC"
required inves tment capital before it could engage in business development. The joint
ventures with the private sector allowed the Corpo ration to devise strategies that resol ved
this problem.
The availabili ty of capital and the lack of good managerial and technical capaci ty
are the two most important problems facing co mmunity economic development e fforts
(Gaudin, 1984; Perry , 1987; Wismer and Pell , 1984). With the Innovations funding in
place, the G N PDC was able 10 put together strong managerial and technical capac ity.
However, access to initial investment capital was a se rious problem. Th is fact was
recognized by a number of RDA leaders and the Corpor ation's executive director . One
person thought that "the future of the corporation look s great but there needs to be
monies ava ilable when opportunities are identified" (personal interview) . The execut ive
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director summed up the situation when he said: "In the absence of any capital or any
locally owned and controlled investment fund that might have been established as an
adjunct to the Corporation we are very much in a vulnerab le position in terms of what
we might or might nOI be able 10 put in place" (personal interview).
Sources of investmentcapital can beexternal or internal to the region. They can
come in three forms: (1) equity investment where the investor takes a share in the
company with the expectation of receiving return s from profits; (2) debt investments
where the investor provides a loan with the expectat ion of receiving interest when the
loan is repaid: (3) grants which are normally given by governments and not paid back.
Given the depressed state of the economies in wh ich CDCs work and {heir social as well
as economic objectives, government grants have represe nted an important source of
funding.
When CDCs first emerged in the United States they received grants, for both
administrative and investment purposes, from the federal go vernment through the Special
Impact Progra m of the Office of Economic Oppor tunity (Gam, 1975). A request for a
pool of vent ure cap ital was not included in the GNPDC's application under the
lnnovanons Program. It had expected to access investment capital from ACOA (GNPDC ,
1987b). Short ly after it was formed, the Corporation submitted a proposal to this agency
for a grant to establish a venture development fund which it could use to make equit y
investments (GNPDC board meeting, July II and 12, 1987). However , the application
was cot successful. Moreover , reductions and changes in ACOA's funding policies in the
spring of 1989, made grant funding more difficult to access. According to the executive
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director of the GN PDC; "All of these cutbacks are going 10 hand icap us in what W~ had
hoped 10 ac hieve"~, May 24, 1989:3) .
Without governmentprograms to provideblock grantsthat can be used for equity
investments, intern al sources of capital must be mob ilized.' Banks and other lendi ng
institutions require equity before they cons ider providing a Joan. And government
programs that provide financial assistance 10 entrepreneurs in marginalized reg ions
require that the ap plicant have equity equal to a pe rcentage of the amount of capita l
requested . In the case of ACOA. this is normally betwee n 50 and 70 perce nt of the ICUI
capitalization costs depending on the type of activity (Canada. 1989b).
Internal equity capital is seldom available in large chunks and must be aggregated
from small amounts in the region. There are a number o f different ways in which this can
be done. A gene ral purpose venture capital fund con trolled by the CDC. in which
commun ity residents invest. is one possible so urce. A ge neral purpose equity fund will
give a CDC the flexibility to initiate a ny project that il choo ses. While , marginalized
regions are not the best areas 10 find people with cap ital [0 inves t in such a fund. small
amounts may be aggregated over a period of time. For example, residents in north
Philadelphia invested $10 per momh for 36 months to purchase shares in a com munity
economic developm ent fund controlled by a C DC. Thi s money was then used 10 finance
projects and lever additional capital (Perry, 1987). Residents must be convinced that they
wilt rece ive some fo rm of return on their investment. Whether they would agree to accept
a lower return on the ir investment in lieu of some public good , or whether they de mand
Eqllilyeapillli is llle mos.l neltibJe and poW<= rruJ inlerm$of leveringuther inve.tm enl fllnd.,
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a monetary return abo ve other possible investments, depends on the ability of the CDC
to mobilize public par ticipation and present itself as a social development institution
worthy of support . T he GNPDC has not explored the poten tial of this strategy .
General purpose capital can also be generated (rom the profits of successful
ventures. However. re lying on profits puts the cart before the horse. Significant initial
investment is necessary before profits that are suffic ient to finance new projects start to
come in. T his issue was high lighted by the GNPDC 's chairman when he said the future
of the Corporation "will dependon how well the Corporation can secure investmentfunds
10get ventures off the ground until we reach the point where moneyis being brought into
the Corporation from ventures" (personal interview). In fact the whole ideaof using CDC
profits as the catalys is for further social and economic development is suspect. Almost
every study of CDCs indicates they are unable to generate enough profit to cover
administration expenses and at the same time function as a social and economic
development organization (see for example. Beale, 1989; Berndt, 1977: Cummings and
Glaser, 1985: Twclve trees. 1989: Vidal, 1992),
Private sector business corporations and co-operatives raise equity through the sale
of shares. CDCs have tended not to issue stocks for this purpose (Cummings and Glaser,
1985). The reason fo r this is that investors who risk an eq uity position normally expec t
a return from their investment Most CDCs are non-profil organizations; therefore.
shareholders are unable to receive dividends. However, equity may be raised in this way
for specific projects . If the CDC establishes for-profit subsidiar ies. then it is possible to
open the sale of shares in these companies. Th is was the general strategy employed by
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me GNPDC. Shares in itstwo businesssubsidiaries were sold not 10 the general public.
but to the local entrepreneurs who became the Corporation's partne rs. The equity capital
that they invested was then used to lever add itional funds . The Corporation was able to
acquiru 5I percent of the shares in thejoin! venturesthrough the innovative useof sweat
equity. While the GN PDC did not have investment capital it was able (0 convert its
human resources, in terms of the lime spent by the GNPDC's staff on planning jhe joint
ventures, into shares in the companies. The Corporation also functioned as overall
managers of the join! ventures and this contribution was also converted into equity.
Entering partnerships with private entrepreneurs may be one way for a CDC 10
utilize local resources. but this strategy does present certain prob lems, Publicrpnvaic
pannerships assume mutual goals. However. this may not always be the case. Private
entrepreneurs enter business to make a profit. while COO have social as well as
eeonomicgoalsand are expected10 operatefor thegeneral benefit of thecommunity. The
tWO goals may not be mutually compatible. For example , in a community economic
development framework, business development is not seen as an end in itself bUI as ;a
meansof achieving certain social goals such as the creation of employment for residents
of economically disadvantaged regions. In the private sector, employment is considered
an outcome rather than the objective of the production process. In fact. employment is
considered a cost rather than a benefit. The conflict between the GNPDC and the
members of the Glacier Group who pulled out of the initial GNS proposal may hell' [0
illustrate this point.
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The dispute between the GNPDC and the Glacier Group centred around the
control of GNS. The processors felt they hadno inputinto the operation of the company.
One of them said: WWe thought the development corporat ion came here to enter into
partnership wjth small industry IlOt 10dominatesmall industry'~, August
23. 1989).5 The processors were unhappy with the fact that the GNPDC had majority
control in the company andquestionedthe management practices of GNPDL's executive
director, who wasalso thechairmanof theboardorONS. Theydemandedhis resignation
as chairman of GNS. They also wanted changes made in the share structure of the
company to give them and the GNPDC equal shares with 49 percent and the remaining
two percent controlled by the provincial government~ August 23. 1989).
However, the GNPDC wanted to maintaincontrol over the company. At the height of the
dispute, the executive di rector was quoted in the local newspaper: "From the start, Great
NorthernSeafoods was intendedas a subsidiary company of the corporation because it
was felt it must nor become a corporate body controlledby a small groupof interests on
the Northern Peninsula "~, August2, 1989).
Differingattitudes towards unionization may have been one of the major factors
in this dispute. Workers at the Brig Bay plant were un ionized before the GNPDC
received the lease. The union representing the workers was guaranteed successor rights
and the Corporation entered negotiations to secure a new labour agreement. The
independent processor s who made up the Glacier Group opposed this move, They all
This SUllemelll seem s ill5lru cl ive for two 1'U!01lS. fi rS!it suggests thaI !his person did nol !bink of !he
Cerpor ation 8S an ol gilniz.ali;-n thaI elf\erge4 from the rommunilies in the region bUIrather as an
outside force thai ~came" 10 tltc aTU. Second, he feU thal lhe Cotporat ionwas established to as$iSI
lII1all business.
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operated non-unionized plants and were afraid that their involvement in BrigBaywould
facilitate the spread of the union to their plants. The Corpora tion stood firm on this
matter, however. and was able to negotiate a contract with the union.
Felt and Sinclair (1989) maintain that the dispute refl ects more than peculiar
factors such as attitudes toward unionization and questions o f management style. II
reveals a more fundamental conflict over the expected role of the company. For the
development corporation, GNS was viewedas a major component in its long-term plans
for fisheries-related economic development on the Peninsula. Profits from the operation
wouldprovide the Corporation with someof the capital neededto achieve self-sufficiency
and 10 initiate other economic development projects to create more employment. The
private entrepreneurs expected GNS to fulfil a different function, They did not sec il as
a vehicle for general community economicdevelopment, "but rather as a mechanism to
allow them greater stability of incomeand higher profits," by providing a secure market
fortheir products (Felt and Sinclair, 1989: 18). Oneof the members of the Glacier Group
commented that GNS existed for his companyto make money. Another stated that the
companywas expected to promote the small. independent processing companiesin thc
area (The Sunday Exoress , September 10, 1989). Furthermore, there is no reason to
believethat private entrepreneurs would invest profits in the region rather thanelsewhere
or spend it on personal consumption.
The unique way in which GNS was set up may have been another source of
conflict between the fish processors and the GNPDC. It was in the best interest of the
GNPDC that capitalaccumulate in GNS, while the independentswould benefit the most
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if capitalaccumulated in their own operations. They wouldget the highestreturn at the
pointof sale to GNS and not from profitsthat GNS would receive. "Thus, there was
some pressure on GNSfro m the beginning to pay hi gher prices and be Jess sticky on
grading practices" (Felt and Sinclair. 1989: 18). (The price paid to the fish plant
operators for their products byGNS wasin part determined by its quality.) Moreover,
given GNS's heavy deptload it wouldhave takena numberof years before the company
couldhave generatedany profits. Therefore, their small investment in thecompanyas
shareholders would unlikely have ensured the processors'commitment 10the operation
if theywere able to receive a slightly belief dealelsewhere.
There is a fine line between public/privateco-operation and dominatio n of the
development process by the business community.Where CDCs and privateenterprise
enter into partnership, the interests of theen trepreneur maytake precedenceover other
community residents if care is not taken. The goal of the private sector is to make as
much profit as possible, which is arguably incons istent with meeting the needs of the
general community. especiallyworkers.The latter would likemeaningful well paid work.
while private entrepreneurs are less concernedwiththe inherent quality of the workand
seeswages as a cost that threatens theirprofits. Moreover, part nerships between CDes
and the private sector are a lso likely to influence the formof internal operationof the
venture. It is unlikely that experiments in worker ownership or extensive worker
involvement in decision-making will be initiated(Gaudin, 1984).
The degree towhich the GNPDCrepresentedworker's interest is ambiguous. The
GNPDCdidstand firmaga instthe GlacierGroup's demands to takea hard line withthe
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union. Whil e workers at the Brig Bay plant received wages high er tha n those at non-
unionized plants, they were still lower than wages received by wor kers at larger
un ionized plants, The Corpo ration did, however. implement a small profit sharing
pr ogram with the wor kers and indicated that structures would be pu t in place to facilitate
wo rker input in the decision -making process through a worker/management cc rnmiucc
~, May 24, 1989 ) . The lower wages reflected the weak financial positionof
th e Corporation and points to one of the problems with CDes in general. CDes arc
expected to avoid competition with the private sector by engaging in act ivities thai arc
no t being carried out by private entrep reneurs. This, coupled w ith low amounts of sian
up capital, often forces CDC e nterpr ises into economic sectors w here profit margins and
wages are low (Gaudin , 1984) . The result is two fold: first low profits make econornt-
se lf-sufficiency difficult; second by paying low wages , the CDC may be under mining
co mmunity benefits by weaken ing labour's position w ith the pr ivate sec tor.
The GNPDC 's other su bsidiary, Ncrthchip, directly employed on ly four workers
a nd while they were well pa id, loggers worki ng for the sawmtltc-s who held shares in
Nor thchip were not. In fact , the Corporation has faced criticism from unemployed
loggers in the Roddickton are a. Citing estimates from an initial study on the woodchip
ge nerating plant, the loggers maintain ed that Ncrthchip had failed to crea te the expected
nu mber of jobs. Th ey felt that more jobs wou ld have been creat ed if a private company
ha d secured the woodchip contract~. December 13, 1989). They also
pointed 10 the low wages pa id by the sawmillers, and argued that if a large outside
company had wall the contrac t, the loggers would have higher pay. Wh ile the basis for
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the unemployed loggers ' arguments may have been unfounded . their estima tes of the
number of jobs that should have been created were based on initial stud ies. and local
sawmiller s wo uld have been involved, even if a large compan y had won the contract to
supply woodchips. The point is that the unemployed loggers believed theCorporationdid
nOI represent their bes t interests. Th is fee ling was reinforced by the GNPDC 's failure to
com munica te with them. It was only af ter the situation had reached a crisis point and the
local RDA began to oppose the Corporation that the execut ive director met with the
loggers 10 discuss their concerns(~n, November 1, 1989).
The tension between private sector and community benef its outlined in the
public /private partnerships described abov e is also present within CDC s. An emphasis
on profitab ility could lead to exp loitation of comm unity residents by the profit -seekin g
subsidia ry. However, public legitimacy depends on the capacity of a C DC to create
employment with wages and working condi tions to meet the expectation of communit y
residents. If CDCs maximiz- revenue-gener ati ng opportunities in an ef fort to be
financially se lf-SUfficient. they could lose sight of their fundamental commitment to
communi ty benefits and forfei t their pub lic legitimacy. Therefore, C DCs must consta ntly
dea l with a tension between their socia l object ives on the one hand and their economi c
goals on the omer . CDCs are "neither private entities nor public agencies . " They are
expec ted to comb ine social goals with b usiness success . As a resul t they have a "built-in
structura l conflict ove r the allocation of limited resou rces" (Blakely and Apar icio,
1990:1 16). CDCs must attempt to balance economi c success in an effort 10 beco me
financially se lf-sufficient with a comm itment [Q address a social prob lem facing
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community residents. In effect, CDCs should be socially useful as well as ecoaomcauy
viable.
The success of a CDC is not only measured in terms of economic performance
as a bus iness but also by social criteria which include success as a "deve lopment
institution" capable of planning and implementing a number of development projects in
the community. CDCs can also be judged by the level of democratic community control
within the organization. Moreover. community control is the best way to deal withthe
problem of ensuring that the trade-off in the allocation of the CDC's resources in its
d ifferent activities will benefit the community. Community control offers the jus tification
for mak ing the choices. It also guards against the domination of particular interes ts in the
CDC's decision-making process and contrib utes to the assurance that benefits arc not
monopolized by one group. The next chapter will examine the extent of co mmunity
control over the GNPDC.
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CHAPTER SIX
COMMUNITY CONTROL OF THE GNPDC AND NEW DAWN
This chapter will examine if the GNPDC was successful in combining an entrepreneurial
approach in its development initiatives with community control, during the first three
years of operation. Reference willalso be made to the extent of communitycontrol of
New Dawn. A numberof studiesof coesin the Unired Stales foundthere was a positive
correlation between the extent of community control and the CDC 's success. However,
community control was measured in terms of the percentage of the CDC's board of
direc tors who lived in the geographical area served by the corporat ion (Centre for
Community Economic Development, 1977; Kelly, 1977; Vidal, 1992).
The degree of community control will be measured by looking at the
representativeness of the GNPDC's board of directors as well as the balance of control
over decision-makingbetween the board and the executive director. To assess the extent
of community control, it is also important to look at the influence of the boards of
directors of the RDAs over the decision-makingprocessof the Corporation. Even if the
GNPDC board members are the chief determiners of the Corporation's policies, unless
the RDA members are involvedin the development process, communitycontrol is not
taking place. Democratic control requires two way communication - a dialogue between
".
the C DC's leadership and its membershi p as well as a way (Of the membership to
influence dec isions.
Among the guiding priociples of the GNPDC are the following; •A belief in the
capac ity of the people on the Northern Peninsula to manage and control their ow n
economicdevelopment- and -A belief thai the people of the Noohern Peninsula mUSl be
in full control of thedevelopment process by having the Development Corporation deeply
rooted in all communities in the region with its ownership structurebelonging to thesix
Regional Development Associations' (GNPDC, 1987c: 2). In its first newstcuer the
Corporationmaintained that: "Theemergingcommunity-based organization isowned and
controlled by residents of the peninsula . They have a direct say in the direction tha t is
assumed by the corporation in ils long-range activ ities' lONPPC New~letter vol I no I.
December, 1987) . However, thr. Corporation is a structure on top of another structure.
It is not directly linked 10 the communities . How well tile GNP DC represents the local
popula tion depends on two factors : (1) the level of part icipation by the communit y
residents in the RDAs; (2) the level of assoc iation partic ipation in the Corpora tion.
Community control andpart icipation in the GNPDC was expected to flow from
people 's involvement in RDAs at the regional and community levels. Th e board of
director s of the RDAs was expected to bridge the gap between the communities and the
RDAs. The board of d irectors of the GN PDC was expected to bridge the gap between
the RD As and the Corpo ration. Communication was expected to flow both upward and
downward through these people. The potential for a breakdown in the lines of
communicati...n and effective participation can occur at a number of levels in this
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structure. Do people participate in the RDA committeesin their communities?Does the
RDA board of directors actually represent a bridge between the communities and the
regional structure? Does the GNPDC board bridge the gap between the RDAs and the
Corporation?An analysis of theextent of community participation in the RDAs is beyond
the scope of this study. Given thestudy's limitations, it wasonly possible to examine the
relationship be tween the RDAs and the GNPDC. However , several ge neral observa tions
concerning the level of public participation in the RDAs can be made. For example. it
appears that the mostactive RDA members tend to be community leaders interested in
the social and economic development of their areas. In this sense, the membership of the
development corporation can best be seen as a community of interest.
Public particination jn Regional DevelopmentAss~
At the settlement level people participate in RDA eommiuees elected by the general
membership. A person can become a general member with voting rights simply by
signing a membership list and in some cases paying a nominal fee, usually $1. The
committee or general membership in each settlement elects representatives to sit on the
regional ROA board of directors. Evidence suggests that the degree of public
participation in ROAs tends to be low. A 1970 study of RDAs suggested that public
meetings held to elect the communitycommittees were attended by fewer than 10 percent
of community residents (Brown, 1970). There is little indication that the extent of
participation has increased significantly over the past 2S years. The RDAs have not
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placed a priority on raising the level of soc ial and political consciousness of the local
people. Yet this educational process is importam in mobilizing people in anycommunity
developmenteffort. Moreover. the: role of community workers (also referred toas change
agents. extension workers or community organizers) in fostering the involvement of
people in community developmen t organizations is a major element in most discus sions
on the promo tion of commu nity partic ipation (Midg ley, 1986).
External change agents emp loyed by the Provincial Department of Rural
Development and Memorial University of Newfoundland's Extension Services were
important in orga nization of the first RDAs on Fogo Island and the Banpor t Pe ninsula.
These ea rly init iatives received a great deal of auenuon . Duri ng the 1971Js, the numhcr
of associations expanded rapidly. Yet the number of commun ity workers employed hy
the provincial go vern ment aocl Mem<X' ial Un iversity 's Extensio n Serv ice remained small,
making it very di fficult for these people to work extensively with any particular RDA.
There we re on ly 10 field workers in the Department of Development throughout the
19705 to attend to the whole province (Johns tone. 1980). Moreover . Winsor (1m )
argued that the field worke rs served more as information gathers for their employer s than
resource people for the local population . The RD A staff have focused their time 0 11
applying for and managi ng federal govem mer nsponsored "make -work" programs , rathcr
than community organizing. Th is is a reflection of severa l factors . inc luding the limited
amount of resou rces available to these organizarlo ns to undertake a communit y
participation process. In effect. the co-or dinators have become ad ministrator s o f
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"make-work" projects as the RDAs attempt to manage the unemployment crisis in rural
Newfoundland (seechapter two). They have little time to act as community organizers.
The activities and goals of the RDAs also influence the level of citizen
participation. The first RDAs not only receiveda large amountof support fromoutside
agentsbut also mobilized aroundadvocacy issues. For example, foreign overfishing off
the Northern Peninsula and lack of social services in the area were major mobiliz ing
issues for NA RDA (Brown, 1970). On Fogo Island, the threat of relocation under the
government sponsored resettlement program motivateda large number of people 10take
action (Carter, 1985). When RDAs were institutionalized and received funding from the
slate. advocacy or political action roles were largely replaced by service-delivery
funcdons; applying for and managing government sponsored short-term "make-work"
projects. Writing proposals and ccrnacring funding officials are not activities that
encourage involvement of a widespread membership.
Ina study of community organizations. Ginell (1980) maintains organizations that
provide services to low-income citizensare less likely to involve large numbers of people
in the decision-making process than organizations which take advocacy and political
action roles. In her study, when organizationschanged from an advocacyto a servicerole
Ihe level of citizen participation declined. "The goal of involving large numbers of low-
income citizens in major decisions affecting their lives has been replaced by a strategy
of providing services to needy clients" (Ginell. 1980: 242). This is under standable. It is
difficult (0 sustain advocacyefforts over long periods of time since large numbers of
people mUSIbe mobilized10 bring political pressure to bear on the larger political system,
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Organizational maintenanceoften detracts from the energy andcommitment required for
advocacy. To sustain themselves as organizations. the RDAs were able to acquire
government funding. However. at the same lime they were steered into a position as
administrators of short-term "make-work" projects for unemployed residentsas both the
federal and provincial governmentsattempted 10manage the unemploymentcrisis in rural
Newfoundland.
The pr inciple of participation followed by RDAs has emphasized the
representation of all communities within the associations' geographical boundaries and
participation by people from a wide cross-section of social groups. Such a basis of
mobilization was also a barrier to large numbers of citizens participating in the
organizations. The attempt to encompass all social groups along with the general nature
of the associations' goals- socialand economicdevelopment- made extensivecommunity
participation difficult. Organizationsbased on more specific group interests andlor goals
tend to have higher motivation levels which would in turn facilitate mobilization efforts
(Bhadun and Rahman. 1982). According to Johnstone (1980: 112):
In terms of group interestsand behaviourial incentives. and their important
motivational and mobillzauonal implications, the Development
Associations are somewhat weak social groups (though no less important
in principle for being so). This is possibly the greatest underlying problem
faced by the rural Development Associations: their lack of a 'class base',
the diffuseness of the 'regional social interest' they represent and the very
diversity of specific interests they may work for.
Finally. the low level of participation in RDAs may be due to the fact that
participation was seen as a means to an end rather than an end in ttself. It was felt that
local people had more knowledgeof their particular area. Therefore, encouraging people
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10 become involved in government sponsored economic development projects was
expected to raisethechancesof success of theprojects. Participation wasseenas a means
10 achieve results in government controlled development projects rather than a social
aspiration by the people 10 become involved in a social movement to controleconomic
development in their region. The lack of a tradition of collective involvement in
development groups in rural Newfoundlalld may be anomer factor that has inhib ited
widespread community participation in the RDAs(Wadel. 1969). In a study of political
cultu re and community development on the south coast of the province, Carlson (1973)
pointed out that many people were reluctant to become involved in self-help
organizations. Placing a high valueon conflictavoidanceand egalitarianism. theydid not
want to take leadership roles. While the percentage of the population involved in the
RDAsmay be small. it is important to remember that theseorganizations are open to all
community residents. Access to the governing bodies of the RDAs is based on
democratic procedures that allow anyone in the region to assume leadershippositions.
However. like any other organization.a smallpercentageof the total populationtakesan
active role. There is no evidence to suggestthat the organizations are controlled by a
local elite. In fact the profile of RDA board members reveals that they tend to be
representative of the general population.
In the winter of 1987. the Research and Analysis Division of the provincial
Department of Rural, Agricultural and Northern Development conducteda survey of
RDA board members in the province. The results of the survey conducted on the
Northern Peninsula showedthat the board members selected by the generalmembership
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are fairly representative of the local population. rather than the social and economically
better off residents of the region. According (0 the study. 75 percent of the RDA board
members had been unemployed for a period of time during the previous year. Fishers
were the largest occupat ional group, followed by fish plant workers. At the time of Ihe
survey, 80 percent indicated they had annual personal incomes under $20.000. The
majority of the RDA board members had not graduated from high school. Mosl were
men. but over one quarter were women (Sinclair, 1989). In two associations women held
a number of executive positions on the board of directo rs.
Community Contro l of the GNpOC
The internal structure of a CDC consists of three major organ izational categories -
members or shareholders. a board of d irectors, and a staff, Membership is made up of
individual community residents, ",..here membership is open 10 anyone who lives in the
area , or other community-based organizations with open membership. The membership
is expected to be representative of the community and ultimately responsible for
deter mining the CDC's policies by choosing a board of directors and monitoring the
policies and operat ions of the board. The board of directors is responsible for establishing
and reassessing detailed policies and ensuring these policies are prope rly executed. The
staff provides the on-going day to day management of the projects, carries out board
policies and suppo rts the board by providing information and reports that they can usc
when making decisions (Perry, 1987).
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A particular r-halle nge for any CDC is to ensure that ibe lines of responsibility
between the various categories are well understood and maintained. Lines of formal
control and aumonr y should flow (rom the membership through the board of directors
to the staff. Management of a CDC is complicated by the addition of soc ial as well as
commercial objectives which present a tension over the emphasis that should be placed
on each. The problem is not insurmountable but requires clear objectives and agreement
on the role and responsibilities of the membership, board of directors and the staff.
The GNPDC 's bylaws determine who is elig ible for membership and how
individuals will be selected 10 serve on the board of d irectors. In its first three years of
operation, membership was restricted to the six RDAs which were the Corporation's
shareholders. The selection process to the board of directors is important since it
determines who is givenresponsibility to acton behalf of the membership. (Theselection
process was outlined in chapter four.) Accordingto the Corporation's bylaws, it was
possible for the six GNPDC board membersappointedby the RDAs to appoint up to five
additionalboard members, on the basis of technical expertise. These appointments raise
an importantquestion concerningtheextent to whichthe GNPDC boardwas accountable
to the community.
However, in the first three years of the Corporation's operation this did not
become an issue, Only two board members were appointed on the basis of particular
expertise. Moreover, their level of involvementappeared to be minimal. In fact one
member lived in St. John's , about one thousand kilometresaway from the Corporation's
headquarters. This person did not participate in the Corporation's decision-making
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process . In fact he was not sure why he was appointed to the board (personal imerview).
Obv iously the Corporation was unable to avail itself of his technical skills.
Structurally , the RDAs control the GNPDC through thei r representatives enthe
Corporation's board of directors. While thestructure of the GNPDC appearsdemocratic.
it is important to look at the CDC's operations to determine if the democratic structure
translated intoactual democraticcontrol. Thecontrol mechanism can breakdown if there
is noteffective communication between the RDAs and their representatives. Moreover.
given the complex nature of business development . it may be difficult for the board of
directors to guide the staff effectively rather than rubber stamp their recommendat ions.
T herefore, it is important to look at the operations of the GNPD C to determine if the
structural lines of control worked in practice. First the relationship between the board of
di rectors and the Corporat ion's staff will be examined.
Th e Board of Directors of the ONPpe
The CDC board of direc tors is a key group of individuals in the community economic
development process . Since all community residents are unable 10 participate directly in
the GNPDC's decision-making mechan ism, several individuals must be selected to
represent their interests and guide the process. As representatives of their communities
the board of directors is the source of community cont rol over the policies and activities
of the Corporation. The question is whether they will translate the idea of community
control into reality. It is important to determine who they arc and what they do as board
members.
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The board of directors of the GNPDC was not representative of the RDA
membership. While they may not have been members of a local elite , the director s were
midd le class, relatively well o ff and well educa ted. Moreover, none of the Corporation 's
board members was female. All had graduatedfrom high school and completedsome post
secondary education. Only one , a fisher, had experienced some unemployment in the
previous year. The other board members held professional jobs and two had business
interests. Only one board member indicated his annual personal income was under
$20 ,000. Two others said their annual personal incomes were more than $30 ,000.
It is not surprising that the GNPDC board was not typical of the local population.
The Corporat ion's board membe rs were probably chosen in part beca use the RDA board
of di rectors felt they had particular abilit ies reflected by their higher educational levels.
Severa l board members also indicated that they were selected because they were involved
in the formatio n of the Corporat ion. In this case, their appo intments may have indicated
a decision by the RDA board that these individuals were already .familiar with the
Corporation and the best qualified . Individuals who are typically the most represe ntative
of a marginalized communit y rarely have the techn ical expe rtise to direc t a corporation' s
entrep reneurial activities (Macleod. 1986). However , those who do have that skill may
nOE be personall y aware of tile problems low-income earners ' experience .
Whether a CDC 's board of directors is representative of its membership is
irrelevant if the board does not control the decision-making process of the corporation
and determine policies. It was beyond the scope of this thesis to observe first-hand the
interaction of board members at board meetings. Rather, conclusions about the level of
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involvement in the decision-making process at board meetings were based on what they
said about the extentof their participation in board decisions. With the management of
a CDC falling to a volunteer board whose membersare not direct beneficiaries of the
corporation's activities, there is a danger that the staff may co me 10 see the organization
as their own and by-pass the board of directors when making decisions. There is no
evidenceto suggestthat this occurredin the case of the GNPDC.
Attendance at board meetings is obviously a necessary prerequisite for effective
participation. T he board membe rs ind icated that they usually met once eve ry six or eight
weeks . Each board membe r had been able 10 ,anend all meetings . In fact the
Corporation's by-laws state that any board member can be removed by' a simple majority
of those in atten dance if he/s he missed three consecutive board meetings without just
cause (Great Northe rn Peni nsula Develo pme nt Corporation, .A..clkt's of lncomararlon.
t 987). The RDA' s board o f directors is then requested to appoint another representative.
The Corporation's directors were also asked a number of questions concern ing the level
of the ir involvement in dec ision-maki ng at board meeti ngs. Every board member
indicated that they were equally involved in plann ing specific policies. One board member
comm ented:
We have some excellent board meetings. We try as much as possible to
ensure that everybody expresses their opinions on any activ ity the boa rd
takes. In fact we have a policy whereby in our board meet ings we make
sure every board member speaks. There are no except ions to this : at leas t
not yet.
However . the execu tive directo r's technical knowledge d id have a bear ing on the
board's decis ions. The boa rd members were asked how much influence various groups
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and persons had on determining the policies and actions of the Corporation. Almost all
of the board members indicated that the executive director had a great deal of influence
because of his technical knowledge. However, the board membersmade it clear thai they
were the chief determiners of the Corporation's policies. One board member put it like
this:
The executive director has a lot of influence on most issues. he has the
technical knowledge. I have not felt overburdened to vote in the way I
thinkthe executivedirectoror chairpersonwanted. Althoughthe executive
director does have the most influence on some of (,e policy decisions.
The influenceof technical knowledgecannot be underestimated. While the board
had control over making final policy and 'go-no-go' project decisions, the way the
decisions are presented to the board is heavily influencedby the way the staff presents
them whh choices. Becauseof their access 10technical information and their position of
knowledgeability, senior staff members have power to influence the decision-making
process by presenting to the board what they consider the most "feasible" options.
Given the complexity of manyof the projects undertaken by the GNPDC, some
form of training program for the board of directors wouldhave been useful in providing
them with skills to make more effective decisions. Hallman (l970) maintained that
insufficient training of boards of directors as well as staff was a major deficiency for
CDCs in New York during the 19605. Training would have provided the community
representatives with sometechnical skills to effectivelyset policies for the specialist. This
was particularly relevant since the board met only once every six to eight weeks. Without
training, board members would likely find it difficult to become familiar with the
Corporation's operations and their responsibilities. Such a situation could easily have
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translated into greater influence of the staff and more experiencedboard memberson the
executive committee over decision-making. However, the Corporation's board members
received little training. One workshop was carried out in September 1988 bUI it on ly
provided an overview of the concept of CDCs. ( It willbe discussed in more detail in the
next secnon .j Moreover, just one GNPDC board members attended the workshop
(GNPDC, 1988).
The Re!3!ionsh jo Between the RDAs ,and the GNpnC
Any CDC that presents itselfas a community controlled institutionwill always experience
a conflict between flexibility and efficiency on the one hand andcommunity participation
on the other. The need to balance the tension between Iledbilhy along with qu ick
decisions based on acquired business knowledge and maximum participation was
recognized by the RDAs members at a Northern Zone Meeting held in February, 1987.
It was felt that too much control by the RDAs would cause problems. If too much
business had to be taken back to the Northern Zone Group then it would be hard '0 gel
things done (Minutes of Northern Zone Meeting, February 25, 1987). However, several
months later RDA members at another Northern Zone meeting expressed concern that
they were not getting enough information from the Corporation (Mjnmes Northern Zone
Mwin&, September26n7. 1987), The apprehensionfelt by the RDA leadershipover the
lack of proper communicationwas discussed at a GNPDC board meeting several months
later. The GNPDC board members felt thai any major issuesor concerns pertaining (0
the functioning and organization of the Corporation should be addressed at the
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Corpo ration's Annual General Meet ing (Minutes of GNPpr bQ1(d meeting , Oc tober 4 ,
1987).
However. the first Annual Gene ral Meeting was structured in such a way that it
was reallyan information sessionrather than an opportunity for RDA membersto discuss
and vote on important policy matters.They were not givenan opportunity to raise issues
with the board of directors or staff. Many of the RDA delegates who attended the
meeting were uncertain why they had been sent since they were unable to vote on any
issuesor make any decisions.Although the RDAscan removetheir representative on the
GNPDC board at any time with a two-thirds majority vote by the Assoc iation' s board of
director s. s imply removing an individual may not effect a major change in policy. If the
RDAs were to remove all members, this would require a large commitmen t of time and
energy and the costs of mobilizing and solidify ing alterna tive policies on how the
Corpo ration should operate may be deemed too expens ive,
Responsibility for communica tions between the RDAs and the Corporation rested
with the RDAs' representatives on the Corporation's board of directors:
It will remain up 1.0 the individ ual members (GNPDC board membe rs) to
ensure that non-sensitive matters disc ussed at board meetings are properly
chan nelled to their respective developme nt associations" IGNPpC minytes
of board roWing, April 2, 1987) .
However. ther e was no way to ensure that this per son would effectively carry out this
task. Severa l RDA leaders indicated they were uniformed about the Corporation's
activities since their representat ives on the Corpo ration's boar d of directors were not
attending RDA board meetings. In the words of one leader: ·We are not getting any
reports. The board member is not com ing back to the association to ge t dire ctions or
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opinions" (personal interview). Another RDA leader commentedthat "The Corporation
board member is not keeping me informed enough. The Corporation is probably doing
a good job but I don ' t know enough about it. I am not informed about the Corporation'
(personal interview) . And another leader said:
We are not informed in what is going on in the Corporation. We do not
get any correspondence from the Corporation. We don', gel any minutes
from the board meetings. We arc not informed on what is happening, We
arc there in member only (personal interview).
They indicated that their representatives on the Corporation's board of dir ectors
were not communicating information on a regular basis. A small number indicated uuu
they communicated with the executive director and received information in this way.
Severa l RDA leaders indicated that while they were dissatisfied with the lack of
information received concerning the Corpo ration 's act ivities, they had not taken steps 10
demand more accou ntability from their representative s:
We (the RDA board members) have not been pressuring the Corporation
or the Association's board member on the Corporation for infor mation.
But I feel that the board member is suppose (0 keep the Association
informed. To date he has not done this very well (personal interview).
Anothe r RDA leader commented that while the Association could have made a greater
effort to acquire information from their representative on the G NPDC's board. written
reports of the Corporation 's board meetings should have been made ava ilable 10 the
Association:
We are not getting a 101 of reports back from the association's board
member on the Corporation . Maybe it is just as much our fault as his
because we are not putting enough pressure on him to get those reports .
I know the board member is busy and may have problems getting [Q all the
Associatio n meetings but he could do up a written repor t.
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Simply appointinga board member to the Corporationonceevery three years was
not an effective form of participation for RDAs. Fullparticipation isan ongoing process,
not an occasional election of representatives. According to Midgley (1986) effective
participation requires the voluntary and democratic involvementof people in contributing
10 the development effort and the decision-making process in respect to setting goals,
formulating polices. and planning and implementing development programmes. The
RDAs' leadership needed a clear sense of where and how they fit into the overall CDC
structure and process. Without a feeling of involvement in the CDC, identification with
it and a feeling of efficacy with respect to the decisions made. their participation is just
tokenism,
Many RDA leaders thought their organizations would havea close and active role
in guiding the activities of the Corporation. They also thought the Associations would
work closely with the Corporation in development initiatives in their particular regions.
They felt the Associations had a good understanding and appreciation of the development
problems and opportunities in their particular regions which could be used to assist the
GNPDC in its activities, In this way the RDAs would ensure that the Corporation's
economic development initiativeswere rooted in the region rather than imposed upon it.
One RDA leader put it like this:
The Associations are there to guide the Corporation. They could also
present ideas for possible business ventures 10 the Corporation; projects
that would probably be 100 big for the Associations. And the Associations
could work with the Corporation on other projects (personal interview).
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The general feeling among RDA leaders was that the Associations should guide
and monitor the Corporation's activities. In effect, the Corporation would become the
business arm of the development associations. Another RDA leader commented:
The Corporation is an organization that the Associations can USI: to further
the eco nomic development of the region. There arc a lot of types of
econom ic development that the Associat ions can identify but they don't
have the expertise and technical assistance is not always readily available
to the RDAs. The Corporation can provide the expertise that is needed to
bring about the long term economic development, The business structure
that needs to be in place cannot be easily created by theRDAs. We could
use the Corporation as our business arm (personal interview).
However, at least One Association leader in all but one RDA district expressed
some concern that the GNPDC had "son of gone off on its own. - One RDA leader was
worried that, "the Corporation might be branching off on its own and will become like
any private business" (personal interview). The lack of communications contributed III
a feeling of alienation by a large number of RDA leaders. As one leader put it:
The Associations do nOI have much influence over the actions of the
Corporat ion because the Association's members do not have much
understanding of the Corporation. There should be more communication
between the Corporation and the Associat ion (personal interview).
Those living furthest from the Corporation's headquarters felt alienated the most. One or
these leaders maintained:
The associations should have a say in what businesses would be
encouraged to be set up on the Northern Peninsula . The Associations are
fulfilling that role as much as they are a llowed to. We could be doing
more but it is not our fault that we are not doing more . We don' t have
enough input (personal interview).
The GN PDC paid little attention to issues of participation and communication wilh
its membersh ip and the general public. Instead, the overr iding emphasis was placed on
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establishing successful business enterprises with the hope that the organization would
become financially self-suppon ing. Therefore. most of its limited resources were
channelled into developing relations with sectors of the local business community,
conductingfeasibilitystudiesand putting together business proposals. The RDAs had liule
input in theplanning process. Rather theCorporation's board of directorsand staff - with
the aid of outside consultants- reacted to potential businessopportunities. The RDA's
role in this process seems to have beenovershadowed or was never really made clear.
The need for training and information on the concept of CDes was recognized
from the start by the leaders of the RDAs. Workshops for the Corporation's and the
RDAs' board members wereconsidered important elements in the process of establishing
the ONPDC (Minutes of Ihe Northern Zone Meeting, April 14, 1987). In September,
1988a workshop was held for the board of directors of the Corporation and the RDA
leadership to discuss the conceptof CDCs andclarify the role of the GNPDCin relations
to the RDAs. Other issues andconcernscould also be raised. Greg Macle od, whohelped
set up the Corporation, attended to provide the participants with informationon the
concept of CDCs. At the workshop, RDA leaders expressed concern over the lack of
communication between the ONPDC and the RDAs. One RDA leader said board
membersof her Association were surprised to learn the GNPDC had formed ONS in
partnership with local fish processors. The RDA leaders also indicatedthere was a lack
of public understanding of the Corporation and its role. Meanwhile, Mr. Macleod
stressed the view that the GNPDC must function asa business and the GNPDC's board
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of directors must be responsible to the Corporation above any responsibility to the
Associations who appointed them (GNPDC. 1988) .
At the same workshop, leadersof the White Bay Central RegionalDevelopment
Association fell that theCorporation had ignored their input when it establishedNOrlhchip
and attempted to secure the wood chip co ntract. They felt excluded from the
Corpora tion's decision-making process. When negl)(ialions for the wood chip contract
were in progress, the leaders of the RDA in the area wanted to tobby government on
behalf of the Corporation's bid. The executive orthe Corporation. however. did not want
the RDA members involved in the tendering process (GNPD C. 1988). According to
Murphy (1991: 167) the G NPDC executive , ' felt that these women had no business
interfering with the business arm of the Corpo ration; their work lay in their own
development associations and in supporting the role or the Corporat ion in their
communities .•
leaders or the Bonne Bay Regional Developme nt Association also expressed
frustration over the Corporatio n's business approach . The RDA owned a vacant fish
processing facili ty in one or ihe small communities in the area. They approached the
GNPDC to study the feasibility of establishing and operating an enterprise . While the
Corporation was studying the feasibility or the operation, the Association was approached
by a private entrepreneur with a proposal to ope rate the plant. The Corpora tion refused
to drop its option to present a proposal to the Association until the deadline given to it
by the RDA had expired. The RDA leadership in the area resented this action:
We gave them (the Corporation) a deadline to have their proposal back
and they held us to that date instead or dropp ing the contract and letting
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the operator take over . Sometimes I see it as another form of
bureaucra cy. They certain ly didn't gel any thanks from us for that and it
gave me a good impression of what the development corporation was
doing . It made me wonder why they were there (persona l interview).
In defense of its actions . the Corporation argued that it was acting in a business like
fashion.
The lack of communications between the Corpora tion and the Associations
contributed to a lackof understanding of theCorporation's mandateandplans in relation
to the RDAs. This made some RDA leaders nervous about the future of their own
organizations inan environmentofshiftingstateprioritiesand the RDA's dependence on
Slate funding . As on respondent indicated:
I am afraid that agencies like ACOA will put a lot of funding imo the
Corpo ration a nd then point to the funding and say what do we need the
development associations for?- (personal interview).
A number of RDA leaders who felt alienated and uninformed also expressed
concern that the Corporation was not doing anything in their area. The Corporation, they
felt, was concentrating its ac tivities around the area close to its headquarters : "Our
development association is not having much input. The thing s they are looking imoseems
to be around the P lum Point area - (personal interv iew). Another RDA leade r
commented: "The Corporation should be out in this area more , looking for potential
SOlan industries. It seems that the executive director is concentrating on the Straits area "
(personal interview). (This was the area near the GNPDC's headquarters.) This feeling
of alienation led some RDA leaders to claim that the Corporation was of no benefi t to
their region or the Association. The lack of information and frustration over lack of input
in the decision-making process of the Corporation led one RDA leader 10 comment:
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Until theyrecognize theassociations theyareof no bere firtc us. Theway
the Corporation is set up is correct in principlebut not in practice. We are
members of the Corporation but we are in the dar k. Until we see some
changes I think we are going to consKter with drawing from the
Corporation. We have been making good progress on our own. AI this
point in lime. the way the Corporation is being handled we don't need it
(personal interv iew).
If business success wasthe primaryfocus of theGNPDC. then there wasa danger
thatdecisionswould be made by the managers. the board of directors andlor thosepeople
in the community who were better educated and more sk illed because expertise and
technical knowledge arc emphasized. leaving the majority of the people in theregion with
little or no input. If the GNPDC had used its resources 10 focus on the application of
business knowledge to produce an economic transformation in the region, then there may
not have been enough time or freedom for the residents to formulate their priorities.
There may be a tendency 10promote a pan icular program, to claim to know better than
the public what the region really needs. There will always be tension between the
centralizationof decision-makingon thebasisof businessefficiencyon the one handand
communityparticipation on theother. How it is resolvedwill depend upon the importance
that theCorporation gives to the valuesof business SUCttSS and self-sufficiency versus
"community develcpmer u" and meaningful participation. Whether the CDC can engage
in an effective program of "community development" where democratic community
control and citizen participation are integral parts of the process and still function in a
market environment so that it will becomefinancially self-sufficient is a critical question.
The following section will examine the internal dynamics of New Dawn Limited to see
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if it had been more successful at including communityinput into its decision-making
process.
Community Control of New pawn
New Dawn had a different organizational structure then the GNPDC . Membership in
New Dawn was not direct ly open to the public nor indirectly throug h other open
membership organizations as in the case of the GNPDC. In 1989, its membership
consisted of the 18 volunteers who sat on the board of directors. There ;~ -riDrormal
mechanisms for accountability to community residents or other community-based groups
or organizations. New board members were selected by existin g board members. To
claim community control of the organization would be somewhat tenuous. It would
dependon the extent [0 which the boardof directors represented the community and its
interest. Yet, there were no regulations governing the representativeness of the board.
Normally a nominating committee made up of board members was created and the
committee suggested nominations to the full board. Newmembers were oftenappointed
011 the basis of prior volunteer work in the community and/or knowledgeand skills they
couldbring to the board. According to New Dawn's mission statement, theorganization
answered to the community through the 18 member board. who were expected to
represent a cross section of the society it served. However . the nine board members
interviewed were primarily middle classprofessionalsandbusiness people. At best the
board took a paternalistic approach 10 defining and addressing communityproblems.
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Usually new hoard members were appointed after serv ing for a period of time on
one of the various project or advisory committees within the New Dawn structure. The
committee system was im portant to the way New Dawn operated. It was hoped the
organizationwould bring in a larger degree ofparucipation from thecommunityresidcms
through the committee system. As outlined in the previous chapte r, project committees
were struck to do preliminary investigations into possibledevelopment projects.TIley
normallyconsistedcrslx to eight individuals. mostof whom were not NewDawnhoard
members. People were o ften appointed on the basis of part icul ar sk ills and knowledge.
It waspossible to havea project committee made up of all non-board members. but all
attempt was made to have at least one board member on eac h committee.
Each subsid iary of New Dawn also had an advisory committee charged with
overseeing the subsidiary 's activities. For example, a housing commit tee monitored the
activities of CBAHD and a guest home committee monitored the acti vities of the Ncw
Dawn Guest Home. These committees were made up main ly of New Dawn board
members, but non-membe rs were also appoin ted. Certain dec isions co uld be made at thc
committee level, but any major expenditure and policy decisio n had to be taken to the full
board for approval. Howe ver, it was unclear who appointee no n-board members to these
various committees. All board members were not aware o f appointments. One board
member was surpr ised to learn at a planning session that a par ticular co mmittee had been
established. And another board member expressed concern that the c hairman and staff of
New Dawn, and the chai rman of the particular advisory committee were appointing
individuals to the commi ttees.
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A number of important implica tions fall from this . First , the co mmittees were
[mpcrtant mechanisms fordetermining policies of New Dawn's varioussubsidiaries and
any future activities. Yet. a large number of individuals whomade upthese committees
we re appoin ted by a small g ro up within the New Dawn structure. Seco nd, new board
memberswere often chosenfrom existing committeemembers. Th e board chairman put
it like this:
The committee system has been important asa trai ningground for people. We lest
peop le out. T his has no t been a goal of the sys tem but th is is the way it in fact
works . People gel the ir first e xposure 10 New Da wn thro ugh the co mmittee s and
if we see that they are really interested we might bring those people into the
organization (personal intervie w) ,
Boa rd members are often strea med through the co mmittee system wh ich is in turn chosen
by a small group of key indiv id uals in New Dawn , Mor eover, w h en the b oard is chosen
in this way individual s who have simila r ideas a bout how the orga n ization should op erate
ar e likely to be selec ted.
To claim that the board of directors represented thecomm unity in the decision -
making process of the organiza tion ca n onlyDedefended if itean b e show n that the board
made the decisions in the orga nizatio n. From interviews with half of jhe b oard members
it was clear that this was not th e case. In general, the level of inv ol veme nt of the board
of d irectors in New Dawn tend ed to fluctuate throughout the Corporation's history . When
there was a strong experience d staff and no major pro bl ems. the board members were
inclined to follow the directio n of the senior staff. If problems occurr ed some of the
board members beca me more involved, One b oard membe r put it like thi s:
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In the past if we had a strong executivedirector the board had a tendencyto slack
off and follow his lead . Then it got OUt of hand. when we got into difflcuhy the
board got stroni agai n (personal interview).
A nother board member made ~li5 comment :
One (If our greatest problems over the years , I think. we have left the slaff; if
eve rything is going al right the staff tells us what is going o n instead of us Icllinp.
them what to do (personal lmervew ).
Whe n two key staff left the or ganization in the year pr ior to cond ucting the
interviews . the board decided 10 increase the level of involvement of the executive
co mmittee in the operationsof the Corporation.The executive committeeconsisted of six
boar d members , four of whom had been on the board for five to s ix years. The
committee mel at least two limes per month and was empowered to make certain
decisions without ratificatio n by the full board. However, any major expenditure or
po licy dec ision had to be taken to the full board. Thecha irman a nd vice chairman also
wor ked w ith the New Dawn staff on a regular bas is.
The full boar d of d irectors met only three or fou r times pe r year . Some of lhe
board me mbers interviewed expressed concern over thesmall number of meetings. TIleY
fe lt that the concen tration o f act ivity with in theexecutive comm ittee meant that a number
ofboard members were no lo nger invo lved in the organizatio n. One board member said:
If you are going to have any interest in something you have [0 be involved ard
in order to be involve d you have to bepart of the action . . • U nless you are on the
exe cutive committee you can lose contact with what is going on (personal
interv iew) .
This concern was echoed by another board member when he had this [0 say:
I feel that we have brought a lot of good people onto the board over the term I
have been there but we have not utilized them to the best poss ible advantage. In
other words we solic it their board membership but the n we d on ' t give them
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anything to do and they seem to drif t away. And it is still the same core people,
the same few bodies thai seem to be doing everything and making a lot of the
decisions . I feel that a lot of new people that we have brought in have a lot to
contribute. but have not been given thai opportunity (personal interview).
It was hoped the organization would increase the involvement of board members
in the organization's activities through the committee system. However, the level of
activity of the projectcommitteestended to fluctuate accordingtothestatusof the project
under investigation . Moreover, these were ad hoc comminees made up mainly of non-
board members . While the number of board members on advisory committees was
higher , these committees too tended to be inactive for long per iods. As a result. a number
of boa rd members were not very involved in the Corporation . Th is prob lem was
recognized by one executive committee member:
Some board members are not very involved. We have been trying (0 keep all
board members involved in committees. but the activity of a particu lar committee
fluctuates during different times, Therefore . it is hard to keep all board members
involved (personal interview) ,
Moreover. these committees were established to examine the feasib ility of a
particular project or monitor the activities of a particular subsidiary. T herefore ,
discussions would lend to be narrow in focus and not deal with New Dawn's overa ll
policies and objectives. Finally, a number of board members who were interviewed
indicated a few board members dominated the more important committees. For example,
there was considerable overlap between the membership of the executive and the housing
comm ittees. the two most important advisory committees in the New Dawn structure.
A number of board members expressed concern that the board was no longer in
control of the organization, They felt that important decisions were being made by
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committee members and a small number of board members who make up the execut ive
without the knowledge or approval of the full board. One of the board members
expressed their concern in this way:
I think the committee meets and decides things and then they come to the
executive . This is the kind of thing that I am a little bit worried about. You have
to have some direct ion from the board as to whether they should continue and
follow through on it . .. Somebody is developing these ideas and putting them in
action yet they are not coming through the proper channels to the board"
(pe rsonal interview) .
In fact one board member was frustrated with the way the organization was operating
and indicated he was ready to resign his seat. He fell: "there is a small circle within New
Dawn who makes all the decisions. these people are on all the committees" (personal
interview) .
Both the GNPDC and New Dawn present themselves as community controlled
development corpora tions. However. when information used in this chapter wasco llected.
community residents had very little influence over the policies of either organ ization.
Decisions were made by a small number of individuals in each organization. Other than
the fact tha t these individuals lived in the locality. it could be said that community control
was practically nonexistent. Community participation in me GNPDC was expected to
flow Ihrough their involvement in the RDAs. Public involvement in the Associations may
be very low. This is an issue that requires fur ther investigation. PUlling this matter aside.
it is eviden t the GNPDC isolated itself from its membership. A large number of the RDA
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leaders felt they had no input into the Co rpora tion's decis ion-mak ing proce ss. They felt
the GNPDC was not accountab le to them. While the board of directors of the GNPDC
was heavily involved in policy decisions, leaders of the organizations that appointedthem
had no way to influence decisions made by the Corporat ion's board.
Communication between the RDAs and the GNPDC was not well developed.
Responsibility for communicationsbetween the Corporation and its membership was left
to each Corpora tion board member. However. it was apparent this contact had broken
down in a number of cases. T he lack of communication between the groups resulted in
much misunderstanding concerning the mandate of the GNPDC. It also meant the RDA
leaders were unsure what role the Associations would play in relation to the Corporation .
Many uf them felt uninformed and alienated. The Corporation focused all of its resources
on establishing business ventures and devoted very few resources to building a "system"
of community economic development in cooperation with the RDAs.
The pattern of centralized decision-making was also evident in New Dawn. In this
CDC. the board was self-selecting. There was no constituency to be accountable to. New
Dawn had a large board of eighteen members who were expected to represent the
interests of the community. Most were middle class professionals. Additional community
part icipation was sought through various project committees formed to help initiate new
act ivities. However, appointments to these boards were mainly based on expertise that
the individuals could bring 10 the effort. Moreover, many of the decisions in the
organization were made by the staff and a small number of board members on the
execut ive committee. A number of board members felt alienated and uninformed.
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Given the small amount of resources at their disposal. CDes face a difficult
challenge balancing community involvement and accountability with economic success.
However. their legitimacy in the community and beyond as community controlled
development organiza tions requires appropriate attention to public partic ipation in the
development process. If the community is to be involved in planning development
programs, mechanisms for participation and accountability must be firmly established.
Anemic n must also be paid to the educationa l aspects of community eco nomic
develop ment . There must be a clear understanding of the CDC's mandate and how it
relates to the community. In addition,the board of directors of the CDC needsto acquire
skills thai would help them guide the corporation. II is through them that community
cont rol is expec ted to flow.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CO NCLUS ION
Evidence from the two case studies in this thesis suggests that the CDCs were unable 10
function as effective vehicles for community economic develo pment . The evidence
suggeststhat the twoCDCsstudieddid notprovideopportunitiesfor communityresidents
to plan and implementa comprehensive development strategy. Nor did the organizations
take an alterna tive approach to deve lopment that prov ided community residents with the
means to democ rat ically control their activiti es. Rather they rejected the social and
politicalprocess that this would entailand concentratedinstead on businesssuccess in an
attemptto becomefinancially self-sufficient. In essence, theyfunctionedlikeany private
sector enterprise . In this regard. the CDCs could hardly be viewed as tools for socia l
change. They co uld hardly be viewed as organizations that were part of a wider social
movement leadi ng to expa nded popu lar involvement in the economy , the political system.
the work place and the co mmunity . AI best. leaders of these organizations may have taken
a paternalistic approach to local deve lopment.
The GNPDC placed almost all of its limited resources into establishing and
managing two businesses enterprises in part nership with the local pr ivate business sector.
New Dawn concentrate d on creat ing apartments that provided housing to low income
families. Neither organ ization engaged in capaci ty building that would give local residents
the opportunity and sk ills to cont rol the developm ent init iatives. Neither orga nization
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provided training to its membership or board of directors to give them the skills needed
to take part in the complex task of community economic development. In this sense the)'
approachedcommunitydevelopmentin terms of development "in" the communitywhere
techn ical knowledge was used to achieve particu lar tasks. They did nOI embrace the
alternativenotionof development' of" thecommunitywhich would have emphasizedthe
creation of strong social networks and participatio n by commu nity residents.
The GNPDC failed 10 maintain closecommunicationswith its membership. As
a result. many RDA leaders felt alienatedand frustrated over their lack of inputinto the
Corporation's decis ion-making process . In the case of New Dawn, its memhership
consisted of a self-selecting board of directors. Yet, a number of the beard members fclt
left out of the decision-mak ing process of the organ izatio n. While both the GNPDC and
New Dawn based their operating principles on a collect ivist philosophy, they could not
be considered to be community contro lled enterprises. Contro l rested with a small number
of individuals who comprised the staff and a small number of board members who placed
prio rity on creating self-sufficient organizations. The ir focus on business success set in
motion pressures to concentrate limited resources into business deve lopment and
management . As a result decisions were centralized in order to promote efficiency. They
were unable to achieve democratic responsiveness to co mmunal and societa l welfare. In
the ir attempt to meet apparent demands of the market, Ihey departed from taking into
accou nt com munity and soc ial goals that transcended the logic of the market.
The two CDCs studied in this thesis were market oriented organizat ions and
rejection of the logic of the market cou ld easily have meant business failure. They faced
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an inherent tensio n to meet both the economic requirements of business success and the
social needs which were behind their formation in the first place. The GNPDC was
created by the six RDAs in the region to form the basis of a system of comprehensive
community econom ic developmenl. However. it had limited resourc es and all of these
were devotedto establishingand managing businesses in an effort 10 becomefinancially
self-supporting. Evidence from NewDawn.one of the oldestCDes in Canada, suggests
that it is difficult for a CDC to function as a development institution when most of its
limited resource s are devo ted to managing existing activi ties.
Community economic development requires more resources then the two CDes
studied were able to acquire. Slate support appearsto be critical to the successof locally
based initiatives.' The present Slatesponsored programs view individual entrepreneurs
as the driving forces behindlocaldevelopment, Local efforts to support these individuals
are considered community economicdevelopment. The objective of such an approachto
development is to create economicgrowth in the locality. No consideration is given to
the social consequencesof that development or who benefits.
It is unclear if the state will supportefforts to link local economic development
witha process of social changebasedon community empowerment, CDCs may receive
funding to support local entrepreneurs, but this is hardly community empowerment.
Moreover, there is no guaranteethat the state will viewCDCs as appropriatevehicles to
deliver meir programs, A number of state sponsored projects that support individual
entrepreneurs already exist. In this regard. CDCsare forced to walk a tight-rope, If the
All IJO CDCs recently sur~~d in 29 American cities, depended on some form of government
assistance (Vidal. 1992).
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CDC is seen to have no legitimacy in the community and controlled by a small groupof
individuals. it may not receive funding since the Slate may argue it is not representative
of important community interests. On the other hand , if the CDC is successful in
mobili zing the community in a process of social change. it may be viewed as a threat .
In any case, supporting private economic development neglects the social and political
dimensions of community economicdevelopment. CDCsare expected (0 operate for the
general benefi t of the community by combin ing social with economic objectives. Le w
income familiesbenefitted from New Dawn's housing program. Thiscould be seen as
a general community benefit. In the case of the GN PDC. the picture of who benefits was
somewhat less clear. T here was no well defined client group for this organization.While
many of its activities had direct benefits for the local businesscommunity, it would be
unfair to say that it was coopted by this group. The conflict with local fish processors
over the control of the Brig Bay plant indicates this separation. Both organizationswere
operating according to their own agendas. They were trying to balance the social
objectives needed to give them some legitimacy among community residents and
governmentfundingagencies with their economicobjectives of surviving as self-sufficient
business entities.
So what are the options for CDCs? It is unlikely they will acquire enough
resourceson their own to carry out a programof community economicdevelopment. One
of the paradoxes of the CDC concept is that they are formed by community residents to
ensure that development takes place under local democratic control. Yet, their need to
become financiallyself-sufficient means the democraticcontrol isconsiderably weakened.
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The utilization of outside resources, in particular assistance from the state, is important
in any communityeconomic development effort. The question is whether thecommunity
can acquire these resource s on its terms. How much will the state be w ill ing to support
decentralized program development? Will community residents be able to organize
effectively to formulate programs and press their demands for state support? Shragge
(1993 : vii) reminds us this may be possible:
The State needs to be viewed as less than monolithic. In the eve nt that social
changeactivities threaten to destabilize the existing social order, the State will and
does deploy a combination of repressive and cooptive measures . However, it is
also true that socia l and political forces, particularly at the local tev-l . can be
mobilized to force concessions from the State. In other words. the State has be..I,
limits and inherent interests that it represents and is. at the same time. an arena
of contestation and struggle. Outcomes are not comp le tely predetermined.
It was beyond the scope o f this thesis 10 study the complex relationships between stale
policies and com munity eco nomic development. Research in this area. and the effects of
the state policies on local initiatives. is needed.
Development is a normative goal and as such it is also ideologically value laden
and contestable. S ince it is political it is unavoidably concerned with value conflicts. The
results of the two case stud ies certainly indicate that CDCs are in fact ideological takers
rather than makers. They never saw community economic development in terms of an
alternative development strategy with community empowerment as its goal. Rather . they
accepted the notion that co mmunity economic development is concerned with economic
growth. Given the resource constraints they were forced to work under. it may be unfair
to demand that the two CDCs should have functioned as both successful business
enterprises and as the basis of a comprehensive community economic development
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program wh ich included community empowerment. If they arc to succeed in this regard.
organizations such as CDCs must be encompassed by. and form pan of , a larger
movement for local self-determination.
In the present political climate. which places all value on individual initiativeand
self-sufficiency. it would be very difficult for institutions such as the GNPDC and New
Dawn to promote community empowerment. The individualism mat is apparent in
theoriesof entrepreneurialmotivationcannotaddress issues of collectivesocial change.
Nor does this approach address the implications of the interrelationship between regions
and their effects on the local economies. No attention is given to how structural
constraints influence and impede individual actions. Community economic development
as it was implemented by the two CDCs studied can becriticized on the same grounds.
11leir emphasis on business success meant they did not address any of the social or
political issues of local development. It is important to recognize ihe limits of a
community economic development strategy. It is important to keep in mind lhat any
locally initiated process will be constrained by Iacrcrs at the provincial, national and
international levels. Failure 10 recognize this may put the onus on marginalized
communities to solve their own problems without recognizing constraints in the larger
society.
Clearly, expecting locally initiated development programs to deal with long
standing problems of marginalization without a great deal of state support is unrealistic.
If community economicdevelopment projectscan get people involved in makingdecelons
and setting priorities at the local level, this may get them interested in issues of broader
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For those interested in progressive social change, this is one of its prem ising
aspects. However, it appears that attention is now focused explicitly on economic
developmentand strengthening themarker - justifiedon the groundsof job creation. Such
an approach has splintered any possiblefocuson a comprehensive examination of what
development meansand hampered the integrationof social with economic development.
If community economic development is lo form the basis of an alternative
development strategythere must not onlybe institutional formssuch as CDes but also
ideologicalspace to advance new goals. Democratic objectives require the formulation
of new valueswhichcounter the prevailinghegemony of hierarchy, economicefficiency,
individual initiative and developmentas economicgrowth. Without such a commitment
to an alternative notionof development, organizationswhich claim to takea community
economicdevelopmentapproach will continue to take their operadng rationale from the
dominant ideology. In such a situationdemocraticcommunity control will be extremely
difficult to achieve. Without strong countervailing forces, the non-market logic of
collective democratic action may not appear important to CDC leaders."
Fulton and Layco<:k (1990) make llris last point, in relation to eo-cje rauves. Friedmann
(1992) prcscnt5an alternativedevelopmenlapproacllbasedon w lleclivc self-empnwerment,
deDlXralic decision-making, anda pcliticlzedcivilsociety al the ecmmunily level,al ongwith
Ule lramfonnaliono fllus social inlo poUlic.a1 power to engage in slrllgg1cs 0nthenalionaland
lnternaticnalterrain. Daly and Cobb (1989)also discuss the need for a new order thaIwould
suooTllinate economic activity to democratically definedsod al goals, alongwith anemphasis
onc OllIOlunily.
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The data usedin this lhesis wert collected in 1988 and 1989; this represents a major
limitation of the study. The environment in which any community-based organization
such as CDCs operate is never sure. Changes in local conditions arxl state policies
present new opportunities or constraint to which the organization must respond.
Moreover. priorities and the allocation of resources within the organization may be
altered as critical issues emerge. Community economicdevelopment isa long-term, ever
evolving process. Further research on the present condition and internaldynamics of both
the GNPDC and New Dawn would document if they succeeded or failed to overcome
some of the tensions identified in this thesis. While it was not possible 10obtain updated
information on New Dawn, a brief description of recent developments pertaining to the
GNPDC are outlined below by drawing on the work of Felt and Sinclair (forthcoming).
Even while research wasbeing conducted for this thesis, indications ofa possible
crisis in the fIShing industry in the province were emerging. Landings of grcendflsh,
panicularly cod, wert declining dramatically. In 1992. a moratcnu m was calledon the
harvesting of all groundfish alOllgthe entire northeastcoast of the province and fisheries
workers were placed on a government sponsored compensation package. In 1993, the
moratorium was extended to include the entire province. Communities in regions such
as the Northern Peninsula, which are so heavily dependent on the inshore fishing
industry, facean uncertain future. Both the federal and provincial governments talkabout
the need to down-size the industry. They talk of too many fishermen chasing too few fish
and the existenceof too many small seasonal fish processing plants. Without some form
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of rural diversification, the economiesof many communities on the Northern Peninsula
may be shattered.
While the futureof muchof rural Newfoundlandis m OTC precariousthanever. the
fate of community-based development organizations is also unknown. The last rural
development subsidiary agreement between the federal and provincial governments
expired in 1994. It wasthrough this agreement that RDAs were funded. Interim funding
has been put in place while a federal/provincial committee studies local economic
developme nt agencies in the provi nce. However, the future for RDAs looks shaky. Both
levels of governments want to reduce spending. Moreover. they both have placed
emphasis on entrepreneurship as the motor for local development. A number of other
governmental and non-governmental agencies exist to provide support to entrepreneurial
activity. Finally, RDAs have in the past relied on accessingand managing short-termjob
creation projects which were tied into the use of the unemployment insurance system as
a means of income support in rural communities. The use of unemployment insurance in
this regard has been under review by the federal and provincial governments. Unlessthey
find a new role - a number are providing services, managing aspects of the fisheries
compensation package - many RDAs may disappear, However, they may yet take an
important position as advocacy groups on behalf of those rural Newfoundlanders most
severely affected by the current crisis. This thesis did not provide a detailed analysis of
the internal dynamics and the current role of RDAs in the province. Further research
could be carried out in this area.
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In 1991, the GNPOCfaceduncertainly. The Innovations funding ha1come to an
end and other sources of government funding did not seem forthcoming. Revenues from
various act ivities could not match its admi nistrat ive COSlS. AI th is lime. the size of the
staff wasreduced. Finally, the Corporation wasable to accesssome funding from ACOA
to provide support services th~t focused on technical and scientific assistance to local
enterprises. With this funding, the GNPDC hireda mechanical engineer anti biologist and
was able to acquire several contracts to introduce and study new technology in shrimp
harvesting and aquaculture. The Corporation acquired a research and development fish
hatchery at thesiteof theabandonedzincmine at Daniels Harbour. In collahorationwith
a number of governmentand educational agencies, the GNPDC has attempted to develop
new technology and train individuals in cage rearin~ arctic char. The activities of
Nonhchip were expanded into lumber production. The subsidiary established one of the
largest sawmilJing operations in the province and collects saw logs from the six local
sawmtllers who make up the GNPDC's pan ners in Northchip.' Northchip is now the
major source of revenue for the GNPOC. However, thesubsidiary does face a challenge.
Newfoundland Hydro has indicated that it will phase out the electric generating plant al
Roddiektonwhere all of Northchip's woodchips are sold. Alternative uses for the wood
chips are being looked at by the Corporation. The GNPDCalso establisheda subsidiary
to promote craft production in the area, GNP Craft Producer Limited (Felt and Sinclair,
forthcoming),
This is the same mooel wlIith wasU5ellin (i rul l'lorlhem Suroods . Hewever , t llflniCUi htr-.cn !hl:
Corporaooo and!he private 5ector haW 1'IOloccurred. The I"USO", why tQnl1iC1 hu not emerged Ihuwd
be cxplored.
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In 1990and 1991, the tensionsbetweenthe GNPDC andtwoof the RDAsreached
a critical stage and the Associations withdrew from the board of directors. Since that
lime, the Corporation appears to have made efforts 10 devote more anention to illl
relationshipwith its membershipandboth Associations have returned, The level of RDA
representation on the GNPDC's board of directors was increased. Now two individuals
are appointed from each Association. The internal dynamics of the GNP\?C require
further study to determ ine if the level of community contro l had increased. Structural
changes do not necessarily mean more control, but all six RDAs now appear more
satisfied with their relationship with the Corporation (Felt and Sinclair. 1994), It is
possible that the GNPDC was going through some growing pains when the research for
this thesis was collected. It was formed by a small group of RDA leaders who were
appointed by the Associations to examine the possibility of establishing a community-
based approach to social and economic development in the region. There was little
opportunity for widespread discussion about the Corporation 's mandate and how the
RDAs would relate to the new organization. Perhaps more time wasrequired for these
issues 10 be resolved successfully.
In any case, while the constraints faced by organizations such as CDes must be
understood ~ after all , they react 10 and borrow from their environment ~ it is also
important to keep in mind that they do represent one organ izational response to some of
the d ifficulties faced by reside nts of marginalized localities. Rural Newfoundlanders face
many challenges and will likely have to adjust to numerous changes. Community-based
organizations such as CDCs may yet provide them with a voice, and at the same time,
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with govern ment support, provide a basis for local initiatives designed to address some
of these challenges. It is evident. however. tha t if COO are [0 combine social with
econo mic concerns they must be viewed as more man a var ian! of pri vate enterprise
operating accord.:ng (0 the logicof market forces. The possibility of community economic
developmentas community empowerment should not be disregarded by those interested
in progressive social change andsocialjustice. There isa need for grass-roms approaches
to encourage community well being in the present international context of ecological
degradation and increasing inequalities between individua ls and regions.
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